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ABSTRACT 

The chomses from the eighteenth century opere serie of Wolfgang Amadeus 

Mozart represent a body of literature that is relatively unknown. While the majority of 

Italian opere serie exclude the choms, most of Mozart's works in this genre contain 

significant choral scenes. The existence of opera seria as popular musical theater was 

short-lived, yet the chomses from Mozart's opere serie are worthy examples of secular 

choral literature that are musically viable and dramatically sound, deserving to be 

discovered and presented by choral conductors searching for new works from the 

classical period. 

This study includes a scholarly examination of opera seria as a genre, as well 

as the historical role of the opera choms. Of particular importance is the operatic 

reform movement in France which assigned a more important role to the choms than 

the traditional Italian opera seria. Mozart was influenced by this aspect of the French 

reform during his sojoum in Paris in 1778. 

This study also examines Mozart's early works for the stage, many of which 

conform to the conventions of opera seria, as well as his mature examples in this 

genre, Idomeneo, Re di Creta, and La clemenza di Tito. 

The practical focus of this project is devoted to the production of performing 

editions of choruses from several of these operas. The editions feature altemative 

notations that allow for less strenuous vocal ranges, a chart of the Intemational 

Phonetic Alphabet with pronounciation guides, IPA transcriptions of all Italian texts. 



and literal English translations. Some choral scenes include options for soloists and 

small ensembles as well as simple recitative. Each choral scene presented includes 

historical information about the opera, a synopsis of the plot, and performance 

comments and recommendations specific to the selection. The editions are presented 

in a piano/vocal score format that can be used for performance. 

This project provides conductors, singers, and audiences with a significant 

corpus of Mozart's choral compositions. It includes the examination of historical 

perspectives associated with opera seria and the opera choms coupled with actual 

performing editions. 
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CHAPTER I 

OPERA SERIA 

Introduction 

It was an opportunity to meet with friends and acquaintances, to move about 

freely, converse in a loud voice, share the latest joke, or pass on the most recent 

gossip. When one tired of those activities, it was possible to find a place with table 

and chairs where one could join with friends in a rousing dice or card game or become 

absorbed in chess or checkers. Newspapers were readily available and vendors moved 

through the crowd offering up food, drink, snuff, and smoking materials.' The scene 

thus limned is not an evening at the local tavem but rather an eighteenth century opera 

performance. 

David Littlejohn also describes the atmosphere inside an eighteenth century 

opera house: 

Well-to-do patrons could rent boxes for a whole season, decorate them 
to their own taste, and tum them into small private living rooms where 
they could receive friends, chat, play cards, eat, and drink—all during 
the performance Because they knew the plots already, and weren't 
there for the story in any case, operagoers tended to talk through the 
recitatives (which grew shorter and shorter as the century progressed), 
and might tum toward the stage only to hear one of their favorite 
singers performing a big number. The whole experience was probably 
closer to an evening at Vauxhall Gardens, or a cafe concert in Paris 

' Donald Jay Grout, A Short History of Opera (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1947), 200. This scene is a representation based on reports from the 
historical writers De Brosses, Maier, Doran, and Dr. Bumey. 



(with occasional tums by a visiting celebrity singer) than to an evening 
at most opera houses today.' 

By the middle of the eighteenth century, the opera house had become a social 

gathering place. Audiences met as much to enjoy each other's company as to witness 

the serious musical spectacle on stage. Each member of society, aristocrat as well as 

commoner, was filled with the heady independence of the Enlightenment and its new 

moral sense that was based on social equality and freedom of thought and behavior. 

Edmund Cykler states that "this society was not only sophisticated and elegant, but 

disclaimed any affinity for being profound and showing emotion. The Age of Reason 

and Enlightenment had placed a premium on intellectual pursuits and looked with a 

good deal of suspicion on any reliance upon feelings."^ As the democratic public 

seized its place in this movement, the emerging middle class actively participated in 

those activities previously reserved for the nobility. 

On stage, the age of the vocal virtuoso was bom. Realizing that the cacophony 

described above fell to hushed silence and rapt attention during the solo aria, and that 

applause was often in direct proportion to degree of difficulty and amount of vocal 

agility, singers developed—and then drove to excess—a dazzling array of technical 

abilities that quickly became accepted not only as the norm, but also as a delineator of 

critical success for the performer and even for the opera itself These embellishments 

' David Littlejohn, The Ultimate Art: Essays Around and About Opera 
(Berkeley: University of Califomia Press, 1992), 94-106. For an excellent overview of 
opera seria see Chapter 3, "When Opera Was Still Serious." 

' Edmund Cykler et aL, An Outline History of Western Music (Madison, 
Wisconsin: WCB Brov^ & Benchmark, 1994), 112. 



were known by several Italian terms including: coloratura, fioratura, and bravura. 

They all served to identify a style of vocal ornamentation that was derived from 

experiments in the early seventeenth century, the purpose of which was to use 

improvisation as a means of expression.' 

Leading the way in this new vocal artistry was the musico, a unique and 

controversial vocal type that combined great power with youthful beauty of tone.* 

Carolyn Gianturco relates that "these unfortunate but musically splendid creatures had 

had a long history in Catholic church music where, although the female range was 

desired, women could take no part. Outside Italy castratos were deplored but yet 

employed, necessarily and with great success, wherever Italian opera seria was 

performed."*̂  The phenomenon of the male leading role being sung in the soprano 

range further removed opera seria from emotional realism. 

Because the vocal idiom dominated opera, audiences were uninterested in new 

stories or plots, but they continually demanded new musical settings by a variety of 

composers, making it common practice for the same libretto to be set many times. 

' Small, motivic omaments known as effetti were originally promoted as 
means of expression by Caccini, Cavalieri, and the more progressive members of the 
Florentine Camerata. 

' John A. Rice, La clemenza di Tito (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1991), 6. Musico was the normal eighteenth-century term for a castrated male 
soprano or contralto. According to Rice, the term castrato, common today, usually 
had derogatory implications when applied to singers in the eighteenth century. 

*" Carolyn Gianturco, Mozart's Early Operas (London: B.T. Batsford, Ltd., 
1981), 83. 



The work of eighteenth century opera composers "was often seen as no more 

important than that of the set designer, and considerably less important than that of the 

singers.'" These composers, taking a back-seat to singers and their improvised 

omamentation, began to tum out complete works in short periods of time, often 

providing little more than a musical outline which the vocalists would fill out 

according to their individual abilities. 

The rise of vocal excess for its own sake and the resultant response of the 

audience signaled a departure from the original precepts of those early composers and 

poets who fashioned vocal monody into opera. While the unmly behavior of the 

audience was symptomatic of the need for reform, the singers on stage were not 

exempt from questionable conduct: "During the orchestra ritomellos between stanzas 

of their own arias, singers might walk about, chat, adjust their costumes, or take snuff. 

They might bow to or joke with their friends in the audience."" 

The prominence of the virtuoso singer at the expense of the drama coupled 

with the inability of the audience to perceive opera as an artistic whole caused poets, 

composers, and critics who wanted to organize and establish opera as a serious literary 

and musical genre to undertake a process of reform.̂  This reform was essentially a 

' LittlQ}ohn, Tlie Ultimate Art, 100. 

" Ibid 

^ ScQ RicQ, La clemenza di Tito, 16. One of the leading groups in this reform 
movement was the Arcadian Academy, a literary and intellectual organization that 
first met in 1690, and whose goal was the improvement of Italian poetry and drama. 



literary process that focused primarily on the text of the libretto supported by the 

contrasting musical techniques of recitative and aria. Those interested in reform 

believed that if the plots could be organized and clarified, if the libretto could be 

supported by a musical treatment that would underscore and be subordinate to the 

text, and if the singers could declaim the words of the drama with the lofty oratory of 

classical literature, surely the public would embrace this new opera as absorbing and 

compelling musical theater. They were wrong. While the primary goal of this reform 

was to shift the focus from the vocal excess of the singer to the worthiness of the 

libretto, the tradition of vocal embellishment had become an institution in serious 

opera requiring any change or reorganization to incorporate omamentation into the 

plan. This first attempt at reform also served to identify what was to become an 

uneasy and legendary stmggle for dominance between music and text in this most 

interdisciplinary of all art forms. According to Charles Rosen, "The problem of 

eighteenth-century tragedy can only be considered with the limitations of the artistic 

language in mind—rather, the problem of the failure (or, if you like, the non

existence) of eighteenth-century tragedy. .. . Not only in literature, but in music as 

well, secular tragedy was the unattainable ideal.' 

In 1778, the twenty-two-year-old Mozart was finishing what might be 

considered a period of apprenticeship as an opera composer. He had already 

completed and produced works in the three genres that would define his operatic 

mo 

'" Charles Rosen, The Classical Style (New York: WW. Norton & Company, 
1972), 164. 



output: opera seria, opera buffa, and Singspiel}^ Yet even this late in the century, it 

was Italian opera seria that he wanted most to compose: "Do not forget how much I 

desire to write operas. I envy anyone who is composing one. I could really weep for 

vexation when I hear or see an aria. But Italian, not German; seriosa, not buffa.'"' 

Still, opera seria did not survive; as Rosen explains, "The failure of Mozart is most 

striking. . . . The inability of even the greatest composer to breathe life into opera 

seria has been blamed on the restricting conventions of the genre."" 

Historical Origins and Development of the Genre 

Toward the end of the sixteenth century, the Florentine nobleman Giovanni de' 

Bardi (1534-1612) encouraged a small group of amateur musicians and intellectuals to 

consider the state of contemporary vocal music."'' This group was first known as 

" Still to come would be the seven mature masterpieces that would secure 
Mozart's place in the history of opera: the opere serie Idomeneo, Re di Creta 
(Munich-1781) and La clemenza di Tito (Prague, 1791), the opere buffe Le nozze di 
Figaro (Vienna-1786), Don Giovanni (Prague-1787), and Cosi fan tutte 
(Vienna-1790), and the Singspielen Die Entfuhrung aus dem Serail (Vienna, 1782), 
and Die Zauberflote (Vienna-1791). 

'' Emily Anderson, ed.. The Letters of Mozart and His Family (London: 
MacMillan and Co., 1938), 2:683. (Mozart to his father, Febmary 4, 1778, emphasis 
added.) 

1.1 Rosen, The Classical Style, 164-165. 

'̂  Robert Donington, The Opera (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 
1978), 9. 



Bardi's Camerata and later as the Florentine Camerata.'- Their discussions concluded 

that the polyphony and madrigalisms promoted mainly by the compositional 

techniques brought to Italy by Netherlandish composers served only to obscure the 

text and prohibit music from contributing to the emotional content of vocal works. 

Grout comments on the nationalistic roots of this point of view: 

The prevalence of solo singing in sixteenth-century Italy has the 
character of a national reaction against the Netheriands polyphony that 
had been implanted there in the early part of the century. It is a 
manifestation of certain deep-rooted Italian traits which have remained 
constant throughout the musical history of that nation: hatred of 
complexity and obscurity, a profound feeling for melody as constituting 
the essence of music, and a preference for the individual artist as 
against the communal group represented by the church choir or the 
madrigal ensemble.'* 

To counteract this perceived problem of polyphonic vocal music the Camerata 

advocated a retum to the declamatory style of ancient Greek tragedy. This idea was 

first proposed by the distinguished Scholar of ancient Greek, Girolamo Mei (1519-

1594).'̂  The doctrines espoused by Mei had a profound effect on the members of the 

Camerata, particularly the madrigal composer Vincenzo Galilei (1533-1591)."' In 

'* Donington, The Opera, 9. According to Donington, the word camerata was 
not found in contemporary Italian dictionaries until 1612. It was evidently coined 
from camera (room) as affectionate slang for Bardi's "roomful" or circle of friends. 

" Grout, A Short History of Opera, 34. 

" Donington, The Opera, 9 

" Vincenzo Galilei was the father of the famous astronomer Galileo Galilei 
(1564-1642). 
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1581 Galilei published a treatise called Dialogo della Musica Antica, e Modema 

(Dialogue about Music Ancient, and Modem) which "attacked the theory and practice 

of vocal counterpoint as exemplified in the Italian madrigal."'' Grout outlines Galilei's 

argument: 

. . . for every phrase of poetry there was but one, unique melody of 
tones and rhythms that perfectly expressed it. Therefore, when several 
voices simultaneously sang different melodies and words, in different 
rhythms and registers, music could never be consistent with the text; 
when some voices were low and others high, some rising and others 
descending, some moving in slow notes and others in fast, the resulting 
chaos of contradictory impressions served only to show off the 
clevemess of the composer and the ability of the performers in a style 
of music which, if of any value at all, was suitable only for an ensemble 
of instmments.̂ " 

In practice, the monody promoted by Galilei and the Camerata featured a solo 

vocalization over a chordal accompaniment that attempted to emulate the qualities of 

a good orator. The character of this vocalization was a "speech-song" declamation 

that conformed to the contemporary idea of what was thought to be an authentic 

imitation of Greek drama.̂ ' The goal of this vocal style was to maintain the natural 

rhythm and accentual pattem of seventeenth century Italian language, to be as far 

removed as possible from the madrigalisms of the late Renaissance." 

" Donald Jay Grout, A History of Western Music (New York: WW. Norton & 
Company, 1960), 278. 

20 Ibid 

-' Wallace Brockway and Herbert Weinstock, The World of Opera (New York: 
The Modem Library, 1941), 5. 

" See Edmund Cykler etaL, An Outline History of Western Music, 75. This 



In 1592, Bardi was called to Rome and the leadership of the Camerata fell to 

another Florentine nobleman, Jacopo Corsi. It was the trio of Corsi, poet Ottavio 

Rinuccini (1562-1621), and composer Jacopo Peri (1561-1633) who launched the new 

genre that would become opera.-' 

Scholars are somewhat divided about what might be called the first opera; 

however, three works seem to merit a certain portion of this distinction. In 1594, 

under Corsi's patronage, Rinuccini wrote the pastoral drama Dafhe which was later 

set to music by Peri in 1598. It was produced that year in Florence at the home of 

Corsi. Most scholars agree that Daihe was the first opera, although no music 

survives. In 1600, two works were composed and produced which both vie for the 

title of the first surviving opera. They are La Rappresentatione di anima e dicorpo 

(Rome, 1600) by Camerata member Emilio de' Cavalieri (1550-1602) and Eurydice 

(Florence, 1600) set jointly by Peri and Camerata member Giulio Caccini (1546-1618) 

to a text by Rinuccini. Cavalieri's work is often characterized as the first oratorio 

rather than opera due to its subject and content which takes the form of a morality 

play, although it contains all the elements of early opera including costumes, scenery, 

lighting, and stage machinery. In the case oi Eurydice, the collaboration between Peri 

and Caccini was somewhat tenuous. Donington writes that Caccini refused to allow 

technique was known as the modem style {stile modemo) as opposed to the older style 
{stile antico or primaprattica). 

23 See Donington, The Opera, 15. 
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his pupils to sing in the opera unless he composed some chomses as well as the small 

role of "Eurydice."^'' The result of this uneasy partnership was that Caccini published 

and produced his own version of the same libretto in 1602. 

In 1607 at Mantua, Claudio Monteverdi (1567-1643) produced his first opera, 

Orfeo. With this work, Monteverdi "established opera as the leading genre through his 

extraordinary gift for expressing emotions ....-• As other composers and poets 

hastened to try their hand at this new art form, the genre was firmly established.-' 

In 1637, the center of operatic activity moved to the newly opened public 

opera houses of Venice. In Gerhart von Westerman's Opera Guide, there is a lively 

description of the excitement that was seventeenth century Venice: 

People flocked to Venice from all parts of the world: nowhere were 
festivities more splendid; nowhere was the camival so abandoned in its 
extravagance and gaiety. Venice led the fashion in manners and 
clothes: gigantic puffed sleeves, enormously full skirts, and low-cut 
necklines spread triumphantly throughout Europe. She had astounded 
the cultural world of the sixteenth century with her paintings; now she 
amazed that of the seventeenth century with her opera, which faithfully 
expressed the spirit of the age." 

"̂̂  Donington, The Opera, 18. 

'̂ David Poultney, Studying Music History (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1983.), 87. 

-*' The history of the first opera productions is well documented by several 
authors including Grout, A History of Western Music, 279-281 and A Short History of 
Opera, 35; Donington, The Opera, 17-19; Alec Harman, "The Beginnings of Opera," 
The Pelican History of Music, 249-252; and Brockway and Weinstock, 77?̂  World of 
Opera, 4-6. 

-' Gerhart von Westerman, Opera Guide (New York: E.P. Dutton. 1965), 28. 
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Aside from this report, Westerman goes on to cite the important differences between 

Florentine and Venetian opera: 

Whereas the Florentine opera had been known as dramma per 
musica, in the Venetian period the word 'opera' came into general use. 
Florence had emphasized the dramatic element and tried to deepen 
dramatic expression, but the predominance of the recitative seemed a 
handicap to the Venetians, who consciously developed in its place the 
purely melodic element, cantilena and fioratura^* 

Early in the seventeenth century, Monteverdi became a part of the Venetian 

musical scene. Since 1590 he had been employed at the court of Mantua, but in 1613 

he accepted the position of choirmaster at St. Mark's cathedral in Venice. This 

appointment afforded him the opportunity to compose works for one of the most 

prodigious musical organizations of seventeenth century Europe. During this time, 

Monteverdi continued to write operas in the Florentine style for production at the 

court of his former employer, the Duke of Mantua.̂ ' In 1630, after a successful career, 

he took holy orders and planned to retire from active composing, but seven years later, 

with the opening of the public opera houses, he was again compelled to create works 

for the theater. In The World of Opera, Brockway and Weinstock state: 

Monteverdi. . . composed his few operas as a sort of 
fashionable side line. Although most of them have been lost, from 
those remaining we get more than a hint of the important revolution he 
undertook. His innovations were not the fumbling, graceless thinking 
aloud of a parched theorist, but the rapid, expressive strokes of a 

-" Westerman, Opera Guide, 28-29. 

-' See Donington, The Opera, 32. 
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creative genius blocking out the architecture of a new medium, and 
hampered only by the flimsiest of precedents.' 

In 11 Ritorno d'Ulisse (Venice, 1641) ar\d L'incoronazione diPoppea (Venice, 1642), 

Monteverdi employed a remarkable array of musical innovations to transform opera 

into a vital art form, incorporating richer harmonies, more vivid dramatic 

characterizations, full and varied orchestrations, and concise musical form." Opera in 

Venice became so popular that "during the sixty-three years separating the opening of 

the [first public opera house] and the end of the century, sixteen [other] public opera 

houses had been founded in that city; and they had presented 358 operas.'"-

The popularity of Italian opera caused it to be exported to other major centers 

of musical activity. Earlier, in the middle of the seventeenth century, the German 

composer Heinrich Schiitz (1585-1672) had "visited and studied in Venice, an 

experience that led him to compose Dalne [set to a German translation of Rinuccini's 

original libretto], Germany's first opera . . . ."" In 1716, the Venetian composer 

Antonio Caldara (1670-1736) was appointed to the royal court in Vienna. In England, 

no native composer promoted Italian opera, although the German composer George 

Frideric Handel (1685-1759), having begun composing Italian operas in Hamburg and 

30 Brockway and Weinstock, The World of Opera, 9. 

" See Grout, A Short History of Opera, 84-85 and Poultney, Studying Music 
History, 87. 

'- David Ewen, Opera (New York: Franklin Watts, Inc., 1972), 16. 

''Ibid, 17. 
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later in Italy, successfully produced Italian opera at several London theaters.'" By the 

end of the century, Italian opera was the most popular musical genre. 

While the rest of the world began to assimilate this popular genre, it was only 

in France that Italian opera was rejected in favor of a national type of musical drama. 

The French, led by the Italian expatriate Jean-Baptiste Lully (1632-1687), established 

a singular form that placed great importance on the drama and featured more 

instmmental music, ballet, ensembles, and chomses.'-

In 1669, the royal privilege of producing opera had been granted to the 

composer Robert Cambert and his librettist Pierre Perrin, who then successfully 

created the first French opera, Pomone {Paris, 1671). Financial difficulties resulted in 

this privilege being sold to the dramatist Molidre. By 1672, Lully, having not been 

particularly interested in opera before, became convinced of the popularity and 

success of French opera. Using his influence with the King, Lully set into play a series 

of intrigues that led to the ouster of Perrin and Cambert as well as Moliere. Lully took 

control of the French opera monopoly and, with the King's consent, continued to 

increase his powers until, by 1684, he had complete control of opera in France.̂ * With 

any other composer this unilateral control might have presented problems, but "Lully's 

'" Ewen, Opera, 28-30. 

Cykler et al.. An Outline History of Western Music, 99. 35 

'* Alec Harman, "Baroque Opera and Masque," The Pelican History of Music 
(Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1963), 2:286-287. 
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unscmpulousness was more than matched by his genius, for he created a type of opera 

unique to France, and one that so appealed to French taste that it remained popular for 

over a century."" Lully called this style of French opera tragedie lyrique. 

As early as 1661, an Italian theater group was operating in Paris.'' Along with 

improvisations in the style of the Italian commedia delTarte, performances frequently 

included French vignettes with music.'̂  In 1697, Louis XIV expelled the Italians 

from Paris and their entertainments were taken over by small French acting troupes 

performing in the same style as their Italian predecessors." '̂ However, the real Italians 

could not be suppressed—Westerman reports that by 1708, an Italian opera troupe had 

"succeeded in establishing itself. . . especially as the Italians started to parody French 

opera.'"" A significant portion of the French audience became attracted to this new 

Italian style. 

'̂ Harman, The Pelican History of Music, 2:287. 

'" Grout, A Short History of Opera, 254. 

'̂  Ibid. (The commedia deWarte was a type of popular entertainment in which 
the action was improvised according to a general dramatic outline. The characters of 
these plays were universally familiar, including Hariequin, a comic valet; Brighella, 
his sidekick; Capitano, a proud soldier; Dottore, an elderly professor; Pantalone, the 
deceived husband; Puncinella, a cmel jester; Scapino, a servant; and Columbina, an 
artful maiden. From the middle of the sixteenth century to the eariy eighteenth 
century, roving companies of actors presented these entertainments in Italy as well as 
Spain, France, and England. At the end of the seventeenth century, they were 
abolished in Italy because they had become obscene.) 

* Grout, A Short History of Opera, ISA. 

*' Westerman, Opera Guide, 40. 
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The champion of the traditional French opera interest in this battle for 

supremacy was Lully's successor Jean Philippe Rameau (1683-1764). Rameau began 

his operatic career at the age of fifty, after having already achieved fame as an organist 

and harpsichordist and as the leading music theorist of the Baroque period, writing 

several treatises including the Treatise on Harmony of 1122.^^ From his first opera 

Hippolytes et Aricie {Paris, 1733), Rameau was a controversial figure. "Rameau 

believed that music 'depends on reason, nature, and geometry,' that it is 'a physico-

mathematical science,' and that 'melody is bom of harmony'. . . .'"" Rameau was 

attacked by the supporters of Lully as "the subverter of the good old French opera 

tradition . . . .'"^ Although in succeeding years, Rameau gradually gained respect for 

his stage works, it was not until 1752 and the first guerre des bouffons {v^ar of the 

buffoons), that he could count the "Lullists" among his supporters. 

Les Bouffons^as the French name given to a troupe of Italian singers who 

arrived in Paris for the 1752 season bringing with them comic works from the 

emerging opera buffa repertoire. The audience as well as the intelligentsia soon 

became divided between the supporters of the French tragedie lyrique and the Italian 

opera buffa. The war was escalated by the royal family, itself divided into factions 

with the Queen supporting the Italians, while the King, along with his mistress 

- See Poultney, Studying Music History, 100-101 

' Harman, The Pelican History of Music, 291. 

' Grout, A History of Western Music, 377. 
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Madame Pompadour, sided with the French. The battle raged until a "Trojan-horse" 

trick brought the debate to a conclusion—without a clear-cut victor. The trick 

amounted to an eighteenth century "sting" operation involving a new concept in comic 

opera, that is, composed by an Italian to an Italian libretto, but translated and 

performed in French. The Queen and the Italian supporters enthusiastically embraced 

this concept as the best of both worlds. Brockway and Weinstock describe the event: 

The director of the Opera-Comique, where the bouffons held forth, 
produced a comic opera in French, announcing it as the work of a 
Viennese Italian. When the Queen's comer applauded itself silly, the 
director announced that his 'Viennese Italian' was a fable and that the 
composer of [the opera] was a native-bom Frenchman, Antoine 
d'Auvergne, who had used a libretto by a Parisian poet. 45 

Harman points out three distinct reasons for the guerre: first, the controversy 

between the supporters of Lully and Rameau had fizzled and the public was ready for 

a new diversion; second, the simplicity of the Italian musical language and the humor 

of the characters was in sharp contrast to the complex musical idiom of Rameau and 

the serious spectacle of tragedie lyrique, and third, Rameau himself had recently 

completed a comic work, Platee {Paris, 1745) which utilized simple melodies and 

rhythms and was much closer to the Italian style."̂  Grout puts the problem in 

perspective by writing, "One of the peculiar features of this quarrel was that no one 

seemed to realize that all the comparisons were being made between French serious 

4S 

46 

Brockway and Weinstock, The World of Opera, 61 

Harman, The Pelican History of Music, 2:293. 
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opera and Italian comic opera, and therefore the real point at issue was missed."^' 

Tragedie lyrique had been the standard bearer for the French side of the war, but the 

outcome was a new genre—opera comique; as a result, French serious opera was left 

to flounder while awaiting the arrival of Gluck and his reforms, a subject that will be 

taken up later in this chapter. 

The most devastating salvo fired during this verbal war was from the 

philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau who said, "There is neither measure nor melody in 

French music, because the language itself is not susceptible of either.'""' Twenty years 

after the guerre des buffons, a time when French serious opera was in search of an 

identity, Gluck would bring to Paris a new style of opera the success of which would 

refute Rousseau's words. 

In England, the hopes for a national opera ended with the premature death of 

composer Henry Purcell (ca. 1659-1695).''̂  An operatic style that could be identified as 

tmly English was not to emerge until the twentieth century. In place of a national 

genre, the English so enthusiastically promoted Italian opera that Italian opera 

companies flourished in London and other major English cities. 

'' Grout, A Short History of Opera, 256. 

** Brockway and Weinstock, The World of Opera, 60. 

''Alec Harman, The Pelican History of Music, 2:278. Harman states that 
Purcell's "exceptional melodic and dramatic gifts make it probable that, given another 
twenty years of life, he would have composed several full-scale English operas . . . " 
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Italian musicians flocked to London over the possibility of financial gain In 

Italian Opera in London, 1760-1800 (p. 4), Frederick C. Petty relates a 1713 report 

from music historian Johann Mattheson: "He who in the present time wants to make a 

profit out of music betakes himself to England. The Italians exalt music; the French 

enliven it; the Germans strive after it; the English pay for it well."*" The remuneration 

for various positions within the Italian opera company favored the singers, followed 

by the orchestral players and lastly the composers. A typical eighteenth-century 

Italian company at the King's Theater consisted of twenty-two singers drawing salaries 

from £150 to £1500. The highest paid performers were the musici (castrati) and the 

leading female known as the prima donna. The management often offered a variety of 

fringe benefits; for example, seventeen of the above mentioned singers received the 

proceeds of a benefit performance or concert in addition to their salary. A few singers 

(three in this example) received traveling expenses, while the greatest rewards were 

reserved for those singers of "superstar" status who were certain to attract a large 

audience. The musico Marchesi received the largest salary of the company (£1500) in 

addition to a benefit performance as well as a free apartment. 

The arrangements for the appearance of Madame Guimar are particularly 

noteworthy and serve as an example of the length to which the London operatic 

establishment would go to attract the Italians: "Madame Guimar [is to be engaged] 

*" This quotation was first cited in Mollie Sand's article, "Music as a Profession 
in Eighteenth-Century England," Music and Letters XXIV (1943): 91. 
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with all imaginable expenses of her joumey, with a Courier to attend her; board and 

lodging; a benefit free of all expenses, ordinary and extraordinary; a carriage for the 

whole time that she remains in London, and for the joumey; and that Signor Ravilli 

[Deputy Company Manager] shall be at Dover to receive her."" 

The orchestral musicians and composers, while not compensated as richly as 

their singing colleagues, were still able to add extra income to their opera salaries. 

The orchestral musicians played for all performances (usually sixty to seventy) of the 

opera season. When not accompanying opera performances, these musicians could 

perform with several other orchestras and instmmental groups resident in London, as 

well as participate, for additional compensation, in the benefit concerts of other artists. 

Composers, along with receiving a fee for writing their operas (Piccinni received £400 

for an eight month engagement), could elect to participate in the opera orchestra 

(usually as harpsichordist for their own works), produce private concerts of their 

compositions, and also have their music published and sold." 

Although most of the composers, instmmentalists, and singers participating in 

these companies were native Italians, it was not uncommon for an English musician to 

become infatuated by the popularity of the style, even going so far as to fashion and 

" Frederick C. Petty, Italian Opera in London, 1760-1800 (Ann Arbor: UMl 
Research Press, 1972), 8. Mr. Petty's work in compiling reports, reviews, and records 
of this period provides an excellent insight into the operation and effect of London's 
Italian opera. 

''Ibid, 9-13. 
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adopt an Italianate spelling of his or her name, for example the soprano Signora 

Angelleli was actually Augusta Correr." 

The only British subject to successfully compose Italian opera was the 

German-bom George Frederick Handel. In 1710, Handel visited London to produce 

his opera Rinaldo (London, 1711). Two years later, having ascertained the English 

musical climate to be conducive and lucrative for Italian opera, he retumed to stay and 

in 1727 he became a British subject. With the exception of three short trips to the 

continent, Handel lived the rest of his days in England. Consequently, his operas 

retain the characteristics of the older opera seria style, a trait that the English public 

could not long endure.-' Ewen suggests that "had [Handel] been able or willing to 

outgrow the rapidly dated opera seria formula of his time—had he been less willing to 

bend the knee to popular success—he might have become one of opera's greatest 

composers."" 

Despite the constraints of this antiquated style, "Handel was first and foremost 

a dramatic composer of great power and scope: his writing for voice was unsurpassed. 

" Petty, Italian Opera in London: 1760-1800, 320-321. 

'" Alec Harman, The Pelican History of Music, 2:280. According to Harman, 
"[Handel] did not keep fully abreast of the developments in Italian opera that took 
place after he left Italy in 1710." 

" Ewen, Opera, 31. 
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his gift for characterization was remarkable . . . ."'^ Grout believes that Handel's 

operas 

conform to the conventions of their time, and the music,. . is not 
always at the highest level of inspiration. . . Handel . . . worked in 
comparative isolation from the so-called advanced currents of the 
day—an isolation due not to ignorance but to independence; and 
though his later operas make some concessions to the fashionable 
modem style, he never capitulated to it entirely and indeed abandoned 
opera for oratorio when it became evident that his own way of writing 
could not hold the favor of the London opera-going public against the 
combined competition of the new ballad operas on the one hand and 
the modem Italian music of [contemporary Italian composers] on the 
other." 

Even after Handel's death in 1759, his operas remained in obscurity. An 

examination of the operas performed at the King's Theater from 1760 until 1800 

reveal only one by Handel. This was Giulio Cesare (London, 1724) which was 

revived under the following conditions: 

In order to induce the King to visit the theater called his own, but 
which he seldom frequented, the Giulio Cesare of Handel was revived . 
. . . This ancient music was particularly suited to Rubinelli and was 
familiar to Mara, both of whom sung it incomparably well. It. . . 
answered the end proposed; the King came two or three times to hear 
it, and it was pretty generally liked by the public; at least it filled the 
house by attracting the exclusive lovers of the old style, who held cheap 
all other operatical performances. 58 

'' Poultney, Studying Music History, 105. 

''Grout, A Short History of Opera, 157. 

*' Petty, Italian Opera in London, 1760-1800, 246, quoting Richard Mount-
Edgcumbe in Reminiscences. 
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Handel's last opera was Deidamia, produced in London in 1741 to only meager 

success. Opera had brought him to the brink of artistic failure and financial min, but 

his career now took another direction. The same year saw the first performance of the 

oratorio Messiah, which established the genre that would take Handel again to the 

height of popularity and establish his place in music history. The oratorio freed 

Handel from the constraints of opera seria and allowed him to explore his interest in 

musical drama. 

In Germany, no national opera would emerge that was strong enough to stay 

the advance of Italian opera seria. Throughout Germany and Austria, the Italian style 

enjoyed tremendous success as evidenced by the employment of Italian composers at 

the major operatic centers—Caldara, Bononcini, Conti, and later Scarlatti and Traetta 

at Vienna, Steffani and later Jomelli at Munich, and Lotti and later Pallavicino at 

Dresden.*' 

The first German opera was Dalne {Torgau, 1627) by Heinrich Schutz (1585-

1672) to a libretto by poet Martin Opitz (1597-1639). The libretto is essentially a 

German translation of Rinuccini (see p. 8) with music in the Italian monodic style 

with which Schutz would have been familiar having studied with Giovanni Gabrieli 

*' See Harman, The Pelican History of Music, 270-271; Westerman, Opera 
Guide, 46; Grout, A Short History of Opera, 152, 180; and Donington, The Opera, 52. 
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(1557-1612) in Venice from 1609 until 1612."° Like the Italian DaIhe, the music for 

this work, the only opera by Schutz, is lost. 

The most noteworthy attempt to establish a German opera house took place at 

Hamburg where works by native composers were presented from 1678 until it closed 

in 1738 due to competition from Mingotti's Italian traveling company.*' Reinhard 

Keiser (1674-1739) was the most prolific and successful of the Hamburg composers: 

"Writing with a sureness of style and fertility of invention which reminds one of 

Mozart, Keiser [took] over a full measure of contemporary Italian and French operatic 

achievements but uniting them in a highly individual way with fundamental German 

qualities."" Keiser was a transitional composer spanning the late Baroque to the pre-

classical periods. "The librettos of his later works show an increasing tendency 

toward the burlesque, the trivial, the vulgar, and the indecent; unskillful poets 

pandering to the lowest tastes of an ignorant public, led the way to extinction of 

German opera, while Keiser lacked either the will or the greatness of soul to fight 

against the current. 

By the beginning of the eighteenth century, the German aristocracy employed 

mainly Italians as court composers and poets. Even prominent German composers 

tl63 

60 V^QSXQrman, Opera Guide, 41-42. 

*' Ibid, 45 

*-Grout, A Short History of Opera, 151 

''Ibid, 152 
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were content to produce operas in the Italian language and style. In Dresden, German-

bom Johann Adolf Hasse (1699-1783) became "the most thoroughly representative 

composer of Italian opera . . . ."*̂  Hasse became so italianized that he was known as 

"il caro Sassone"—"the beloved Saxon." Harman states that "Hasse was, for his time, 

more than usually sensitive to the merits of the text, and this explains why he set all 

Metastasio's libretti at least once, and why he was the poet's favorite composer."** 

Hasse enhanced his career and fame by marrying the famous prima donna Faustina 

Bordoni (1700-1781). 

As in England, musicians were enamored with all things Italian and 

pseudonyms were common. For example, the German tenor Johann Evangelist 

Wallishauser who sang the role of the "High Priest of Neptune" in the premiere of 

Mozart's Idomeneo {Munich, 1781), was known as Giovanni Valesi.** 

While the English were unsuccessful in establishing a national opera style, 

they did contribute to the beginning of a genre that would be embraced and promoted 

by the Germans—the Singspiel In 1728 in London, the English poet John Gay 

(1685-1732) and the German-bom composer Johann Christian Pepusch (1667-1752) 

produced the ballad-opera called The Beggar's Opera. It was written as a parody of 

64 

65 

Grout, A Short History of Opera, 208. 

Harman, The Pelican History of Music, 2:272. 

66 Malcolm Boyd, "Who's Who," The Mozart Compendium, H.C. Robbins 
Landon, ed. (New York: Schirmer Books, 1990), 54. 
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opera with popular songs, dance tunes, and street cries taking the place of arias, and 

spoken dialogue replacing recitative. This so-called ballad opera was received very 

enthusiastically by the English public and it spawned many more examples of this 

genre. It helped to hasten the decline of Italian opera in London, and it also 

contributed greatly to Handel's decision to abandon Italian opera in favor of oratorio. 

The important link with the German Singspiel came in 1743 when Coffey's ballad 

opera The Devil Is Among Us (London, 1731) was translated into German and 

successfully produced in Berlin and later (1752) in Leipzig. German composers, in 

search of a national opera, seized upon the idea of popular music with spoken 

dialogue, combining elements of the English ballad opera, the French opera comique, 

the Italian opera buffa, and the emerging German lied to establish a new opera genre 

that would culminate in Mozart's Die Entfuhrung aus dem Serail{Wienna, 1782) and 

Die Zauberflote {Vienna, 1791)." 

The First Reforms 

As the precepts of opera solidified after the experiments of Florence, the 

objective of the genre was described by the Italians as farstupire, that is, to astonish. 

The various methods to accomplish this astonishment included intricate stage 

machines, the formulation of rambling and chaotic plots featuring an abundance of 

67 See GrouX, A Short History of Opera, 263-268. 
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characters, and lavish as well as comic scenes.*' As prescribed by the late Baroque 

"Doctrine of Affections," the libretto usually consisted of a series of separate scenes 

designed to express a particular state of mind or affect.'''' The prevailing technique, 

was to "present a series of discrete expressive moments, each devoted exclusively to a 

particular mood; in order to call forth the necessary variety and intensity of moods, 

situations were contrived with little attention to unity or consistency of plot, and with 

corresponding indifference to realism either in subject matter or in details of dramatic 

development."™ 

The primary conflict of opera seria had always been the tenuous coexistence of 

the poef s libretto as developed by the composer's music. The musical form into which 

this libretto was tailored consisted of a series of arias separated by recitatives. The 

drama of the libretto was advanced during the recitatives, while the musical interest 

was found in the arias. According to Rosen, 

The relation of the more organized form (aria) to the less organized 
(recitative) was the fundamental problem of opera from its sixteenth-
century origins: it embodies in a striking way the tension between 
music and speech. The terms were posed by Monteverdi's introduction 
of set-forms into the continuous recitative, and the history of opera may 
even be viewed as a battle between formally organized musical 
stmcture and recitative. The problem was exacerbated by the Italian 
composers of the first half of the eighteenth century when they 

68 Grout, A Short History of Opera, 182. 

*' The doctrine of affections was an aesthetic theory of the late Baroque period 
proposing how various types of music portray human emotions. 

70 Grout, A Short History of Opera, 181. 
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abandoned the arioso, a form midway between the aria and recitative. 
The musical stmctures were consequently polarized into extremely 
formal pattems on one side and the looser rhythms of speech on the 
other. There was a corresponding polarization of the dramatic 
movement: action was reserved for the recitatives, and the highly 
formal pattems of the arias became fit only for the most static role, the 
expression of sentiment and the display of virtuosity—the two are often 
indistinguishable. This polarization was less an individual solution to 
the difficulty of representing drama in music, than a refusal to seek a 
solution. With this development, opera seria was obliged to renounce 
all its traditional high-flown claims—even its genuine hope—to be a 
match for classical tragedy, and we can understand why critical 
observers then as now could view it only as a degenerate form of 
dramatic art. President de Brosses remarked that he enjoyed opera 
because he could play cards during the recitatives while, on the other 
hand, the arias distracted him from the boredom of unintermpted card-
playing.̂ ' 

Other traditional elements of the genre, including chomses, ensembles, ballets, and 

instmmental pieces, were of little importance. 

One of the first poets to propose a reform of the opera libretto of the 17th 

century was Apostolo Zeno (1668-1750). He was a transitional figure in the 

establishment of the new dramatic style, following in the footsteps of his mentor 

Silvio Stampiglia (1664-1725). Although Stampiglia first looked toward the 

abandonment of the late baroque dramatic situations, it was Zeno who actively 

pursued reform. He favored historical subjects over the mythology of the earlier 

period. He removed from his plots the traditional comic episodes, which he 

considered irrelevant, and he removed the presence of the supematural, either through 

contrived interventions or elaborate stage machinery. In addition, he attempted to 

"Rosen, The Classical Style, 178-179. 
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bring logical motivation to the plot while portraying his characters without the 

bombastic declamafion of the Baroque.̂ ^ Through these methods, a new style of 

libretto emerged which was to be brought to its highest development in the works of 

the poet Pietro Metastasio (1698-1782), the master of the eighteenth century Italian 

opera libretto. Harman summarizes Zeno's contribution as follows: "Influenced by the 

classicism of the French dramatists, especially Racine, [Zeno] restored something of 

the unity and dignity of the earlier Florentine libretti by concentrating on a central 

theme, reducing the number of subsidiary plots and irrelevantly spectacular scenes, 

and largely eschewing comedy."" 

Italian admirers of seventeenth-century French poetic drama founded the 

Arcadian Academy in Rome in 1692. It was in this society that the seeds of the first 

opera seria reform were planted. Donington points out the details of this reform 

movement: 

The cast was ordinarily reduced to some six to eight characters, each 
representing one virtue or one vice in an exclusive concentration such 
as never happens in ordinary life. But as ingredients in ordinary 
people, we recognize the types well enough, and on the stage they have 
all the power of their superhuman consistency. Each has his own 
single motive or mling principle, such as loyalty or patriotism, envy or 
ambition—or at the most his single obsession, such as a conflict 
between honor and interest, or duty and inclination. Love, as the 
universal passion, is always included, often as one side of the inner 
conflict. A happy ending after protracted suspense is almost invariable. 
Tyrants still tum magnanimous after victory; and perhaps this rather 

'- See Grout, A Short History of Opera, 185-187. 

"Harman, The Pelican History of Music, 2:259-260. 
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sympathetic convention derives from an intuition that we do all have 
baser qualities for which we need to forgive ourselves.̂ ^ 

In an effort to clarify the emotions of each character, arias were subjected to 

conventions that were aimed at maintaining dramatic variety and preserving the status 

of the singer. Again, Donington provides the details: 

The big "exit aria" to which each scene builds up may take the singer 
off-stage with dramatic appropriateness, or it may break 
inappropriately into the continuity. No singer must be given more than 
one exit aria of the same kind (brilliant, tender, imposing, etc.), nor can 
more than two arias of the same kind occur in succession. Arias were 
allotted to each singer in proportion to his importance (not so much in 
the opera as in operatic politics outside); and so was the indulgence 
with which his own frequent excesses of florid omamentation might be 
received." 

Donington also makes the observation that individual voice classifications 

were associated with certain character types: "Almost all heroes, and a few villains, 

were soprano or alto castratos; tenor heroes were very rare. Tenor villains were not 

unknown, but basses were usual; wise old sages were also generally basses. Heroines 

were [female] sopranos, mezzo-sopranos, or even contraltos . 

Donington further proposes a premise for the unique effect of the castrato in 

this genre: 

Italian serious opera of the eighteenth century became more than ever 
stylized through this preference for high voices. It is so natural to 
associate high voices with femininity and low voices with masculinity 
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that we feel, when the vocal range is kept so consistently high, as if we 
were in some strange worid of disembodied spirit—as in the symbolical 
sense perhaps we are; and perhaps the Age of Reason felt more at ease 
with passion on these diluted terms.^ 

A generation after the initial reforms of Zeno, another poet came to 

prominence who was "a yet more elegant and graceful poet whose mastery of his own 

rather stilted but theatrically effective species of drama was unsurpassed." '̂ During 

his lifetime, this poet, known as Pietro Metastasio, was such a well-known literary 

figure that he was compared with Dante and Homer.̂ ' He was christened Antonio 

Trapassi, but when he was ten years old he was adopted by the Roman lawyer Gian 

Vincenzo Gravina who changed the boy's name to Pietro Metastasio. Gravina was a 

founding member of the Arcadian Academy and it was in this atmosphere that the 

young Metastasio formulated his ideas about literature and drama. 

The Arcadians believed "that clarity should be valued over complexity, that 

subtle wit and delicate sensibility should be valued over extravagance and bombast, 

that literature and drama should give pleasure as they lead their audience toward 

virtue and reason."'° The Arcadians concerned themselves with serious opera by 

writing "librettos that bjmned the comic characters who had mingled with serious ones 

in many seventeenth-century Italian operas, carefully followed the Aristotelian unities 

" Donington, The Opera, 60. 

Ibid., 59. 

See Grout, A Short History of Opera, 185. 

Rice, La clemenza di Tito, 16. 
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and the bienseances [proprieties] of French classical tragedy, limited the use of 

spectacular scenic effects and emphasized refined craftsmanship and literary polish.'" 

The primary concem of the first reformers was to retum to the literary precepts 

of the Florentine founders of opera. 

What these reformers found distasteful in Italian opera of the 
generation before theirs was the great distance it had sunk from the 
literary-humanist. Neoclassical ideals of the Florentine gentlemen who 
had invented opera just a century before. The reformers objected to the 
casual infusion of comic characters into tragic or heroic plots, which 
could swell casts to twenty or more. They objected to the excessive 
dependence on 'miraculous' events—sea monsters rising out of the 
waves, gods descending in four-horse chariots, distant planets, 
transformation scenes, sets that rose and fell at the whim of sorcerers. 
They objected to five-hour-long spectacles containing forty to sixty 
arias. They denounced the wild and tangled plots of bastardized classic 
stories, which sometimes sound less like opera than like the 
extravagant and facetious rewritings of fairy tales . . . .'̂  

As crafted by Zeno and Metastasio, these reforms aimed to restore a sensibility 

to operatic plots that had practically reached the point of nonsense. 

Noble characters and moral principles were again presented to the 
audience . . . Thus the indulgence of feelings found its way into opera; 
it was the age of sentiment, the rococo period with its languor and its 
tender yeamings, its luxurious confessions and touching tears. All 
these attributes of an over-delicate sentimentality thrived in operatic 
verse. As a result of this emphasis on the feelings lyrical music became 
more prominent, and dialogue and recitative were neglected in favor of 
the aria, in which the poet could express his emotions." 

*' Rice, La clemenza di Tito, 16. 

*'Littlejohn, The Ultimate Art, 96. 

Westerman, Opera Guide, 33. 83 
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Metastasio's plots were successful because the characters, while historical in 

context, had the mannerisms of eighteenth century courtiers. This allowed the 

contemporary public to identify with the personalities on stage. The stmcture and 

content of the plots conformed to the rationalisms of the century. Edward J. Dent 

writes that "Metastasio understood better than anyone that an opera libretto, even in 

the grand manner, must be concise and direct.'"^ 

The subjects that Metastasio set were of interest to the emerging middle class 

audience, often embracing love or political intrigue. The aristocracy was not 

forgotten, usually represented by the character of the benevolent tyrant. To encourage 

the sense of goodness in human nature, the plot usually had a happy ending, even at 

the expense of historical accuracy. Yet the most important feature of Metastasio's 

genius was his unique ability to provide composers with lyrical texts that were 

eminently suited for musical setting.'* 

As more and more Italians assumed court positions in other countries, 

Metastasio became court poet at Vienna, following both Stampiglia and Zeno. It was 

from this platform that he contributed many works for the stage, including twenty-

seven three-act heroic libretti or drammi per musica.^' This contribution alone is 

'̂  Edward Dent, Mozart's Operas (London: Oxford University Press, 1947), 34. 

'* Grout, A History of Western Music, 426-429. 

'* Dramma per musica, emphasizing the literary rather than the musical aspects 
of the genre, was the early Italian term to characterize serious opera. The term opera 
as we use it today did not come into common usage until midway through the 
eighteenth century. 
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sufficient to classify him as a major literary figure of the century, yet what is tmly 

astonishing is the number of times these libretti were set to music over the course of 

the century: more than one thousand musical settings, with some individual dramas 

being set as many as seventy times." Rice states that these libretti were "admired both 

for their literary value and for their effectiveness as musical theater. Composers, 

singers, and audiences alike recognized the excellence of Metastasio's graceful and 

lively dramas . . . and he became recognized as one of the country's leading and 

theatrical figures.' 1188 

Standardization of the Plot 

The difficulty that developed in Baroque opera of the seventeenth century was 

the increasing lack of standards in the constmction of the operatic libretto—there was 

simply no accepted order. In the eighteenth century, "Metastasio standardized the 

form" that was to define the opera seria genre.*' He usually confined the cast to only 

six or seven characters including a wise mler and one or two pairs of young lovers. 

The part of the mler was often assigned to a tenor while the lovers were both 

'̂  Harold Rosenthal and John Warrack, Concise Oxford Dictionary of Opera 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1964), 173-174. The German composer Johann 
Hasse (see this study, p. 23) is said to have set all of Metastasio's libretti. 
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sopranos, that is, a musico and a prima donna. The cast was rounded out by a vanety 

of characters such as servants, advisers, friends, confidants, siblings, and nvals.^ 

Two musical forms, recitative and aria, delineated those moments when the 

twists of the plot required action or repose." Recitative advanced the action of the 

plot through dialogue while the aria was reserved for soliloquies. At the conclusion of 

the aria, it was customary for the singer to leave the stage, hence the term "exit aria." 

The recitative sections were designed to be sung in speech rhythms over conventional 

melodic and harmonic language accompanied by harpsichord and cello. This style 

was known as recitativo semplice, or "simple recitative." In La clemenza di Tito, 

John A. Rice states: "In the nineteenth century, after composers had stopped writing 

simple recitative, another term, derogatory by implication, came into common use: 

'secco recitative.' The word secco, 'dry,' implies dullness, boredom.'"-

The formula developed by Metastasio that characterized this bipartite stmcture 

can be described by the terms informative and affective. During the recitative, the 

actor advances the action of the plot (informs the audience) as a character in the 

drama, in which case the recitative can be called a property of the drama, and 

'^ For a brief but insightful discussion on the merits of Metastasio's opera seria 
conventions, see Rice, La clemenza di Tito, 26-30. 

" Willi Apel, The Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cambridge, Massachusetts: 
Harvard University Press, 1972), 53. A combination of recitative and aria known as 
arioso, identified as "expressive and quasimelodic recitative," was used as 
introductory material before arias and at points in recitative where the text called for 
more expressiveness. 

92 Rice, La clemenza di Tito, 27. 
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therefore, the poet or librettist. It is in these declamatory passages that the tension of 

the drama is heightened and the plot moves rapidly with the actors often conversing in 

dialogue with other characters. Because of the volume of information necessary to 

carry the plot along, the recitatives occupy the largest part of the libretto, and the 

tension created by these sections leads naturally to a point of release and repose, 

which is defined by the aria. 

The aria is the affective part of Metastasio's formula. During the aria, the 

singer expresses the emotions of the character being portrayed, but, what is more 

important, this was an opportunity for the composer to show the audience how the 

dramatic situation could be affected through music. Thus the aria gradually took on 

the aura of a vocal showpiece and was often sung not to other characters on stage, but 

directly to the audience. It is in these lyrical sections that the action of the drama as 

put forth in the recitative comes to a halt. 

In contrast to the recitative, the aria is a property of the music and therefore the 

composer. "The arias are in a variety of poetic meters with various rhyme schemes. 

Most consist of two stanzas of four lines each. Metastasio conceived most of these 

two-stanza poems for a particular aria form, the da capo aria, in which the setting of 

the first stanza is repeated after the setting of the second stanza."" A typical example 

appears in Metastasio's La clemenza di Tito: 

93 Rice, La clemenza di Tito, 26. 
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Tito: 
Ah, se fosse intomo al trono 
ogni cor cosi sincero! 
non tormento un vasto impero, 
ma saria felicita. 

Non dovrebbero i regnanti 
tollerar si grave affanno, 
per distinguer dall'inganno 
Tinsidiata verita. 

Ah, if everyone near to my throne 
were so sincere. 
This great empire would bring me 
happiness instead of pain. 

Rulers should be relieved 
of the painful task 
of distinguishing between 
deceit and flattery.'^ 

Because the musical form of the aria required much repetition of text, it 

occupied the largest part of the musical score.'* An example of this voluminous 

repetition to satisfy musical needs can be found in Mozart's opera seria Mitridate, Re 

diPonto {Milan, 1770; libretto by Vittorio Amedeo Cigna-Santi). Mitridate's aria at 

the close of the first act consists of four short phrases, the first three of eight syllables 

each and the last of seven syllables. 

Mitridate: 
Quel ribelle e quell' ingrato 
vuo, che al pie mi cada esangue 
e sapro nelV empio sangue 
piu d'un fallo vendicar. 

Such rebellion and ungratefulness 
that I fall to my feet, deadly pale 
knowing that on profane blood 
all the more this fault to avenge. 

The text is reproduced below with the number of repetitions necessary to complete 

Mozart's musical form: 

Quel ribelle e quell' ingrato vuo, che al pie mi cada esangue, vuo, che 
al pie mi cada esangue e sapro nelV empio sangue piu d'un fallo 
vendicar, piu d'un fallo vendicar. Quel ribelle e quell' ingrato vuo, che 
al pie mi cada esangue e sapro nell' empio sangue, e sapro nelV empio 

'̂  W.A. Mozart, La clemenza di Tito, Nicholas Granitto and Waldo Lyman, 
trans. (New York: Intemational Music Company, 1952). 

'* See Grout, A Short History of Opera, 186-187. 
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sangue piu d'un fallo vendicar Quel ribelle e quell' ingrato, piu d'un 
fallo vendicar, quell' ingrato, nell'empio sangue piu d'un fallo 
vendicar, piu d'un fallo vendicar, sapro vendicar, sapro vendicar. Quel 
ribelle e quell'ingrato vuo, che alpie mi cada esangue, vuo che al pie 
mi cada esangue e sapro nell' empio sangue piu d'un fallo nell' empio 
sangue sapro vendicar. Quel ribelle e quell' ingrato vuo, che alpie mi 
cada esangue, quel ribelle e quell' ingrato vuo, che al pie mi cada 
esangue e sapro nell' empio sangue piu d'un fallo vendicar. Quel 
ribelle, quell' ingrato, piu d'un fallo vendicar, quel ribelle e quell' 
ingrato vuo, che alpie mi cada esangue e sapro nell' empio sangue piu 
d'un fallo vendicar, sapro vendicar, sapro vendicar. 

The aria was the chosen vehicle not only to portray the effect of the dramatic 

situation, but also to showcase the vocal ability of the individual singer. Since the 

aria, and therefore the singer, occupied the largest amount of time in the opera, singers 

came to dominate performances and performance practices of the period. As noted 

earlier in this chapter, it was also the moment when most of the audience stopped 

other activity to listen to their favorite star. This dominance was allowed to continue 

unchecked by composers, poets, and the public alike. The situation progressed to such 

an extent that, for most of the eighteenth century, the singer mled the worid of opera 

seria. 

The Sovereignty of the Singer 

The convention of improvisation accompanied by advances in vocal technique 

paved the way for the singer to assume musical and dramatic control of the operatic 

genre. These two elements resulted in the development of elaborate vocal 

omamentation. The technique of vocal omamentation had its roots in the 

interpolations of the Renaissance and progressed through the elaborations of the 
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Baroque. Even the declamatory tenets of the Florentine camerata were quickly 

discarded through the melismatic experiments of Caccini and Peri. According to 

Grout, "the monotony of the recitative was broken with occasional passages of a more 

melodic character . . . . In these departures from the literal requirements of monodic 

theory. Peri and Caccini foreshadowed the distinction that was made in later operas 

between the recitative and the more fully musical portions such as arias . . . ."" 

Singers embraced the opportunities for extended omamentation and 

embellishment to such an extent that, by the end of the eighteenth century, displays of 

vocal agility had reached a zenith that remains unequaled.'^ Petty compiled several 

reports from historian Charles Bumey concemingthe vocal embellishments of famous 

musici at the end of the eighteenth century: 

[On Gasparo Pacchierotti] His execution of rapid divisions was so tme 
and distinct, that, with a loud and vulgar-toned voice, he would have 
been admired as a bravura singer .. . 

[On Giovanni Rubinelli] His style is grand and tmly dramatic. His 
execution is neat and distinct. His taste and embellishments are new, 
select, and masterly . . . . He had a greater variety of embellishments 
than any singer I had heard, except Pacchierotti. 

[On Luigi Marchesi] His variety of embellishments and facility of 
mnning extempore divisions are tmly marvelous. Many of his graces 
are new, elegant, and of his own invention; and he must have studied 

96 Grout, A History of Western Music, 279-280. 

'̂  This omamentation or embellishment is property known as fioratura which 
means "flowering." The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Opera (p. 134) defines this 
term as "an omamental figure, written or improvised, decorating the main line of the 
melody." 
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with intense application to enable himself to execute the divisions, and 
mnning shakes from the bottom of his compass to the top, even in a 
rapid series of halfnotes." 

There were two musical areas in which singers enjoyed the freedom of 

embellishment—the da capo aria and the cadenza. The da capo aria was composed of 

two contrasting musical sections with the first section repeated, forming a three-part 

stmcture. Donington characterizes the da capo form as an aria "where one emotion is 

first treated at length, next considered from another angle, and then repeated . . . no 

matter how undramatically this leisurely constmction may often intermpt the action."" 

It was the repeat of the first section that had been the traditional place for vocal 

omamentation throughout the seventeenth century."̂ '' As the da capo aria grew laden 

with vocal excesses, the singer assumed more and more control of operatic 

conventions. 

Equally inviting to those singers inclined towards vocal excess was the 

cadenza.'°' This example of free improvisation descended from the sixteenth century 

solo song.'"̂  It became traditional for the musical structure just prior to the resolution 

98 
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Petty, Italian Opera in London, 60-62. 

Donington, The Opera, 55-56. 

See Ewen, Opera, 18. 

"" The Harvard Dictionary of Music, 120-121. "A passage or section of 
varying length in a style of brilliant improvisation, usually inserted near the end of a 
composition, where it serves as a retarding element, giving the performer a chance to 
exhibit. . . technical mastery. Throughout the 18th century improvised cadenzas of a 
highly virtuoso type were an established feature of the solo arias ..." 

102 See Grout, A Short History of Opera, 195. 
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of the cadence to be extended, in order to accommodate a free improvisation by the 

soloist. This extension increased the tension of the movement toward the relaxation 

of the resolution. In the eighteenth century, the vocal virtuoso took the opportunity to 

carry this traditional convention to excess, resulting in the constmction of cadenzas 

carried to ludicrous extreme."" Excesses of these kinds continued until composers 

began to insist that singers vocalize only the notes in the musical score.' 104 

The Castrato 

The "superstar" of eighteenth century opera seria was the musico, later known 

as the castrato. The castration of boy singers was a common practice in the sixteenth 

through eighteenth centuries. Castrati were first documented in the Sistine Chapel 

choir as early as 1562 and continued into the early twentieth century.'°* The 

combination of a male adolescent vocal apparatus with fully developed lungs and 

chest permitted a unique timbre, featuring an extended range, youthful tone quality, 

and great power. In addition, the musico was able to retain the quality of his voice 

for as many as forty years. 

103 Grout, A Short History of Opera, 195. 

104 Ibid., 354. As eariy as 1815 "Rossini sought to curb the abuse of 
omamentation by writing out the omaments and cadenzas instead of leaving them to 
be improvised by the singers as had been the former practice." 

105 See Apel, The Harvard Dictionary of Music, 137, and Brophy, Mozart the 
Dramatist (London: Libris, 1988), 57. 
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During the Baroque period, soprano roles both male and female were often 

sung by castrati, almost to the exclusion of women. By the eighteenth century, castrati 

were usually assigned to sing male roles, although they still dominated the soprano 

repertoire because of their vocal agility and power. Mozart, in a letter to his friend 

Abbe Bullinger (August 7, 1778), discussed the problem of inadequate sopranos in 

Salzburg and half-seriously suggested the following solution: 

I have no doubt (and I would even undertake to arrange it) that we 
could get Metastasio to come over from Vienna, or that we could at 
least make him an offer to write a few dozen opera texts in which the 
primo uomo [musico] and the prima donna would never meet. In this 
way the castrato could play the parts of both the lover and his mistress 
and the story would be even more interesting—as people would be able 
to admire that virtue of the lovers which is so absolute that they 
purposely avoid any occasion of speaking to one another in public' 106 

107 

All of Mozart's opere serie contain leading roles for castrati. They were sung by some 

of the leading castrati of the day including Venanzio Rauzzini, Pietro Benedetti 

(known as Sartorino), Vincenzo dal Prato, and Domenico Bedini. 

As opera buffa, without castrati, gained in popularity and began to eclipse 

opera seria, the castrato became something of a novelty. When opera seria decreased 

in popularity during the eighteenth century, the castrato was increasingly left without a 

106 Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 2:884. 

'"' Rauzzini was the first Cecil io in Lucia Silla, Sartorino was Si fare in 
Mitridate, dal Prato was Idamante in Idomeneo, and Bedini was Sesto in La clemenza 
di Tito. 
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vehicle for his art. This factor, along with a growing public disdain for the practice 

caused the castrato eventually to disappear from the operatic scene.' 

It is the impossibility of reviving this singular sound that contributes to the 

difficulty of producing opera seria today. Transposition and reassignment of the role 

to the tenor voice (such as in Mozart's revision of Idomeneo) have not proven to be an 

adequate solution. Likewise, the attempts of male falsettists or female sopranos and 

contraltos to simulate the unique sound of the castrati, while often musically 

successful, have fallen short of authentic timbre, power, and flexibility. "Without 

virtuosi castrati, most opera seria was long regarded as unperformable. nl09 

The Aria 

Because the singer had become the dominating figure in eighteenth century 

serious opera, the aria became the most important musical form. Specific conventions 

were adopted by composers and librettists conceming the format, characteristics, and 

assignment of arias. The most popular form was the da capo aria with all the 

possibilities for vocal omamentation. Charies Hamm writes that "the whole idea of a 

da capo aria was that a singer would sing the A section once in a reasonably 

108 See David Littlejohn, The Ultimate Art, 101. According to Littlejohn, 
"although castrati were banned after Napoleon invaded Italy in 1796, they were back 
by Rossini's time [approximately 1810-1868]. But it was generally agreed by those in 
a position to compare that none of their successors had measured up to the incredibly 
gifted male sopranos of 1720-1760." 

109 Ibid 
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straightforward way, and would show his skill and agility by applying as much 

omamentation as he felt was appropriate, and of which he was capable, when he 

repeated it.""" 

Different types of da capo arias became classified according to their vocal or 

emotional purpose. The aria di bravura was designed to display extreme vocal agility 

while espousing great emotion. The aria cantabile was usually set to a slower tempo, 

often allowing the singer even more opportunities for embellishment in the expression 

of grief or yeaming. Other common aria types included the aria dipariante with its 

emphasis on the text, the aria di mezzo carattere that was more gentle with a 

moderate tempo, and the aria di portamento set to a dignified text passage and 

featuring long sustained notes.' 

Some of the conventions that regulated the assigrunent of arias included: (1) 

the secondary characters should have fewer arias than the principals, (2) no character 

should sing two arias in succession, (3) no individual type of aria should be followed 

by another aria of the same type, (4) each character should have at least one aria in 

each act, and (5) the most important arias sung by the most important characters 

should come at the end of each act."^ 

Ill 

110 

III 

Chartes Hamm, Opera (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1966), 134. 

See Grout, A Short History of Opera, 187-188 for a description of various 
types of arias cited by John Brown in his Letters on the Italian Opera of 1791. 

112 See Littlejohn, The Ultimate Art, 98. 
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A popular practice at this time was the custom of substituting the aria of 

another composer for that of the original composer. This was common procedure and 

could occur at the request of the singer or the impresario of the performance. As 

opera casts changed and productions were mounted in new cities, arias by different 

composers often made their way into established works. Sometimes these 

interpolations were simply new settings of the original text composed to highlight the 

peculiar skills of an individual singer, while at other times an entirely new poet and 

composer were engaged to produce an aria that replaced the original but maintained 

the same affect or emotion. Composers were also known to write new arias for 

different singers to perform in place of their own original pieces. This custom was not 

confined to opera seria, but was also found in opera buffa, as when Mozart for 

example, wrote new arias (K. 577 and 579) for Adriana Ferrarese del Bene to sing in a 

revival of Le nozze di Figaro (Vienna, 1789). 

The result of these additions and substitutions became known as a pasticcio, a 

"pie.""'' Grout describes this treatment as the "working of new materials into old 

garments.""* Pasticcios were particularly popular at the end of the eighteenth century 

113 

'" Boyd, "Who's Who," and David Humphreys, "Voice and orchestra," The 
Mozart Compendium, 43-44 and 328-329. 

"'̂  See Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 2:769. Although 
Mozart contributed to other composers' works, he did not condone the practice. 
Writing to his father from Paris in 1778, he said: "I am not simply going to compose 
an act for an opera." 

115 Grout, A Short History of Opera, 190. 
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in London. Statistics complied by Frederick C. Petty in Italian Opera in London 

indicate that from the years 1760 to 1793, there were 462 performances of 44 different 

pasticcios. More than half of these performances (251) were set to libretti of the great 

poets of the day: Zeno (11 performances of one work), Goldoni (13 performances of 

two works), and Calzabigi (32 performances of one work). Metastasio, clearty 

outdistancing all other poets, is represented by 195 performances of eleven works. 

Problems with Metastasian Stmcture 

The reforms undertaken by Metastasio helped streamline the general design of 

opera seria. Yet they also created a new type of opera whose excesses, like those of 

its Baroque predecessor, could not withstand the test of time. Metastasio was never 

closely associated with a single composer in the course of constmcting his drammi per 

musica. Instead, he regarded his libretti as works of literature available to be set by a 

variety of composers. According to Littlejohn, this was a fundamental weakness in 

opera seria during Metastasio's time: 

The fundamental weakness of opera seria was the near-total separation 
of the dramatist (with his only literary pretensions, his nonmusical 
ideals) from the composer. Only when the two work together as one, or 
at least as a working partnership—with the composer clearty in 
charge—do we appear to have a chance of achieving operas of genuine 
and lasting dramatic force."* 

116 Li\tle]o\m, The Ultimate Arts, 106. 
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Along with this disparity between the poet and the composer, the relationship between 

the poet and the virtuoso singer also contributed to the disenchantment with the 

Metastasian ideal: 

The independence of text and music reached its extreme in the practice 
of Metastasio, who issued his librettos as 'finished' works and whose 
literary prestige often worked to intimidate the many 
composers—sometimes a score or more for a single text—who set 
them in the course of the eighteenth and eariy nineteenth centuries. 
Metastasio's real rival, one might say, was not the composer but the 
virtuoso singer, who used both text and music for his or her own, quite 
distinct purposes."^ 

Metastasio had brought to the opera libretto a plan of logical order, but he was 

not able to infuse his elaborate plots with a dramatic intensity that could sustain them. 

The public tired of the shallow characters, perceiving them as mere automatons, 

sermonizing from the stage. The courtly mannerisms with which audiences had 

earlier identified now served to illuminate the superficial qualities of Metastasio's 

characters. They became stereotypical to the point of boredom. Because the audience 

was not able to see the characters realistically, they lost interest in the complex 

entanglements of the plot.'" The vocal excesses carried out by the singers along with 

'" Herbert Lindenberger, Opera: The Extravagant Art (Ithaca, New York: 
Cornell University Press, 1984), 120-121. 

"' Petty's Italian Opera in London, 1760-1800, 76, contains an excerpt from a 
play. The Remarkable Trial of the Queen of Quavers {\77S), in which the Counsel for 
the Prisoners delivers a biting criticism of Metastasio's works: "[His unifying formula] 
he has always so strictly observed, that his Operas seem to exhibit the regular and dull 
uniformity of the towns in Holland, where, after you have seen one of'em, you need 
not go any further to gratify your curiosity .. ." 
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the declining position of the castrato in the vocal hierarchy served only to further 

diminish the artificial dramatic situation on stage. 

In the end it would be the literary rather than the musical aspects that caused 

the downfall of opera seria. Even when the decline of opera seria was confirmed, 

Metastasio maintained the rigidity of his stmcture. He had been successful in ordering 

the dramatic meanderings of Baroque opera, but it was not enough to stay the tide of 

the enticing simplicity and realism found in opera buffa."' 

To revive the opera seria genre, another reform movement was in order, one 

that sought to infuse serious opera with the same simplicity and clarity of comic opera 

which was becoming increasingly admired by the public. Gluck, the leader of this 

movement would be a disciple of the Metastasian formula who, early in his career, set 

seventeen of Metastasio's libretti, but by 1769 had decided that what was needed was a 

new style of serious opera—a style designed to "banish all those abuses against which 

common sense and reason have vainly protested for such a long time. "120 

Gluck and the French Reforms 

Christoph Willibald Gluck (1714-87) composed his first opera, Artaserse {to a 

libretto by Metastasio), in 1741 at the age of twenty-seven. Acting on ideas 

"' See Ewen, Opera, 44-45. 

'̂ ° The Essence of Opera, Ulrich Weisstein, ed. (London: The Free Press of 
Glencoe, 1964), 106. (Gluck writing to Grand-Duke Leopold of Tuscany.) 
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discovered through a collaboration with the poet Ranieri da Calzabigi (1714-95), 

Gluck initiated new ideas of reform and attempted to create a new style of serious 

opera.'̂ ' His vision was grand—he strove to dissolve Metastasio's over-elaborate 

verses, eliminate unnecessary vocal omamentation, provide more opportunities for the 

choms and ballet, and, most importantly, relax the rigid recitative and aria stmcture 

that had taken control of Italian opera seria.'" His plan, developed along literary lines, 

was to promote a libretto that featured realistic dramatic situations played out by 

realistic characters. He conceived of an operatic genre that was a unified concept, as 

opposed to the coexistence of music and poetry as sympathetic but individual 

disciplines. One of Gluck's primary contributions to opera was his body of later works 

gathered together under the heading of "reform" operas that embodied his unique 

ability to understand how music and drama might be balanced and maintained. 

This new operatic genre did not evolve without problems. The idea of a 

unified operatic style was certainly attractive, and it did infuse new interest into the 

waning opera seria genre. However, in the relationship between music and drama, 

Gluck staunchly maintained that drama must be the master of music: 

Whatever the composer's talent, he will compose nothing but mediocre 
music unless the poet inspires him with that enthusiasm without which 

'" Donington, The Opera, 76, "[Calzabigi] gave Gluck not only the first of his 
reform librettos, but some very French-inspired and anti-Metastasian advice upon how 
to compose it. This was subsequently acknowledged by Gluck in generous terms; and 
we may notice, once again, the impetus for an operatic innovation coming from the 
poet rather than from the composer." 

'" See Poultney, Studying Music History, 119. 
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all works of art remain weak and dull. . . . Always as simple and natural 
as I can make it, my music strives toward the utmost expressiveness 
and seeks to reinforce the meaning of the undertying poetry. It is for 
this reason that I do not use those trills, coloraturas, and cadences the 
Italians employ so abundantly."' 

This may have been due in part to his shortcomings as a musical dramatist. Robert 

Donington writes that "Gluck had not Mozart's . . . gift of conveying musically a 

precise character or situation or feeling, he just conveys feeling in general.""' In the 

published forward to his second reform opera, Alceste{1766), Gluck states: 

My intention was to purify music from all the abuses which have crept 
into Italian opera through the vanity of singers and the excessive 
compliance of the composers and have made the most splendid and 
beautiful of all arts the most ridiculous and boring. I tried therefore to 
bring musicians back to their real task of serving the poetry, by 
intensifying the expression of emotion and the appeal of every 
situation, without intermpting the plot or weakening it by unnecessary 
ornamentation.'̂ * 

This was quite a radical departure from the status quo. Only ten years earlier, in 1756, 

the famous Italian dramatist Carlo Goldoni (1707-1793) had written, "When I write 

for music, the last person I consider is myself I think of the singers, I think very much 

of the composer, I think of the pleasure of the audience . . "126 

'" The Essence of Opera, 110. (Gluck writing to the Mercure de France, 
1773.) 

'-̂  Donington, The Opera, 78. 

'-* Westerman, Opera Guide, 73. 

'-* Brockway and Weinstock, The World of Opera, 63. 
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Six years later, in 1762, Gluck presented the first of his new operas to the 

Viennese public. It was Orfeo, the tale of Orpheus and Eurydice, set to a libretto by 

Calzabigi, who had expressed his ideas of reform in 1755, writing: 

If in the end the same ground plan could be reconciled with the 
exigencies of tmth; if once purely human actions were to unfold 
themselves to the exclusion of pagan divinities and all that smacks of 
the devil and of magic; in short, all that is beyond things within the 
control of human beings, there is no doubt that a delightful whole 
would result from the interplay of a large choms, the dance, and a 
scenic action whose poetry and music would be united in a masterly 
way.'" 

Discarding the formulas of Metastasio, Calzabigi's libretto was simple and 

showed a good understanding of character and plot. Musically, Gluck abandoned the 

da capo aria in favor of shorter passages that accurately reflected the dramatic 

situations. Sections of recitative were eliminated to establish a continuous musical 

context. However, not willing to forsake all opera seria conventions, Gluck retained 

the castrato voice for the leading character, Orfeo. 

The Viennese reaction to Orfeo was less than enthusiastic. While there was a 

general feeling that something was wrong with opera seria, society was not convinced 

that what Gluck and Calzabigi had to offer was the answer. Dent describes the 

prevailing eighteenth century sentiment regarding opera seria: 

From the Italian point of view, the novelty of Gluck's Orfeo{\762) lay 
in the attempt to impose a French stmcture on the traditional Italian 
style; all Calzabigi's innovations were borrowed from Paris—the 
mythological subject in place of a heroic one, the supematural element 

127 Brockway and Weinstock, The World of Opera, 68. 
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pervading the whole, the literary forms of verse, the liberal and 
conspicuous employment of choms and ballet. 128 

Gluck's next opera was Alceste {Vienna, 1766). Feeling misunderstood from 

his experience with Orfeo, Gluck wanted to publicly clarify his idea of reform, and 

consequemly published a forward to Alceste which clearty set out the guidelines for 

establishing a new style of serious opera. 

I refused to let the singers glide rapidly over the second part of an aria, 
which may be the most passionate and important one, to have them 
repeat four times the words of the first part; or to end an aria when its 
full meaning has perhaps not yet been conveyed, in order to give the 
singer a chance to show how capriciously he can vary a passage in 
diverse manners.'̂ ' 

In Alceste, he abandoned the use of the castrato, feeling that the legendary 

embellishments of this unique voice type were unnecessary in his new operatic 

concept, where the drama rather than the singing was to dominate. Gluck was very 

careful in making sure that the recitatives were dramatically sound and that the 

orchestra, ballet, and choms were integrated as important elements in this unification 

process. Still, the Viennese audience, having become so accustomed to staid plots 

enlivened by vocal pyrotechnics, did not respond favorably and instead delivered 

another failure to the movement for reform. 

In his quest to reform serious opera, Gluck was not only interested in gaining 

the audience's acceptance and approval, but also in developing a model which other 

composers could use in creating their own works in this new style: 
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Dent, Mozart's Operas, 6-7. 

See The Essence of Opera, 106. 
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The sole reason which induced me to publish the score of Alceste was 
the hope of finding imitators willing to abolish, on the path already 
opened to them and encouraged by the unanimous approval of an 
enlightened public, the abuses introduced into Italian opera, and to that 
genre as close as possible to perfection. I regret that so far I have not 
succeeded.'"^ 

Gluck's final attempt to clarify the principles of his reform ideas came with his 

next opera Paride ed Elena (Vienna, 1770), again set to a libretto of Calzabigi. Nearty 

devoid of physical action as well as familiar operatic conventions, it was a dismal 

failure.'" Gluck was already wary of the Viennese public, writing in the dedication to 

Paride ed Elena:". . . there are so many people in the world who think they are entitled 

to decide questions of taste because they have the privilege of owning a pair of eyes 

and ears, no matter of what kind. The desire to talk about things one does not 

understand is common enough among people . . .""- Later in this same dedication 

Gluck predicts the fate of Paride ed Elena, but maintains his resolve to continue 

striving for reform: "I don't expect Paride ed Elena to be as successful as Alceste. As 

for my intention to induce the other composers to change the style of their 

compositions, I foresee ever greater obstacles; but I will never cease to renew my 

efforts in that direction.'"" 

"° The Essence of Opera, 107. (Gluck in the Dedication to his next opera, 
Paride ed Elena.) 

131 BrocVv^ay and ^einstoek. The World of Opera, 569. Paride ed Elena \\ad 
only one other production in the eighteenth century—1777 in Naples. 

"" The Essence of Opera, 108. 

'"Ibid, 109. 
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Gluck now realized that his only recourse was to find a different audience, one 

that would be more sympathetic to his ideas. He found such an audience in Paris 

where there was an established base for anti-Italian serious opera and an atmosphere 

more conducive to the principles of reform."^ Parisian audiences were ripe for Gluck's 

ideas. The French had always endorsed the significance of poetry in musical dramas 

and enjoyed the importance of the choms and ballet as seen in French Baroque opera. 

It was with Iphigenie en Aulide (Paris, 1774) that Gluck achieved his long-

sought success. At the premiere the Parisians went wild, intermpting the perfonnance 

several times for extended applause. "So powerful was the effect of some scenes in 

Iphigenie that members of the audience forgot that they were witnessing make-

believe, and were with difficulty restrained from mshing onto the stage to deliver the 

hapless princess of Mycenae.""* In the next fifty years, Iphigenie en Aulide would 

receive over four hundred Parisian performances as well as productions in Belgium, 

Germany, and Sweden.' 

Fresh from this triumph, Gluck translated his first three reform operas into 

French and presented them in new productions. He rearranged the leading role of 

Orfeo, eliminating the castrato and rewriting the part for a tenor. Even though the 
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'" See pp. 15-17 of this study regarding the "Guerre des Buffons" of 1752. 

"* Brockway and Weinstock, The World of Opera, 75. 

''Ibid., 515. 
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tonal relationships of this transposition produced some musical inconsistencies, 

Gluck's newfound admirers did not fail him.'" 

With a French revival of Alceste {Paris, 1776), Gluck began to win over even 

the supporters of Italian opera. Baron Melchior Grimm, the diplomat, writer, friend of 

the Mozart family, and a champion of Italian opera in Paris, commented on seeing 

Alceste, "I know not if what we have heard is melody. Perhaps it is something much 

better. I forget the opera and find myself in a Greek tragedy.'"" The movement for 

reform was also gaining widespread momentum. While Mozart was visiting Paris in 

1778 and entertaining thoughts of a new opera, his father Leopold wrote to him, "1 

assume that when composing your opera you will be guided by the French taste.'"" 

Gluck's last opera, Iphigenie en Tauride {Paris, 1779), was his crowning 

achievement. The libretto, by Nicolas-Fran9ois Guillard, faithfully represented the 

genius of the original drama by Euripides, and Gluck was impressed with the natural 

movement of Guillard's text, which seemed perfectly suited for the musical technique 

with which he hoped to bring the drama to life. Grout describes Iphigenie en Tauride 

as "a work of large proportions, having an excellent balance of dramatic and musical 

interest, and utilizing all the resources of opera—orchestra, ballet, solo and choral 

'" Brockway and Weinstock, The World of Opera, 76. 

'" Ewen, Opera, 55. 

'" Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 2:781 
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singing—to produce a total effect of Classical tragic grandeur.""'̂  In failing health, 

Gluck would not compose another successful opera, and, in 1780, he retired to Vienna 

where he died in 1787. 

Gluck and Mozart 

Edmund Cykler and others list the innovations achieved by Gluck in 

developing his belief that the dramatic force of the libretto is the most important 

aspect of opera: 

(1) he eliminated virtuosity, substituting lyric simplicity; (2) he strove 
to create musical portraits of his characters and their feelings; (3) he 
retumed to the use of plots taken from mythology—plots that avoid the 
complex counterplots and minor intrigues of Neapolitan opera; (4) he 
made the recitative more musically expressive; (5) he used the 
instmments of the orchestra as a tonal palette, creating the proper mood 
and atmosphere by tonal coloring; (6) he employed the choms to create 
dramatic intensity; and (7) he made the overture an introduction to the 
mood and spirit of the opera. 141 

Meyerbeer, Rossini, Verdi, Wagner, Strauss, and all composers who sought to bring 

serious drama to life on the operatic stage were influenced by these innovations. 

Mozart and his father first encountered Gluck in Vienna in 1768 when Leopold 

Mozart, taking leave of his duties at Salzburg, embarked with his talented children on 

another of their many concert tours. "•̂  In a letter to his friend Lorenz Hagenauer, 

'* Grout, A History of Western Music, 431. 

'̂ ' Cykler et al. An Outline History of Western Music, 125. 

'̂ - Charles Osbome, The Complete Operas of Mozart (New York: The Da 
Capo Press, 1978), 37. 
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Leopold outlined his idea for the twelve-year-old Wolfgang to compose an opera:". . 

I decided to do something entirely out of the ordinary, that is, to get Wolfgang to write 

an opera for the theater. Can you not imagine what a turmoil secretly arose amongst 

those composers? What? Today we are to see [an opera by] Gluck and tomorrow a 

boy of twelve seated at the harpsichord and conducting his own opera?""' Leopold 

went on to describe Gluck's reluctant endorsement of this project: "I have even won 

Gluck over to our side, though, I admit, only to the extent that, though he is not quite 

wholehearted, he has decided not to let it be noticed; for our patrons are his also."'^ 

Later, when the premiere of Wolfgang's opera met with suspicious delays, Leopold 

accused Gluck and other composers of complicity:". . . all the composers amongst 

whom Gluck is a leading figure . . . undermined everything in order to prevent the 

success of this opera.""** The opera. La fJnta semplice {Salzburg, 1769), was 

prevented from being performed in Vienna and instead had its premiere the next year 

in Salzburg. 

In 1778 when the twenty-two-year-old Wolfgang traveled to Paris, he heard the 

French revival of Alceste'"^ Leopold, perhaps remembering the Viennese encounter 

with Gluck, wrote advice from Salzburg: "If Gluck and Piccinni are there, you will 

14^ Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 1:121 

'̂  Ibid 

'''Ibid, 1:130. 

Ewen, Opera, 61. 146 
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avoid their company as much as possible ""*' After Wolfgang had met with little 

or no success in securing commissions in Paris, Leopold pushed for his son to 

compose an opera, but again cautioned him against Gluck: "For my part, I think that 

the most difficult problem is how to get a commission to write an opera and that it is 

high time you did so. Piccinni and Gluck will do everything to prevent it; and indeed I 

am very doubtful as to your prospects of getting one."'^' 

Three years later, Mozart was to make his mark on the operatic world with the 

first of his mature operas, the opera seria Idomeneo {Munich, 1781). Westerman 

relates that "Gluck's influence is unmistakable in the scenario of [Idomeneo], in which 

the choms plays an important part. The choral scenes towards the end of the second 

act during the exciting storm music are magnificent and powerfully impressive.'"^' 

In 1780 Gluck retired to Vierma where he continued to experience health 

problems including apoplectic seizures. Mozart wrote, in a letter to his father: "Gluck 

has had a stroke and his health is in a very precarious state.' 

After his success in Paris, Gluck's reform operas were making their way into 

the Viennese repertory. In October of 1781 Mozart tried to get a seat for the first 

performance of Iphigenie en Tauride: 

" 1 50 

147 Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 2:699. 

'"' Ibid, 2:887. 

Westerman, Opera Guide, 84. 

Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 3:1113. 
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The first performance of'Iphigenie' took place yesterday, but I wasn't 
there, for whoever wanted to get a seat in the parterre had to be at the 
theater by four o'clock, so I preferred to stay away. I tried to get a 
reserved seat in the third circle six days beforehand, but they were all 
gone. However, I was at nearly all the rehearsals.' 151 

Clearty Mozart continued his interest in the works of Gluck, just as Gluck maintained 

an interest in the emerging career of Mozart. 

In 1782, Gluck requested a special performance of his favorite Mozart opera. 

Die Entfuhrung aus dem Serail (Vienna, 1782). Mozart notes a luncheon meeting 

with Gluck in a letter to his father on August 7, 1782: "My opera [Die Entfuhrung aus 

dem Serail] was given again yesterday—and that too at Gluck's request. He has been 

very complimentary to me about it. I am lunching with him tomorrow.'"*-

Brockway and Weinstock describe the same incident: "[After the performance, 

Gluck] delightedly asked the youthful composer to his fine house in the suburbs of 

Vienna. He wined and dined him—and no doubt there was plenty of talk about music 

and about opera."'*' It is possible that at least a portion of the conversation at that 

luncheon dwelled on the lack of support by Germany for its native artists, since in his 

next letter, Mozart expounded on the argument: 

If Germany, my beloved fathertand, of which, as you know, I am proud, 
will not accept me, then in God's name let France or England become 
the richer by another talented German, to the disgrace of the German 
nation. You know well that it is the Germans who have always 

'*' Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 3:1154. 

''-Ibid., 3:1212. 

'*'Brockway and Weinstock, The World of Opera, 81-82. 
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excelled in almost all the arts. But where did they make their fortune 
and their reputation? Certainly not in Germany! Take even the case of 
Gluck. Has Germany made him the great man he is? Alas no!'*̂  

Mozart's correspondence reveals at least one other luncheon with 

Gluck—writing to his father on March 12, 1783: "Gluck had a box beside the Langes, 

in which my wife was sitting. He was loud in his praises of the symphony [K. 297, 

Symphony No. 31 in D Major] and the aria [Tvlon so d'onde viene,' K. 294; sung on this 

occasion by Mozart's sister-in-law Aloysia Lange] and invited us all four [the Langes 

and the Mozarts] to lunch with him next Sunday [March 18, 1783]."'** 

Although the details of conversations between Gluck and Mozart are not 

extant, the relationship between these two prominent operatic figures is important, 

particularly because Gluck seems to have had much influence on the organization of 

Mozart's serious operas. However, Mozart's genius for employing music to enliven 

rather than serve drama seems to have resulted in the continuing popularity of his 

mature operas, while those of Gluck, with the exception of occasional revivals, have 

fallen into relative obscurity. 

Gluck died on November 15, 1787. A little more than three weeks later, the 

Emperor Joseph II appointed Mozart as Gluck's successor to the position of 

KammerAomponist{Chamber composer) at a salary of 800 gulden.' 156 

' *̂  Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 3:1214. 

"'Ibid, 3:1254-1255. 

156 See Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 3:1359. Even in this 
appointment, Mozart could not command the full respect of the Emperor—Gluck's 
salary had been 2000 gulden. 
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The legacies of Mozart and Gluck have left their mark on the history of opera; 

Gluck laid the foundation for the heroic operas of the nineteenth century and later the 

epic musical dramas of Wagner and Strauss, while Mozart combined the prevailing 

elements of eighteenth century serious as well as comic opera to produce a genre that 

brought dignity to the comic and naturalness to the serious.'*' 

That Mozart's operas, as opposed to those of Gluck, remain alive in the 

contemporary repertoire can be attributed to a fundamental difference of philosophy. 

As previously noted, Gluck's ideas are quite clear, particularty as set forth in the 

Dedication to Alceste: "I sought to restrict music to its tme function, namely to serve 

the poetry '"*' As for Mozart—in 1781 he wrote to his father,"... I should say 

that in an opera the poetry must be altogether the obedient daughter of the music.'"*' 

This fundamental difference was to have a lasting effect on the history of opera. In 

the face of Gluck's reforms and Mozart's fusion of styles, opera seria, as described on 

these pages, became a relic of the past. 

157 Rosen, The Classical Style, 183. According to Rosen, "This synthesis of 
accelerating complexity and symmetrical resolution which was at the heart of Mozart's 
style enables him to find a musical equivalent for the great stage works which were his 
dramatic models. . . . If this development was possible only within the tradition and 
stmcture of opera buffa, it could not have been achieved without Mozart's mastery of 
all the elements of opera seria as well." 

158 The Essence of Opera, 106. 

'*' Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 3:1150. 



CHAPTER II 

THE OPERA CHORUS TO 1800 

Introduction 

In the history of opera, membership in the choms has often been held by 

singers of colorful background and sometimes questionable character. By the 

nineteenth century, choms members commonly appeared off the streets of the local 

community in which they also held part-time jobs as cooks, teamsters, seamstresses, 

and the like, while some occasionally delved into more nefarious occupations such as 

gambling, smuggling, and larceny. Except in the higher echelons, at the larger opera 

centers, the choms was a rather uncouth lot. They smoked, drank, and gambled in the 

dressing rooms; they demanded the use of their theatrical costumes for private parties 

and masquerades; and they often could not read music. Continually asking for higher 

wages and constantly attempting to organize in order to strengthen their bargaining 

position, they often went on strike. They were, in short, an impressario's nightmare.' 

While the individuals who together comprised the nineteenth century opera 

choms were a questionable lot, the role of the choms itself was based on the lofty 

ideals of Greek drama as known and espoused by the members of the Florentine 

Camerata. Consequently, the choms held an important position in the presentation of 

' See John Rosselli, The Opera Industry in Italy from Cimarosa to Verdi 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), 118-119. Rosselli's work provides 
an excellent insight into the administration of the Italian opera company during the 
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 
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earty opera. It sometimes commented on the action; it sometimes participated in the 

action either as a group or as individuals; it often provided dancing as well as singing, 

and it was usually involved in the conclusion of each act during an elaborate choral 

scene.-

The Florentine Camerata 

When the Roman scholar Girolamo Mei (1519-94) proposed his monodic 

concept of vocal declamation to the circle of musicians and writers later known as the 

Florentine Camerata, he espoused a retum to the principles first put forth in Greek 

drama.' According to Donington, "The originality of thoughts discussed by [the] 

Camerata . . . came essentially from Mei. The working out of the theory, and the 

practice of it in the beginnings of the reciting style, was their own achievement."^ 

The Greeks considered music to be an integral part of drama. According to 

Aristofle (384-322 B.C.) in The Poetics: 

Tragedy, then, is the imitation of a good action which is complete and 
of a certain length, by means of language made pleasing for each part 
separately;... By "language made pleasing" I mean language which 
has rhythm, melody, and music. By "separately for the parts" I mean 

- See Grout, A Short History of Opera, 45-46. 

' The members of the Camerata included the composers Galilei, Peri, Caccini, 
and Cavalieri, as well as the poet Rinuccini. They met at the homes of Florentine 
nobles Giovarmi de Bardi and Jacopo Corsi. (The Concise Oxford Dictionary of 
Opera^ 63.) 

' Robert Donington, The Rise of Opera (New York: Chartes Scribner's Sons, 
1981), 82. 
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that some parts use only meter while others also have music. And as it 
is through acting that the poets present their imitation, one first and 
necessary element of a tragedy is the arranging of the spectacle. Then 
come music and diction, for these are the means used in imitation. By 
diction I mean the actual composition of the verses, while the effect of 
music is clear to all.* 

Later in The Poetics, Aristofle suggests the integral role of music in Greek tragedy: 

"[After plot, character, thought, and diction]. . . music is most important among the 

features of tragedy giving pleasure."* Aristotle also confirms the role of the choms, 

writing that "[it] must be considered to be one of the actors, an element in the play, 

and it should take part in the action . . . . " ' Thus if Mei and those who promoted the 

ideals adopted by the Florentines tmly worked to establish an exacting imitation of 

Greek drama, the choms must have a prominent role. 

One of the first musicians to entertain the ideas of Mei was Vincenzo Galilei 

(c. 1520-1591), father of the famous astronomer and composer of several popular 

madrigals. After accepting the tenets of the Florentine Camerata, he was an outspoken 

critic of the madrigalisms of the late Renaissance. His objections centered primarily 

on the inability of vocal imitative counterpoint to clearly express a text. He professed 

his views in his treatise Dialogue about Ancient and Modern A/u5/c (1581). 

Regarding "modem music" in its existing condition as fundamentally 
unable "to express the words with the passion which they require," 

* Aristofle, On Poetry and Style, G.M.A. Gmbe, trans. (Indianapolis: Hackett 
Publishing Co., 1989), 12. 

'Ibid, 15. 

' Ibid, 39. 
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Galilei recommended composers to leam at the theater "in what 
manner, with what voice regarding acuteness and gravity, with what 
quantity of sound, with what sort of accents and gestures, with how 
much speed and slovsmess they talk" when acting the parts of different 
characters in different situations.* 

The Choms in Greek Tragedy 

The choms in Greek tragedy usually consisted of twelve to fifteen male singers 

who chanted unison melodies syllabically. Often the choms was accompanied by the 

kithara, a stringed instmment that was plucked; or by the aulos, a double reed.' 

According to Bumey, the musical treatment for the Greek choral segments was 

substantially different than that of the soloist: 

. . . the declamatory Iambics were accompanied by the [Kithara], and 
other instmments; but as the employment of the [Kithara] upon these 
occasions was not constant, it seems as if only the general tone of 
declamation was given to the actor by the musician, as the chord is 
given to the singer in modem recitative; whereas in the choms, and 
other poetry that was sung, the instmment constantly accompanied the 
voice, note for note."^ 

Bumey further points out that "the ancient dramatic writers used a different kind of 

melos for the declamation of the actors, and for the songs of the choms. The one may 

perhaps be compared to modem recitative, and the other to chanting in the Romish 

' See Donington, The Rise of Opera, 82. 

' Grout, A Short History of Opera, 13. 

'" Chartes Bumey, A General History of Music (New York: Harcourt, Brace 
and Company, 1935), 1:137. 
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church."" The character of this music was kept simple with the intent to "render 

speech more articulate, as well as to fortify passion . . . ."'-

The principal function of the choms was to delineate the various sections of 

the drama by commenting on the action. As Bumey notes: 

The great chomses, or interludes, were generally four in number; and, 
in the beginning of tragedy, they served as act tunes. .. . there was 
something different in the versification and melody of each choms, 
which distinguished it from the rest so much, that let a person enter the 
theatre when he would, it was easy for him to discover by the music of 
the choms what part of the piece was then representing." 

Bumey also provides insight into the practical applications of the chorus: 

The Greek tragedies being composed of fifteen or sixteen hundred 
verses, would be too long, if sung to airs like ours, and too short, if 
spoken. Relaxation, however, was necessary both to the actors and the 
audience; and this, if it did not give birth to the choms, at least 
established it into a custom to have a choms between the principal 
divisions of the piece. In all the Greek tragedies that are come down to 
us, the action is intermpted from time to time by the intervention of 
chomses, which fill up the intermediate space between the principal 
events of the piece while the interlocutors are either absent, or remain 
silent and inactive upon the stage: and these form the tme divisions of 
the drama into acts."* 

According to Grout, "the role of the choms . . . is largely that of the 'articulate 

spectator,' voicing the audience's response to the events portrayed in the action. 

'' Bumey, A General History of Music, 1:137. 

" Ibid 

"Ibid, 1:142. 

"Ibid, 1:143. 
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remonstrating, waming, or sympathizing with the hero.'"* Occasionally a member of 

the choms would be called upon to sing a brief solo portion, or to engage in dialogue 

with one of the principal actors.'* The form of the sung chomses was divided into 

three verses, the Strophe, Antistrophe, and Epode. Bumey cites Triclinius's book on 

Sophocles which describes the movement of the choms during these verses: "the 

strophe was sung by the choms moving to the right; the antistrophe to the left, and the 

epode,. . . without moving at all." These movements, borrowed from the Egyptians, 

were to imitate the movements of the stars (strophe), the planets (antistrophe), and the 

fixed position of the earth (epode).'^ 

Whatever the extent of its participation, the basic function of the Greek choms 

was to provide commentary on the action, while standing outside of it. As the actors 

provided the action, so the choms fulfilled the static role of commentator. This 

unfolding of action and commentary is not unlike the functions of recitative and aria 

as already cited by Bumey and previously discussed in Chapter I." Thus choms 

originally fulfilled, at least in part, that portion of the drama that was eventually taken 

over entirely by the aria. 

' * Grout, A Short History of Opera, 12. 

"Ibid., 13. 

'' Bumey, A General History of Music, 1:143. 

See pp. 25-26. 18 
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As Greek dramas increased in both number and popularity, the audience began 

to understand and accept more responsibility for their own interpretations, making 

commentary by the choms unnecessary. It gradually disappeared from the stage and, 

by the second century B.C., no longer appeared in any form in Greek drama ." 

Aristotle acknowledged the withdrawal of the choms in The Poetics: "In later 

dramatists the songs are no more part of the story than of another tragedy, so they are 

sung as interludes . . . . Yet what difference is there between singing an interlude and 

inserting a speech or a whole scene from another play?"̂ " This first elimination of the 

choms imitated what would ultimately become a cyclical flux—the retreat and then 

retum to prominence of an original component of opera. 

The Choms in Early Opera 

The operatic productions of the Florentine Camerata were first represented by 

the opera Euridice (16(^0), jointly set by composers Jacopo Peri (1561-1633) and 

Giulio Caccini (c. 1546-1618), to a libretto by Camerata member Ottavio Rinuccini 

(1562-1621). Since the aim of the Camerata was to accurately imitate the processes 

and format of Greek drama. Peri and Caccini retained the small size of the Greek 

choms and assigned to it the tradifional role of delineating the organization of scenes 

in the opera. To this assignment they added an important duty: at the conclusion of 

19 

20 

Grout, A Short History of Opera, 14. 

Aristotle, On Poetry and Style, 39. 
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the larger sections, it was the role of the choms to excite the audience with animated 

numbers that were danced as well as sung, bringing the scene to a satisfying close. 

Donington finds that 

the very earty operas inherited their ensembles, and the dances which 
often accompanied them, from the established traditions of ballets and 
interludes. These ensembles are valuable for the artistic contrast they 
afford of texture and sonority; but they can also be justified 
dramatically, since the words are usually apt to the action, and often 
make shrewd commentary upon it, like the chomses in classical Greek 
drama on which they were evidenfly modeled.^' 

The choms would retain this important charge for the next forty-five years, the period 

during which the fundamental practices of opera seria were solidified. 

Other musical and dramatic features that were to identify opera seria also first 

appeared at the beginning of the seventeenth century. Peri and Caccini, though 

members of the Camerata, were vocalists as well as composers. Although they 

subscribed to the idea that the new monody should be employed in "speech-like" 

declamatory style, they began to experiment with vocal omamentation in an attempt to 

enhance the emotional content of the text." "The attraction of lyrical singing . . . 

proved irresistible . . . and an emphasis on virtuoso singing and highly stylized musical 

expression . . . soon replaced the early concem for declamation as expressed in 

" Donington, The Rise of Opera, 99. 

" See Donington, The Rise of Opera, 107-111 for a comparison of the 
contributions of Peri and Caccini and their relative claims to the inception of original 
opera. 
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monody."" This earty use of vocal embellishment planted a seed that would 

culminate in the florid vocalisms of the eighteenth century opera soloist. 

Another result of these initial forays into vocal omamentation was the 

establishment of arioso sections in altemation with the declamatory parts known as 

recitativo. Thus it was a short step to the informative/affective treatment advanced by 

Metastasio and brought to life by composers who set his libretti. A further convention 

introduced at this time, the lieto fine or happy ending, was retained throughout the 

course of opera seria. Even in Euridice, one of the earliest examples of the art form 

that would be known as opera, Rinuccini changed the otherwise tragic ending: in the 

original tale, Orpheus, doubting that Eurydice is following him during their escape 

from Hades, forgets his vow and tums to look, losing her forever. In Rinuccini's 

Euridice, when Orpheus pleads with Pluto for the retum of his wife, Pluto simply 

grants the request unconditionally and the opera ends with general merriment and 

rejoicing. 

The earliest examples of opera were often known as pastoralesbeeause they 

usually featured chomses of shepherds and shepherdesses in idyllic locales. The 

music sung by the choms was modeled either on homorhythmic part songs, or, if 

polyphonic, on the style of a simple madrigal. An example of this earty genre is La 

morte d'Orfeo (Venice, 1619) by Stefano Landi. According to Donington, this work 

"is not merely a tragedy in the pastoral style with happy ending, but. . . undoubtedly 

-' Poultney, Studying Music History, 79. 
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an opera.'"^ There are several chomses including an eight-part choms of shepherds, an 

eight-part choms of saytrs, a four-part treble choms of Maenads, and a choms of Gods. 

Donington describes the "grand and spectacular" final choms which outlines the lieto 

fine: 

On the earth, a four-part Coro de Pastori (choms of shepherds) rejoices 
that Orfeo is not really dead, but lives in heaven, where Jove now 
welcomes him visibly and in person. A four-part Coro de Dei (choms 
of Gods) confirms that Orfeo in not dead but lives in Heaven as a 
celestial Demigod. The two chomses unite.̂ * 

At the same time another type of musical drama, the musical allegory began 

to evolve. Best exemplified by La Rappresentazione di Anima e di Corpo (Rome, 

1600) by Camerata member Emilio Cavalieri (c. 1550-1602), this work features 

declamatory monody by the soloists, but also involves speakers, chomses, and 

dancers. Denis Amold calls this work "a kind of religious opera which was performed 

in costume with action and dances; [it is] a mystery play set to music in the manner of 

a Florentine opera. "̂ * Donington characterizes it as a "morality; and the only question 

is whether it is also, within our definition of the word, an opera. But decidedly [it] is 

not an oratorio. An opera does not have to be secular: there are a number of baroque 

and later operas on sacred subjects, some of them admirably dramatic."-' In La 

-" Donington, The Rise of Opera, 207. 

'' Ibid, 209. 

'* Denis Amold, "At the Courts of Italy and France," in Choral Music, ed. 
Arthur Jacobs (Middlesex: Penguin Books, Ltd., 1963), 102. 

' ' Donington, The Rise of Opera, 127. Donington goes on to state that, "A 
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Rappresentazione, Cavalieri's treatment of dialogue in the reciting style was less than 

that of either Peri or Caccini, while his use of the choms was much more extensive. 

Monteverdi and Opera in Transition 

The next master to advance the cause of opera seria was Claudio Monteverdi 

(1567-1643). His inventiveness and creativity surpassed all those who had previously 

composed works for the musical theater. According to Donington, "[Monteverdi's] 

recitative has a longer arch, a stronger tension, a richer eloquence; the ensembles and 

chomses (many of them danced), the orchestral introductions and interludes and 

accompanying melodies are more brilliant and more affecting; the music has more 

beauty of its own to add, while doing no less faithful service to the words. "̂ ' We have 

direct evidence of Monteverdi's concem for a quality libretto in his letter (1616) to the 

librettist Alessandro Striggio conceming the later abandoned opera Le Nozze di 

Tetide: "The whole plot, as far as my ignorance can make it out, does not affect me in 

the least. I understand it with difficulty and do not feel that it leads me in a natural 

way toward a goal that moves me. Ariadne inspires me to a just lament and Orpheus 

to a just prayer; but this tale inspires me to nothing. »I29 

definition can be valid without having to be met in full. Here is a work integrally 
combined from words and music, sung and acted and even danced in costume, with 
scenery, in a stage production; here is a confrontation of forces, and a dramatic issue 
to be decided." 

'̂ Donington, The Opera, 22. 

*' See The Essence of Opera, 24. 
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Monteverdi's earty masterpiece was La Favola d'Orfeo (Mantua, 1607), like 

Euridice a traditional pastorale treatment of the story of Orpheus and Euridice. There 

is also a lieto fine, but with a slighfly different twist: Being more faithful to the 

legend, this version finds Orpheus warned not look back or Euridice would be lost to 

him. When, being filled with doubt, he does look back—she is lost. The happy 

ending occurs when Orpheus, after a lengthy lament, decides that he will find Euridice 

in heaven to which he promptly ascends accompanied by a grand choms of exaltation. 

Most of the chomses in Monteverdi's Orfeo are for a five-part ensemble and 

are written in a style combining the older madrigal style with the newer monody. 

According to Grout, "the chomses of Orfeo are more numerous and important than 

those in the early Florentine operas."'° Ewen notes that "the choms Ahi, caso acerbo, 

which follows the announcement... that Euridice is dead, has such emotional 

intensity that a modem concept of choral writing in opera begins to take shape."" In 

Orfeo the choms is employed to good dramatic and musical effect, particularty where 

sections of arioso sung by individual choristers (shepherds and shepherdesses) are 

interspersed throughout the chomses, while the same choral music is often set to 

different sections of the libretto as a unifying technique. 

The evolution of opera during the middle seventeenth century was influenced 

by two events. In 1613, Monteverdi accepted the position of maestro di cappella at 

'" Grout, A Short History of Opera, 58. 

" Ewen, Opera, 13. 
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San Marco in Venice, effectively silencing his career as an opera composer. However, 

when in 1637 the Venetian opera houses were opened to the public, Monteverdi was 

apparenfly unable to resist the attraction of this new audience and, drawn once again 

to the enticement of composing in this genre, he came out of retirement to create the 

masterpieces of his operatic career. II ritorno d'Ulisse in patria (Venice, 1641) and 

L'incoronazione di Poppea (Venice, 1642) are quite different from the eartier Orfeo. 

They show Monteverdi at the height of his powers. The libretti are charged with 

musical vitality and creativity. Monteverdi displayed a keen understanding of one of 

the great shortcomings of the eartier Florentine opera experiments; that is, that the 

declamatory style of the Camerata could quickly become tedious for the listener. 

While it was a novelty for a short period of time, it could not, by itself, be sustained. 

Monteverdi used every resource at his disposal to avoid this tedium and to infuse 

emotion into the characters, whether mythical (Ulysses) or historical (Poppea). 

However, by restricting his use of choral scenes in Ulisse and Poppea, Monteverdi 

signaled that the decline of the choms in opera had begun. In similar fashion to the 

progress of Greek drama, the focus of attention shifted to a more realistic 

interpretation of the characters, allowing the audience to draw their own conclusions, 

and making commentary by the choms superfluous. Throughout Monteverdi's operas 

there is gradually more omamentation added to the solo voices as well as a more 

frequent use of small ensembles to replace the ftiU choms. According to Donington 
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there is "the tendency to use fewer chomses and dances "" By the time of 

Monteverdi's Poppea, the choms had almost disappeared from Venetian opera." 

When composers and librettists desired a choms it was usually composed of an 

assorted group of untrained extras who were called upon to raise their voices in shouts 

of praise or thanksgiving during grandiose finales. Because these singers were often 

not trained musicians, chomses of this kind were kept short, unsubtle, and 

homophonic. Robert Donington shows us the pitiful existence of the seventeenth 

century opera choms by describing Legrenzi's Totila (Venice, 1677): "The only 

choms consists of five measures of'Viva la pace, viva Roma' ('Long live peace, long 

live Rome') at the end of the opera, almost certainly sung by soldiers and other 

attendants already on the stage as inexpensive extras who could manage that much 

singing without the cost of paying a fijll professional choms.""' Lindenberger sees this 

brief final choms as becoming intrinsic to the form of the later eighteenth century 

opera seria: 

The fact than an eighteenth-century opera seria consists largely of the 
altemation of recitative and aria allows any deviation from the norm to 
create a potentially powerfiil effect. Ensembles, including chomses, 
were rare, and even duets were used sparingly; yet when any of these 
did occur, the audience, as far as one can speculate on a form alien to 
modem taste, was likely to greet them with a feeling of relief from the 
seemingly endless altemation of recitatives and arias. It is not 

" See Donington, The Rise of Opera, 226. 

" Ibid 

''Ibid., 261-262. 
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accidental that a duet or brief choms was often used to end an opera or 
an act, for only a marked deviation from the norm that an audience has 
experienced throughout a long act or even a whole work could provide 
an unmistakable sense of closure.'* 

Monteverdi's operas rise above those of earlier composers by virtue of the 

same quality which makes the operas of Mozart so timeless: their ability to vitalize a 

dramatic situation through music. Monteverdi skillfully balanced words and music in 

a manner that would not be encountered again until Mozart.'* The French 

musicologist Henry Pmnieres goes so far as to maintain that Monteverdi "tumed the 

aristocratic spectacle of Florence into modem musical drama overflowing with life 

and bearing in its mighty waves of sound the passions which make up the human 

soul."" Despite the fact that Monteverdi's musical genius was monumental, he still 

subscribed to the primary tenet of the Florentine Camerata; that is, the text must be the 

master of music and not the servant. However, "it always was Monteverdi's way to 

serve the words with nothing but advantage to the music' "38 

Scarlatti and Early Opera Seria 

In Naples at the beginning of the eighteenth century Alessandro Scarlatti 

(1660-1725) was the next composer to advance the cause of opera seria. Credited 

'* Lindenberger, Opera: The Extravagant Art, 82. 

See Donington, The Rise of Opera, 291. 

As quoted in Ewen, Opera 14. 

Donington, The Rise of Opera, 146. 

36 

37 

38 
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with more than one hundred works for the stage, Scartatti was a prolific composer 

whose operas conformed to the prevailing recitative and aria style with an occasional 

duet or small ensemble. While these ensembles are often identified in the score with 

the term coro which would normally indicate sections to be sung by a choms, in fact, 

these "chomses" were usually sung by the principal characters. These ensembles, 

usually appearing at the conclusion of a scene, an act, or the opera proper, substituted 

for the fiill choms which had earlier appeared in these places." 

Because of the flurry of operatic activity in Naples during this time, what has 

been described in these pages as opera seria is sometimes known as "Neapolitan 

opera." However, due to the transient nature of opera centers at the end of the 

seventeenth century, a geographical label is a misnomer. The term opera seria 

accurately portrays that form of serious musical theater produced at this time 

throughout Italy and in other countries where Italian opera had become popular. As 

Donington states: "[Neapolitan opera] is a misleading tifle, because no serious opera 

evolved at Naples which did not evolve at least as early and significantly in other 

centres as well."*' 

Scartatti's chief contributions to opera included the development of the Italian 

opera overture, the advancement of the da capo aria, and initial steps leading to the 

establishment of opera buffa as a genre. 

39 Donington, The Rise of Opera, 262. 

^ Ibid 
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According to Grout: "By 1700 Scartatti had definitely established the new 

Italian overture with its quick opening movement, short slow interlude, and closing 

movement in two-part form with marked dance rhythms.'"" Bumey also cites a new 

overture style attributed to Scarlatti, "in a style totally different from that of Lulli, 

which at this time, was the general model for all Europe.""̂  

There is no doubt that in his operas, Scarlatti, according to the convention of 

the day, adopted the da capo aria almost exclusively."" According to Bumey, however, 

he was not the originator of this form: "It has been said that Da Capo is a new 

invention . . . and was first used by Alessandro Scarlatti in his Theodora, 1693 . . . . 

But this [dating] is by no means exact, as may be proved in the cantatas as well as 

operas of the last century."^ Scarlatti's accomplishment with the aria was to work 

within the somewhat confining stmcture of the da capo form and yet still use the 

character of the music to enhance the text. As Poultney states: "In [Scartatti's] hands 

the aria became no less expressive than the later sonata form. This development 

rested primarily upon his shift away from an emphasis upon the text to a music first 

" Grout, A Short History of Opera, 173. 

'- Bumey, A General History of Music, 2:585. 

" Grout, A Short History of Opera, 180. 

"^ Bumey, A General History of Music, 2:601. 
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and foremost emphasis, with a central concem for expressing the meaning or the 

affection of the text."^* 

While all of Scarlatti's operas except one are opere serie, he often employed 

comic scenes within his serious works. Bumey notes that before Metastasian reform 

this was common practice: "It was the fashion in almost all serious operas that were 

written in Italy before the time of Apostolo Zeno and Metastasio to mix comic and 

buffoon characters with the tragic, even in dramme sacri [sacred dramas], 

notwithstanding the severity of some Italian critics upon our Shakespeare for the same 

practice."^ Rosen takes a converse approach when he states: "The introduction of 

seria characters into comic opera was a standard procedure starting with the 

Neapolitan opere buffe of the early eighteenth century, but no one before Mozart had 

been able to integrate them successfijlly into the comic action.'"*' Whether comic 

characters were interpolated into serious operas or serious characters into comic 

operas, the blending of comic and serious elements set opera seria and opera buffa on 

a collision course that would culminate in Mozart and evolve into modem opera as we 

know it today. 

Throughout these developments in eighteenth century opera, the choms 

remained dormant. Composers, subscribing to the use of vocal omamentation in the 

' Poultney, Studying Music History, 93. 

Bumey, A General History of Music, 2:659. 

' Kosen, The Classical Style, 181. 
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aria to define the emotions of the text, failed to understand the dramatic possibilities 

for the choms. In opera, cantata, and even oratorio, the choms was seldom utilized, 

and, until the reforms of Gluck began to take effect, the choms in opera seria was 

confined to occasional interjections of brief passages that might be easily memorized. 

Furthermore, these passages were often restricted to the endings of acts where the 

libretto usually called for spectacle. In discussing the early oratorio, Bumey points 

out: 

Though there were frequently, in the first oratorios, short chomses in 
plain counterpoint, I seldom find any in those of the latter end of the 
last century, and the beginning of the present; each act usually ending 
with a duet; so that it seems as if we were not only obliged to Handel 
for the best chomses that were ever composed, accompanied by 
instmments, but for having any chomses at all.' 48 

Those works which did require spectacle were known as festa teatrale (festival 

theater) and they were the exception rather than the mle in the composition and 

production of operas. Also known as the serenata, this genre followed the basic 

format of opera seria but with more elaboration—including choral scenes. These 

works were usually shorter than a full-length opera and commissioned for a special 

occasion such as a birthday or an anniversary. They were often performed with 

minimal costumes and scenery, in a large reception room rather than a theater. The 

term serenata was used because the performance was almost always in the evening, 

the goal being to serenade the guest or guests of honor. Mozart's Ascanio in Alba 

48 Bumey, A General History of Music, 2:586. 
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(Milan, 1771) and II sogno di Scipione (Salzburg, 1772) are two examples of this 

genre, the chomses of which will be examined later in this study. 

The Choms in Earty French Opera 

The principles of the Florentine Camerata had taken seed in France where 

Italian composers such as Luigi Rossi (1597-1653) had produced successful operas as 

early as 1647. However, whereas Italian composers began to place more emphasis on 

solo singing, the French attempted to remain tme to the original ideas of the Camerata, 

including the importance of the choms. 

The first successful composer of French opera was the Italian-bom Jean-

Baptiste Lully (1632-87). In addition to foundational recitatives and arias, his operas 

featured ballets, chomses, and greater emphasis on instmmental music. Bumey 

suggests Lully's affinity for Florentine principles by stating that "those who are 

acquainted with the operas of [Lully] will find a great similarity between his style and 

that of Caccini.'"" Bumey also names Lully as the champion of French music 

throughout Europe: 

During the first years of King Charles's reign, all the music in favour 
with the beau-monde, was in the French style; which at this time, was 
rendered famous throughout Europe, by the works of [Lully], a 
Frenchified Italian, and master of the Court Musick at Paris, who 
enriched the French Musick by Italian harmony, which greatly 
improved their melody. *° 

49 Bumey, >1 General History of Music, 2:602. 

'' Ibid, 2:367. 
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The musical texture of the Lully's chomses was homophonic, with the choms 

usually assigned to enliven the more dramatic scenes, in keeping with the style of 

earty Baroque opera. Lully was often creative in his use of the choms; for example, 

Donington describes the dungeon scene from Act I of Amadis (Paris, 1684) in which 

half of the choms portray jailers while the other half are prisoners.*' 

Evidence of the effect of Lully's works on the French audience may be found in 

a report (1711) by Addison in The Spectator: 

The Choms in which that Opera abounds, gives the Parterre frequent 
Opportunities of joining in Consort with the Stage. This Inclination of 
the Audience to Sing along with the Actors, so prevails with them, that 
I have sometimes known the Performer on the Stage to do no more in a 
Celebrated Song, than the Clerk of a Parish Church, who serves only to 
raise the Psalm, and is afterwards drown'd in the Musick of the 
Congregation.*^ 

From this report, it seems that not only was the French audience supportive of the 

choms in opera, but, indeed, on some occasions became the choms!*' 

While it is tme that Lully employed the choms to good effect, Bumey found 

his ballets to be even more revered by the French audience—almost to the detriment 

of the music: "At some future period, not very distant perhaps, somebody or other may 

be bold to say, that 'there used formeriy, as I have been told, to be singing at the 

*' Donington, The Opera, 45. 

*- Cited in Brockway and Weinstock, The World of Opera, 55. 

*' Bumey, A General History of Music, 2:470. This practice is confirmed by 
Bumey who had often heard in his youth "that the audience in the parterre of a French 
opera-house, used to join with the performers in singing the chomses." 
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Opera.'"*' Bumey goes on to relate an anecdote that illustrates the French 

preoccupation with ballet at the opera: 

In the operas of [Lully] and Rameau, the music of the dances was 
always infinitely more admired by foreigners than that which was sung; 
because it was necessarily more marked and accented: that is, in what 
was danced, some determined measure and movement was always 
perceptible; but this was so little the case in what was sung, that it is 
related of Faustina, the celebrated singer and wife of Hasse, that in her 
way through Paris to England, being carried to the serious French 
Opera, she remained silent there full half an hour, and then cried out, 
"but when shall we have an [aria]?"** 

Lully set the course for French opera. By emphasizing choral scenes and 

ballets, as well as developing a simpler melodic concept of the aria which avoided 

unnecessary vocal omamentation, he established another genre of serious opera, 

which he called tragedie lyrique. Despite La Guerre des Bouffons and other attempts 

to plant the seed of Italian opera seria in France, these two genres developed in a 

parallel manner until elements of both began to be mixed resulting in the heroic grand 

operas of the nineteenth century.** 

Lully's successor Jean-Philippe Rameau (1683-1764) continued the 

development of French serious opera. He provided even more opportunities for the 

choms than had Lully. As opposed to the Italian opere serie of the earty eighteenth 

century, the tragedie lyrique of Rameau maintained the importance of the choms and 

56 

Bumey, y4 General History of Music, 2:225. 

Ibid 

See pp. 15-17 for details of this incident. 
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expanded the opportunities for choral scenes. Rather than being restricted to 

spectacular endings, Rameau's choms often participated in important action. 

According to Grout, "the contrast between Lully and Rameau is particularty evident in 

the chomses, which are more numerous and varied in the latter and often extremely 

brilliant "*' 

Bumey reported on the particular nature of French music and its endorsement 

by the French public: 

When the French, during the last century, were so contented with the 
Music of [Lully], it was nearty as good as that of other countries, and 
better patronized and supported by the most splendid prince in Europe. 
But this nation so frequently accused of more volatility and caprice 
than their neighbors, have manifested a steady persevering constancy to 
their Music, which the strongest ridicule and contempt of other nations 
could never vanquish.*' 

Bumey goes on to state the place of Rameau in eighteenth century French opera, "he 

was acknowledged by his countrymen to be not only superior to all competition in 

Paris, but sole monarch of the musical world."*' 

Charles Rosen cites Rameau's "avoidance of narrative and elegiac forms" as 

one reason for his failure to create "a large musical work that is completely 

57 Grout, A Short History of Opera, 169. 

Bumey,/4 General History of Opera, 2:966. 

*' Ibid 

58 
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safisfactory."*" However, Rosen is quick to point out Rameau's excellent use of the 

choms in French serious opera: 

He makes magnificent use of the choms, and many of the ensembles 
are highly developed, but with the unyielding rhythm of the period and 
a magnetic attraction to the tonic more typical of contemporary French 
music . . . . His scenes tend to separate into marble reliefs, noble, 
graceful, and oppressively immobile. If heroic tragedy was to be 
possible in French music, a choms providing a background and 
philosophical commentary was necessary . . . . In other words, French 
Baroque opera had to become more like Greek drama, if it was not to 
start over again on an entirely new basis.*' 

Rameau's advancement of the choms for dramatic purposes and the importance 

he placed on choral scenes "showed the way for developments which were to 

culminate in the later operas of Gluck. "*-

The Influence of Gluck 

With the arrival and success of Gluck in Paris (1773), Italian composers began 

to be influenced by the French style. This is tme of Chembini, Piccinni, Salieri, and, 

particularty, Mozart. This was a positive development for the choms as the French 

had been unwavering in their support of the choms as an important element of serious 

opera. According to Rosen, the attempt to make French serious opera more like Greek 

60 Rosen, The Classical Style, 169. 

*• Ibid 

Grout, A Short History of Opera, 169. 62 
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drama was "exactly what Gluck tried to achieve, with a neoclassic dogmatism and a 

daring originality typical of the period."*' 

Even Gluck's earliest reform operas Orfeo and Alceste, while unsuccessful as 

opere serie in Vienna, still made extensive use of the choms. Orfeo was called an 

azione teatrale (theatrical action), a term which traditionally denoted works that made 

large use of the choms.*' When Gluck moved to the more receptive locale of Paris, he 

continued to make significant use of the choms. Alceste, called a tragedia per musica, 

makes more significant use of the choms than any other Gluck opera. It was the 

revival of this work in Paris that was witnessed and appreciated by the young Mozart.** 

Indeed Mozart makes mention of Gluck's affinity for the choms in a letter to his 

father, Febmary 28, 1778: "To be sure, they are accustomed to Gluck's chomses in 

Paris."** For Iphigenie en Tauride, he removed the choms from the action, retuming it 

instead to the role of commentator, in the style of the earty Greek dramas. 

63 Rosen, The Classical Style, 169. 

*" Terminology for Italian serious opera fluctuated among several 
classifications including festa teatrale (festive theater), azione teatrale (action 
theater), dramma per musica (drama with music), serenata (serenade - see p. 80), 
tragedia per musica (tragedy with music), and o/̂ /̂a 5OTa (serious opera). French 
serious opera was consistenfly known as tragedie lyrique (lyric tragedy). 

** See pp. 55-59. 

** Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 2:738. 
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The Choms in the Earty Opere 5g/7g of Mozart 

In the serenata Ascanio in Alba (Milan, 1771), Mozart first exhibited his skill 

and predilection for vsriting for the choms in a serious work for the stage. The 

following year, Mozart was commissioned to compose the opera seria, Lucio Silla, 

again for Milan.*' The haunting tomb scene, with its choral prayer for fallen heroes 

{Fuor di queste ume), is a prime example of Mozart's inventiveness with the choms. 

According to Grout, "[this] ombra scene with choms is an imaginative and even 

powerful treatment of the situation . . . ."*' With Lucio Silla, Mozart embarked on an 

operatic career that would find a choms in every full-length opera he would write, 

whether opera seria, opera buffa, or Singspiel. In essence, Mozart, through his 

consistent use of the choms and his ability to employ opera seria techniques in opera 

buffa and Singspiel, became a catalyst for opera as it developed in the nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries. As Rosen states: 

[Mozart]. . . destroyed the ideal of a purely serious musical-dramatic 
genre by successfully grafting the most brilliant achievements of opera 
seria on to the living tradition of opera buffa. . . . No one before Mozart 
had been able to integrate [seria characters into comic opera] 
successfully. At the age of nineteen, Mozart had already given his 
comic opera weight and dignity by the more elaborate musical style and 
the brilliance and richness of the seria characters' more formal musical 
stmctures. It is an advantage to consider the two genres, seria and 
buffa, as independent if only in order to see that it was opera buffa that 

*' His first opera seria, Mitridate, Re diPonto (Milan, 1770), was written in the 
eartier Italian style without chomses. 

*' Grout, A Short History of Opera, 276. 
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provided the large-scale organization into which the individual 
elements of opera seria could be incorporated.*' 

The following year (1773), Mozart tumed once again to composing chomses 

for the stage, although in this case not opera. Instead he v^rote two incidental chomses 

for Tobias von Gebler's play Thamos, Konig in Aegypten (Vienna, 1774) which was 

subsequenfly produced in Salzburg in 1776, and revived, again in Salzburg, during the 

1779-80 season, for which occasion Mozart added another choms as well as five 

instmmental pieces. These incidental chomses influenced Mozart's later operatic 

output in that they led not only to the choral scenes in his opera seria masterpiece, 

Idomeneo, Re di Creta (Munich, 1781), but also looked further ahead to the stately 

chomses of Die Zauberflote (Vienna, 1791). Chartes Osbome notes that "Gebler was 

a freemason. From following the synopsis of his play, which was derived, like 

Schikaneder's Zauberflote a good ten years later, from the novel Sethos by the Abbe 

Jean Terrasson, one can discem quite clearly that in this mish-mash of Masonry and 

Egyptology lies one of the seeds of Schikaneder's and Mozart's masterpiece of 1791.'"° 

Conceming Mozart's choral writing in Thamos, Gianturco notes: "The 

symphonic treatment of the choms in Thamos, Konig in Aegypten, new in [Mozart's] 

manner of composing and to be seen again in Die Zauberflote, is not far distant in 

concept from Beethoven's handling of the choms in his Ninth Symphony:'^' 

''Rosen, The Classical Style, 181-182. 

'" Osbome, The Complete Operas of Mozart, 125. 

" Gianturco, Mozart's Early Operas, 197-198. 
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It is with the opera seria Idomeneo, Re di Creta that Mozart's mature operatic 

period began. Having witnessed Gluck's Parisian revival and the influence of the 

established French style, and desiring to compose operas with chomses, Mozart filled 

Idomeneo with important and exciting choral scenes. There are nine full chomses 

throughout Idomeneo, evenly spaced three per act, each act ending with a choral 

scene. As the plot unfolds, the choms plays important roles: commenting on the 

action, interacting with principal characters, and enlivening scenes of spectacle. Dent 

describes the choral ciaccona which concludes the first act as "a representation of a 

magnificent religious ceremony."'- The excitement of these choral scenes certainly 

reveals Mozart's ability to revive, even momentarily, the dying genre of opera seria. 

Monteverdi, Gluck, and Mozart 

Among the operas of Monteverdi, Gluck, and Mozart, only those of Mozart 

have gained a lasting place in the standard repertoire. Although an occasional 

performance of Monteverdi's Poppea is mounted out of historical interest or often in 

exploitation of the sensual theme of the story, Gluck's works are practically 

nonexistent on the contemporary stage. Grout is of the opinion that "the love passages 

in Poppea can only be compared to Wagner's Tristan or Verdi's Otello."" In the case 

of Gluck, Rosen notes that "Gluck is generally described as a composer of genius with 

'- Dent, Mozart's Operas, 53. 

"Grout, A Short History of Opera, 83-84. 
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astonishingly defective technique."" Rosen later cites the problem with Gluck's 

operatic output: "To say that the style of the 1760s and 1770s was unequal to the 

problems of creating a tragic work for the stage may seem only a less specific way of 

saying that it was Gluck who failed to bend his art to the demands of tragedy."'* 

In contrast, all of Mozart's mature operas are not only performed on a regular 

basis throughout the wortd but exist "within a continuous tradition of style which is 

still alive and is part of our common musical heritage.'"* According to Grout, 

those operas of Mozart which still live and which delight us today do so 
not because of the historical circumstances under which they were 
created but because, by sheer chance, or good luck or divine 
providence, in a particular, favorable historical environment there 
happened to live a composer whose genius embraced the qualities 
necessary for great dramatic music and to whom the established forms 
of opera were congenial." 

It is certainly tme that Mozart's seven mature operas remain among the most popular 

and most performed even today. Recenfly, David Littlejohn investigated the number 

of performances of individual operas produced by professional opera companies and 

festivals around the world for the calendar years 1988 and 1989. The results of this 

investigation reveal four Mozart operas (Le nozze di Figaro, Don Giovanni, Die 

''Rosen, The Classical Style, 169. 

''Ibid, 170. 

'* Donald Jay Grout, "Mozart in the History of Opera," Louis Chartes Elson 
Memorial Lecture, Coolidge Auditorium of the Library of Congress, Washington, 
Febmary 25, 1972. 

77 Ibid. 
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Zauberflote, and Cosi fan tutte) in the top ten, along with three by Puccini (Tosca, La 

Boheme, and Madama Butterfly), two by Verdi (La Traviata and Rigoletto), and one 

by Rossini (Il barbiere di Siviglia). Mozart's opere serie. La clemenza di Tito and 

Idomeneo, Re di Creta, as well as the Singspiel Die Entfuhrung aus dem Serail all 

appear in the list of the one hundred most performed for those two years. A partial 

listing of Littlejohn's results are:" 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 

13. 
45. 
46. 
71. 
73. 

Le nozze di Figaro 
Tosca 
Don Giovanni 
11 barbiere di Siviglia 
La Boheme 
La Traviata 
Die Zauberflote 
Cosi fan tutte 
Madama Butterfly 
Rigoletto 

Die Entfuhrung aus dem Serail 
La clemenza di Tito 
Orfeo ed Euridice 
L 'incoronazione di Poppea 
Idomeneo, Re di Creta 

Mozart 
Puccini 
Mozart 
Rossini 
Puccini 
Verdi 
Mozart 
Mozart 
Puccini 
Verdi 

Mozart 
Mozart 
Gluck 
Monteverdi 
Mozart 

It is not at all surprising that Mozart's most popular operas come from the 

opera buffa and Singspiel genres, for it was in these works that he is able to 

characterize the common man so readily identifiable to the eighteenth century 

audience. To these characters he brings a dignity and musical credibility that has its 

roots in opera seria. And in each of his mature works, the choms plays an important 

role, including the wedding scene in Figaro, the intricate quodlibet of dances in Don 

"Littlejohn, The Ultimate Art, 20-24. 

- I -HH 
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Giovanni, the off-stage interjections in Cosi fan tutte and Die Entfuhrung, and the 

grandeur of Sarastro's priests in Die Zauberflote The chomses of the opere serie are 

no less important, no less functional, and no less beautiful. They provide commentary 

on events such as the tomb scene in Lucio Silla; they react to situations such as the 

storm and shipwreck in Idomeneo; and they bring the operas to grand and majestic 

conclusions. They represent a segment of the choral repertoire that is little knovm and 

worthy of further attention. Edward J. Dent compares the task of historical musical 

research to living in the galleries of a museum. "It is a museum through which most 

of us wander rather aimlessly, conscious only too often of tired feet and museum 

headache; but there is one room which seems to be always full, both of silent readers 

and students, and of listeners to any performance that may take place there—the room 

devoted to the memory of Mozart."" 

79 Dent, Mozart's Operas, 2. 
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CHAPTER III 

MOZART'S OPERAS AND THEOl CHORUSES 

Introduction 

Mozart is perhaps the earliest composer whose works are currently not only 

standard fare on stages throughout the world, but also among the most popular. Table 

I lists the number of performances (164 in all) of nine Mozart operas produced at 

selected intemational opera houses in March and April 1995.' A further examination 

of Table I, compiled from the BBC Music Magazine, reveals that this number of 

performances is greater than can be ascribed to any other composer. Grout gives three 

possible reasons for Mozart's unique popularity with today's opera audience: 

For one thing, I believe that we today—the intelligent musical public, not just 
the composers—are keenly aware of the sheer beauty of Mozart's 
craftsmanship, his competence in manipulating musical materials. Secondly, I 
think we have a better understanding of the many-sidedness of Mozart's genius, 
and in particular a more disceming appreciation of the realism in his operas—I 
mean of that kind of realism which is peculiarty Mozartean, which is not the 
same as the realism of Carmen, IPagliacci, Wozzeck, or The Consul 
Thirdly, advances in Mozart scholarship have given us more accurate texts and 
have made us much more fastidious about performance practice.̂  

' Data for this examination were compiled using "Intemational Events This 
Month," BBC Music Magazine, March-April 1995. 

' Grout, "Mozart in the History of Opera," 17-18. 
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Table 1 
Selected Performances of Mozart Operas during March and April 1995 

City 
New York 

London 

Sydney 
Wellington 
Vienna 

Prague 

Bmo 
Berlin 

Cologne 
Hamburg 

Munich 
Leipzig 

Zurich 
Genoa 
Catania 
Turin 
Verona 
Lyon 
Oslo 
Stockholm 
Copenhagen 
Helsinki 

Opera House 
Metropolitan Opera 
New York City Opera 
London Coliseum 

Sydney Opera House 
Opera House 
Staatsoper 

Volksoper 

State Opera 

Janacek Theater 
Deutscher Oper 
Kommische Oper 

Oper der Stadt Koln 
Oper Hamburg 

Bayerische Staatsoper 
Oper Leipzig 

Opera House 
Teatro Carto Felice 
Teatro Bellini 
Teatro Regio 
Teatro Filarmonico 
Opera de Lyon 
Norwegian National Opera 
Royal Opera 
Royal Theater 
Opera House 

Opera 
Idomeneo 
Figaro 
Giovanni 
Cosi fan tutte 
Zauberflote 
Figaro 
Figaro 
Giovarmi 
Cosi fan tutte 
Giovanni 
Zauberflote 
Figaro 
Entfuhrung 
Cosi fan tutte 
Zauberflote 
Cosi fan tutte 
Zauberflote 
Figaro 
Zauberflote 
Entfuhrung 
Zauberflote 
Figaro 
Cosi fan tutte 
Giovanni 
Figaro 
Cosi fan tutte 
Giovanni 
Zauberflote 
Figaro 
Figaro 
Mitridate 
La finta semplice 
Tito 
Giovanni 
Cosi fan tutte 
Entfuhrung 
Giovanni 

Performances 
4 
5 
9 
4 
4 
6 
5 
1 
3 
2 
3 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
4 
3 
3 
3 
1 
3 
3 
5 
1 
1 
1 
3 
8 
5 
2 
2 
4 
4 
9 
3 
6 
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Mozart's ability to create such a lasting impression has been noted by 

numerous historians and musicologists. Knepler, in the preface to his insightful 

Wolfgang Amade Mozart, finds it "inconceivable that this wealth of superb music 

could proceed from a single brain within the shockingly short time span of less than 

three decades, music that seems at times irreconcilable with itself, so various are its 

shades and hues'" Rosen, writing about the inability of any composer to save the 

opera seria genre, takes another point of view conceming Mozart, albeit a 

complimentary one despite his initial statement: "The failure of Mozart is the most 

striking. The harmonic and rhythmic coherence that Gluck arrives at only by an effort 

which leaves the signs of his stmggle still perceptible seems to have come to Mozart 

with an ease granted to no other composer.'" 

In examining the history of Mozart's accomplishments. Dent notes that "not 

one of Mozart's principal operas enjoyed during his lifetime what a modem composer 

would admit to be a success."* This assertion, dating from 1913, is contradicted by the 

view of contemporary Mozart scholar H.C. Robbins Landon: "And so we find Mozart 

very nearty at the summit of his career, his concerts mosfly filled to overflowing, his 

' Georg Knepler, Wolfgang Amade Mozart, trans. J. Bradford Robinson 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), xiv. 

'Rosen, The Classical Style, 164. 

* Dent, Mozart's Operas, 3. 
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works gladly published by Torricella and Artaria, who were even starting to issue his 

juvenilia—so magic had the name of Mozart become by 1785."* 

Whichever view is "correct," it appears that a wide spectmm of opinion over 

Mozart and the appeal of this music was evident no less in the composer's own time. 

Upon hearing Don Giovanni, Emperor Joseph II is said to have remarked that "the 

music of Mozart really is too difficult in the vocal department.'" This sentiment was 

echoed by Madame de la Lippe, an influential friend of Count Orsini-Rosenberg, 

Joseph ll's Director of Court Opera, when she "found the music [of Don Giovanni] 

leamed [and] little suited for singing." This seems to have been a popular criticism of 

Mozart. Friedrich Blume notes that Franz Niemtschek's Leben des K.K. 

Kapellmeisters Wolfgang Gottlieb Mozart confirms that these objections were often 

made: "Mozart's works are so difficult, so critical, so full of art and containing little 

for the ear."' Elsewhere, Niemtschek attempts to refute such objections: "The 

difficulty in [Mozart's] works is not deliberate; it is only the consequences of the 

greatness and originality of his genius.'" While some may have raised concems about 

* Landon, Mozart: The Golden Years (New York: Schirmer Books, 1989), 
138. 

'Ibid., 173. 

' Friedrich Blume, "Mozart's Style and Influence," in The Mozart Companion, 
ed. H.C. Robbins Landon and Donald Mitchell (New York: W.W. Norton & 
Company, 1956), 13. Franz Xaver Niemetschek, a Czech teacher and music critic, 
was Mozart's first biographer (1798). 

' Ibid 
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the degree of difficulty in Mozart's vocal music, the endorsement of Haydn indicates 

the esteem in which Mozart was held by his peers: 

If I could only impress on the soul of every friend of music, and on high 
personages in particular, how inimitable are Mozart's works, how profound, 
how musically intelligent, how extraordinarily sensitive! . . . It enrages me to 
think that this incomparable Mozart is not yet engaged by some imperial or 
royal court! Forgive me if I lose my head: but 1 love the man so dearly.'" 

Mozart's operas are exemplary examples of his genius not only as a composer 

but as an excellent dramatist. "The convention in which Mozart sets his operatic 

world is the utmost development of the operatic—indeed, of the artistic—convention 

itself, and in developing it he accomplished the deepest exploitation of opera's 

potentialities."" His operatic success derives from a unique ability to effectively 

combine components of prevailing eighteenth century operatic genres (particularly the 

seamless insertion of elements of opera seria into opera buffa), from a vision to 

understand the emotions of his characters, and from his genius in manipulating the 

language of music to bring those characters to life. According to Gerald Abraham, 

"As a practical dramatic composer he gradually acquired the faculty of visualizing 

characters and situations vividly for himself, more vividly even than the librettist; he 

could embody the character or situation for himself in music, and needed the words 

only to cany his music, so to speak, and define it beyond doubt for the audience."" 

" H.C. Robbins Landon, Mozart: The Golden Years, 138. 

" Brophy, Mozart the Dramatist, 32. 

" Gerald Abraham, "The Operas," in The Mozart Companion, 285. 
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Mozart's operas can be divided into two distinct periods: the earty works, 

written while Mozart was either in the midst of juvenile promotional tours or laboring 

within the confines of Salzburg's ecclesiastical hierarchy; and the mature masterpieces 

composed over the last ten years of his life. 

The Influence of Earty Travels, 1762-1771 

As is well known, young Mozart had been taken by his father on four lengthy 

tours of the major cities of Europe. Table 2 shows the itineraries of these early 

travels, indicating that between the ages of six and fifteen, Mozart spent the equivalent 

of seven years away from home and visited more than forty-four cities." According to 

Knepler, "By the time he was fifteen, most of Mozart's works revealed a mastery of 

musical craftsmanship, a balanced application of the various elements of musical 

language, and originality of invention. They made it abundantly clear that this young 

lad was moving on from the astonishing achievements of a child prodigy to become a 

composer of genius. 

These earty travels featured the young prodigy as a performer, unabashedly 

promoted and even exploited by his father. According to Amanda Holden, "the 

carriages [they] took were either privately hired or post vehicles. The joumeys were 

1114 

" See Stanley Sadie, The New Grove Mozart (New York: WW. Norton & 
Company, 1980), 3-17, and Else Radant, "Calendar of Mozart's Life, Works and 
Related Events," The Mozart Compendium, 12-18. 

"Knepler, Wolfgang Amade Mozart, 3. 
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Table 2 
Itineraries of Mozart's Early Travels 

Year Cities 

(January, 1762 - December, 1762) 

1762 Salzburg • Munich • Vienna • Bratislava • Vienna • 
Salzburg 

(June, 1763 -November, 1766) 

1763 Salzburg • Munich • Augsburg • Ludwigsburg • 
Schwetzingen • Mainz • Frankfurt • Mainz • Koblenz • 
Aachen • Bmssels • Paris 

1764 London • Dover 
1765 Calais • Lille • Ghent • Antwerp • The Hague 
1766 Amsterdam • Utrecht • Antwerp • Bmssels • Paris • 

Dijon • Lyons • Lausanne • Zurich • Donaueschingen 
Dillingen • Augsburg • Munich • Salzburg 

(September, 1767-January, 1769) 

1767 Salzburg • Vienna • Bohemia (Bmo, Olmutz) 
1768 Vienna • Lambach • Salzburg 

(December, 1769-March, 1771) 

1769 Salzburg • Innsbmck • Rovereto • Verona • Mantua • 
Cremona 

1770 Milan • Parma • Bologna • Florence • Rome • Naples • 
Rome • Bologna • Milan 

1771 Turin • Milan • Venice • Padua • Verona • Salzburg 

bumpy and slow, and the inns were often cold, damp, and dirty. At nearty every 

stopping-place Wolfgang was expected to perform on the clavier, violin, or the local 

organ.'"* Sadie notes a newspaper report from performances in Augsburg that "he 

15 Amanda Holden, "Mozart's Journeys," The Mozart Compendium, 135. 
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could play in an adult manner, improvise in various styles, accompany at sight, play 

with a cloth covering the keyboard, add a bass to a given theme, and name any note 

that was sounded.'"* The young Mozart soon became the darting of nobility and courts 

throughout Europe. In London, where the Mozarts stayed for more than a year, they 

were received by George III and had several opportunities to perform for the royal 

court. Leopold wrote to his friend Lorenz Hagenauer: 

On April 27th we were with the King and Queen in the Queen's Palace in St. 
James's Park; so that by the fifth day after our arrival we were already at court. 
The present was only twenty-four guineas, which we received immediately on 
leaving the King's apartment, but the graciousness with which both His 
Majesty the King and Her Majesty the Queen received us cannot be described. 
In short, their easy manner and friendly ways made us forget that they were the 
King and Queen of England. . . . A week later we were walking in St. James's 
Park. The King came along driving with the Queen and, although we all had 
on different clothes, they recognized us nevertheless and not only greeted us, 
but the King opened the window, leaned out and saluted us and especially our 
Master Wolfgang, nodding to us and waving his hand." 

The Mozarts had already met King Louis XV and his Queen in Versailles before 

making the channel crossing to England. Earlier travels to Vienna brought Wolfgang's 

skills to the attention of the Empress Maria Theresa and her young daughter Marie 

Antoinette, the future Queen of France. 

Throughout these earty tours, Wolfgang was promoted primarily as a 

performer rather than a composer. Osbome is of the opinion that "a child prodigy 

must have represented an enormous financial asset to a hard-pressed family, and 

'* Sadie, The New Grove Mozart, 3-4. 

" Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 1:66-67. 
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Leopold was to squeeze the utmost commercial advantage out of his son's genius 

while he was still a child and thus a phenomenon."" However, Mozart was composing 

throughout these excursions and benefited from the attention of numerous masters of 

the craft: in Paris the music of Schobert (c. 1720-1767) influenced his keyboard 

compositions; in London, J.C. Bach (1735-1782) helped to define his Italian style as 

well as shape his first symphonies; and in Bologna Padre Martini (1706-1784) helped 

develop his contrapuntal technique and assisted in the composition of his first string 

quartets." 

As for choral music and the theater, Leopold made sure that Wolfgang 

experienced the latest operatic productions, met the famous singers, and developed a 

compositional technique for fleshing out the traditional opera seria libretto. 

According to Holden, "It is probable that the teenage Mozart saw the composition of 

opera as a rather limited technical problem, in which, if he followed the set text, and 

provided his singers with appropriate vehicles for display—no doubt with more 

felicity and dexterity than many of his elders—his task was largely fulfilled."-' In 

England he met those composers associated with the opera at Covent Garden, 

including Thomas Ame (1710-1778).^' It was also in London that Mozart met the 

Osbome, The Complete Operas of Mozart, 16. 

See Grout, A History of Western Music, 456-457. 

Holden, The Mozart Compendium, 239. 

-' See Osbome, The Complete Operas of Mozart, 22. 

19 

20 
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famous musico Giovanni Manzuoli (1720-1782) who would later give him singing 

lessons in Florence and take the title role in the serenata Ascanio in Alba. Dent cites 

the young Mozart's association with Manzuoli as being a major influence in the 

development of his style: 

The first really strong and lasting musical impression that the child received 
was in all probability the influence of Manzuoli, a famous Italian singer, whom 
he often saw and heard in London. Manzuoli, although no longer young when 
he came to London, enjoyed an enormous popularity there; he was a frequent 
visitor to the Mozarts and gave Wolfgang lessons in singing. They met again 
in Milan in 1771, when Manzuoli took the leading part in his serenata Ascanio 
in Alba. Mozart's letters show not only that he was much attached to him, but 
also that he associated with his name a very definite sense of style." 

In Paris, Leopold took Wolfgang to the Royal Chapel to hear the choir. 

Writing to Frau Maria Hagenauer, he complained that "everything sung by individual 

voices and supposed to resemble an aria was empty, frozen, and wretched—in a word, 

French," adding, however, that "the chomses are good and even excellent. So every 

day I have been with my little man to the mass in the Royal Chapel to hear the choir in 

the motet, which is always performed there.' 

During these years, Mozart also began to write works for the stage. His initial 

efforts at musical drama reflect the wide variety of productions encountered in his 

travels, including opera seria, opera buffa, and singspiel. Most of the stage works 

composed at this time were produced in Salzburg, including a portion of the sacred 

"23 

-- Dent, Mozart's Operas, 16. 

"Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 1:50. 
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singspiel Die Schuldigkeit des ersten Gebots (Salzburg, 1767), the musical 

intermezzo Apollo etHyacinthus (Salzburg, 1767), and the opera buffa La fmta 

semplice (Salzburg, 1769).̂ ^ The first Mozart opera to be presented outside of 

Salzburg was the singspiel Bastien undBastienne (Vienna, 1768) which was 

performed privately at the home of Dr. Anton Mesmer. 

During his first trip to Italy, the fourteen-year-old Mozart was asked to 

compose a brief scene consisting of three arias and one recitative to a text of 

Metastasio.'* The success of this assignment eventually led to Mozart's first scrittura, 

or commission to compose an opera for Milan's Teatro Regio Ducal which would be 

premiered on December 26, 1770. Wolfgang and Leopold accepted the commission 

without knowing the subject or the name of the librettist, and continued on the Italian 

tour arriving in Bologna where, on July 27 they received the text and cast list for the 

opera. Leopold wrote to his wife: 

We received yesterday the libretto and the list of singers. The title of the opera 
is: Mitridate, Redi Ponto, and the text is by a poet of Turin, Signor Vittorio 
Amadeo Cigna-Santi. [This libretto] was performed [in Turin] in 1767. The 
characters are: 

-̂  The three parts of Die Schuldigkeit des ersten Gebots were performed 
weekly beginning March 12, 1767. Part II was composed by Michael Haydn and part 
III by Kajetan Adlgasser. Apollo etHyacinthus was written to be performed between 
acts of the Latin tragedy dementia Croesi by Salzburg University professor Father 
Rufinus Widl who also wrote the libretto of the musical intermezzo. La fmta 
semplice had been intended for performance in Vienna, but intrigues involving the 
impresario Affligio prevented the premiere. It was subsequently performed in 
Salzburg at the Archbishop's court. The libretto was adapted from Goldoni. 

-* See Gianturco, Mozart's Early Operas, 75. 
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Mitridate, Re di Ponto 
Aspasia... 

Sifare . . . 
Famace . . . 
Ismene . . . 
Arbate.. . 
Marzio. . . 

11 Signor Guglielmo D'Ettore 
Signora Antonia Bemasconi, prima 
donna 
Signor Santorini, soprano, primo uomo 
Signor Cicognani, contra alto 
Signora Varese, seconda donna, soprano 
Soprano 
Tenore 

We knew Signora Bemasconi already. Signor Santorini sang for us in Rome. 
Cicognani is here and is a good friend of ours. D'Ettore is also here.'* 

The Mozarts stayed in Bologna for three months as guests of Count Pallavicini and 

Wolfgang began to compose Mitridate. According to Osbome, he worked "mainly on 

the recitatives, for he would not complete the arias until he had made the 

acquaintance, in Milan, of the singers who had been engaged."" They arrived in 

Milan in mid-October and were given an apartment near the theater. They met with 

the singers and Wolfgang set to work on the arias. The first rehearsal was held on 

December 12. Sadie provides details of the rehearsals and premiere: 

There were three recitative rehearsals, two preliminary orchestra rehearsals 
and two full ones in the theater, and a dress rehearsal. The premiere . . . 
including the ballets (by other composers).. . lasted six hours. Leopold had 
been confident that the opera would not be a success, but it was, and there 
were 22 performances of which Mozart, in the traditional way, directed the 
first three from the harpsichord.̂ ' 

-* Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 1:222-223. 

-' Osbome, The Complete Operas of Mozart, 55. 

'* Sadie, The New Grove Mozart, 17. 
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Osbome continues the peculiar performance history of Mozart's first opera seria: 

"During the season [1770] Mittidate was performed twenty times. It appears not to 

have been performed again until it was revived in Salzburg in 1971.'"' 

With the exception of the brief choral ritomello "Numen o Latonium" in 

Apollo etHyacinthus, there are no chomses in Mozart's first five operatic endeavors. 

Mozart's choral composing to this point had been confined to the sacred repertoire. In 

London he had written God Is Our Refuge, a short madrigal-like choms in English; in 

Paris, a Kyrie; in Vienna a full-length mass and a missa brevis; and in Salzburg, 

another mass as well as another missa brevis. Additionally, he wrote several shorter 

sacred choral pieces mostly for offertories in Salzburg churches or other churches that 

he visited during his travels. According to Sadie, "[The earty masses] show how 

quickly [Mozart] grasped the techniques of choral writing, using plain block 

harmonies . . . . The [sacred works] of 1771 include confident choral writing . . ."" 

The Transitional Joumeys, 1771-1779 

After nine years of touring Europe as a virtuoso performer, Mozart was ready 

to embark on a composing career. As Knepler states, "By the time he was about 

fifteen Mozart was too old to be a child prodigy, yet too young to be a serious 

-'Osbome, The Complete Operas of Mozart, 55. 

'" Sadie, The New Grove Mozart, 31. 
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applicant for a position."" Knepler also summarizes Mozart's accomplishments: "By 

the time he was fifteen, most of Mozart's works revealed a mastery of musical 

craftsmanship, a balanced application of the various elements of musical language, 

and originality of invention. They made it abundanfly clear that this young lad was 

moving on from the astonishing achievements of a child prodigy to become a 

composer of genius.'"- According to Dent, "Of all cosmopolitan eighteenth-century 

musicians, Mozart is the chief His fame as an infant prodigy had caused him to begin 

his travels at an early age. His father was indefatigable showing off his talents to 

everybody within his reach, and kept him as closely as possible in touch with all new 

music of the day."" 

Soon after arriving back in Salzburg, two commissions arrived from Milan 

asking Wolfgang to compose another opera seria for the Teatro Regio Ducal as well as 

a serenata for the celebration of the wedding of Archduke Ferdinand, son of Empress 

Maria Theresa, to Princess Maria Beatrice Ricciarda of Modema. Plans for the 

celebration called for the ceremony to be held on October 16th, 1771, an opera seria 

by Hasse on October 17th, and Mozart's serenata on October 18th. According to 

Osbome, "Usually on such occasions the principal opera and the serenata were 

produced on the same evening, the lesser work acting as a prelude or curtain-raiser to 

"Knepler, Wolfgang Amade Mozart, 2. 

" Ibid, 3. 

" Dent, Mozart's Operas, 14. 
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the full-scale opera. This time, however, Hasse's Ruggiero and Mozart's Ascanio in 

Alba were performed on separate occasions."" In July, Leopold wrote to Count 

Pallavicini in Bologna: 

[Wolfgang] was told to be in Milan at the beginning of the next month of 
September in order to write the serenata . . . for the marriage of S.A.R. 
Archduke Ferdinand, a meeting which is so much more an honor since the 
older of the Maestros, Signor Adolf Hasse, called the Saxon, will write the 
opera and the younger Maestro the serenata.'* 

The most accurate history of Wolfgang's activities in the creation of Ascanio in 

Alba comes from the letters of Leopold, who accompanied his son to Italy, to his wife 

in Salzburg. The following sequence of correspondence provides an inside view of 

the making of a traditional eighteenth century opera, portrays the pride that Leopold 

took in his son's genius, and shows, at least in this example, how important the choms 

could become in a serious opera. 

August 31: 
The text has arrived at last, but so far Wolfgang has only written the 

overture, that is, a rather long Allegro, followed by an Andante, which has to 
be danced, but only by a few people. Instead of the last Allegro he has 
composed a kind of contredanse and choms, to be sung and danced at the same 
time. He will have a good deal of work during the coming month. Hasse 
arrived yesterday and we are now going out to call on him.'* 

September 13: 
In twelve days Wolfgang, with God's help, will have completely 

finished the serenata, which is really an azione teatrale in two parts. All the 

" Osbome, The Complete Operas of Mozart, 65. 

'* Cited in Gianturco, Mozart's Early Operas, 99. 

'* Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 1:284. 
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recitatives with and without instmments are ready and so are all the chomses, 
eight in number, of which five are danced as well as sung. Today we saw the 
rehearsal of the dances and we greafly admired the hard work of the ballet 
masters. Pick and Favier. The first scene is Venus coming out of the clouds, 
accompanied by genii and graces. 

The Andante of the symphony is danced by eleven women, that is eight 
genii and three graces, or eight graces and three goddesses. The last Allegro of 
the symphony, which has a choms of thirty-two voices, eight sopranos, eight 
contraltos, eight tenors and eight basses, is danced by sixteen persons at the 
same time, eight men and eight women. 

Another choms is made up of shepherds and shepherdesses, sung by 
different performers. Further, there are chomses of shepherds alone, tenors 
and basses, and of shepherdesses alone, sopranos and contraltos. In the last 
scene all the singers and dancers appear, genii, graces, shepherds and 
shepherdesses, and they dance the last choms together." 

September 21: 
The first rehearsal of the recitatives will take place on Monday and on 

the following days the chomses will be rehearsed. On Monday or Tuesday at 
the latest Wolfgang will have finished his work. . . . Everyone is extremely 
kind and has the greatest respect for Wolfgang. Indeed we have not 
experienced any unpleasantness whatsoever, as all these famous singers are 
most excellent and sensible people." 

September 28: 
The first rehearsal with the whole orchestra takes place today. The 

chomses were rehearsed yesterday, but without instmments. . . . Y'ou will be 
pleased to hear that I have good hopes that Wolfgang's work will win great 
applause; firsfly, because both Signor Manzuoli and all the other singers are 
not only immensely pleased with their arias, but are looking forward even 
more than we are to hearing the serenata performed this evening with all the 
instmments; and secondly, because I know how good Wolfgang's work is and 
what an impression it will make, for it is more than certain that his 
composition is excellently adapted both to the singers and to the orchestra." 

-'Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 1:286-287. (See also p. 
85 of this study conceming the azione teatrale.) 

"Ibid, 1:288-289. 

"Ibid., 1:291-292. 
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October 12: 
Yesterday the fourth rehearsal of the serenata took place; tomorrow 

there will be the seventh rehearsal of Signor Sassone's [Hasse's] opera and on 
Monday the last rehearsal of Wolfgang's."" 

October 19: 
. . . we are just off to the theater. For on the 16th the opera was 

performed and on the 17th Wolfgang's serenata, which was such an 
extraordinary success that it has to be repeated today. . . . We are constantly 
addressed in the street by courtiers and other persons who wish to congratulate 
the young composer. It really distresses me greafly, but Wolfgang's serenata 
has completely killed Hasse's opera." 

October 26: 
Perhaps some report will have reached Salzburg of the tremendous 

applause which Wolfgang's serenata has won . . . on October 24th, the day 
before yesterday. Their Royal Highnesses the Archduke and Archduchess not 
only caused two arias to be repeated by applauding them, but both during the 
serenata and afterwards leaned over from their box towards Wolfgang and 
showed their gracious approval by calling out''Bravissimo, maestrd and 
clapping their hands. Their applause was taken up each time by the courtiers 
and the whole audience.'^ 

The joumey to Milan for Ascanio in Alba marked the beginning of a second 

group of travels that found Leopold promoting Wolfgang as a composer rather than as 

a performer. Wolfgang had, by this time, composed in all the popular operatic genres 

of the day. He was also maturing, and thereby he could more easily identify with the 

emotional development of his characters. Table 3 indicates the extent of this second 

group of travels." 

"^ Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 1:294-295. 

" Ibid., 1:296. 

''Ibid., 1:297. 

"Sadie, The New Grove Mozart, 18-61 and Radant, The Mozart 
Compendium, 18-22. 
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Table 3 
Itineraries and Operas of Mozart's Transitional Joumeys 

Opera Year City 

(August, 1771 -December, 1771) 

Ascanio in Alba 1771 Salzburg • Milan • Salzburg 

// Sogno di Scipione (composed and premiered in Salzburg) 

(October, 1772 - March, 1773) 

Lucio Silla 1772 Salzburg • Milan 

1773 Salzburg 

(July, 1773 - September, 1773) 

1773 Salzburg • Vienna • Salzburg 

Thamos, Konig in Agypten (composed in Salzburg; premiered in Vienna) 

(December 1774 - March, 1775) 

La finta giardiniera 1774 Salzburg • Munich 
1775 Salzburg 

11 repastore (composed and premiered in Salzburg) 
(September, 1777 - January, 1779) 
1777 Salzburg • Munich • Augsburg • Mannheim 
1778 Paris • Nancy • Strasbourg • Mannheim • Munich 
1779 Salzburg _ ^ 

Friedrich Blume writes about how an emerging eighteenth century composer 

might be successful: "The composer who wished to be appreciated was now 

confronted with the task of influencing the mass of music lovers through instmmental 

language, or from the operatic stage . . . .'"̂  In the case of Mozart, evidence is strong 

44 Blume, The Mozart Companion, 15. 
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that it was the composition of his operas that caused him to visit major cities 

throughout Europe. An examination of Mozart's travels from 1771 will demonstrate 

that over the last twenty years of his life, with the exception of two unsuccessful 

attempts to secure a court position and a brief visit to introduce his wife to his father, 

every joumey that Mozart took involved the composition or production of an opera. 

Before leaving for Milan for the production of Ascanio in Alba, Mozart had 

completed another serenata to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of Salzburg's 

Archbishop Schrattenbach. He chose II sogno di Scipione, a libretto by Metastasio 

which had already been set by six other composers. The performance was to take 

place in January 1772 and the Mozarts planned to retum from Milan in time for the 

rehearsals and performances. In fact, they arrived in Salzburg on December 15th to 

leam that Archbishop Schrattenbach had died the previous day. Plans for the Salzburg 

serenata were postponed and, when Schrattenbach's successor was appointed in 

March, II sogno di Scipione became part of the installation celebrations. Because the 

final choms features the name of the dedicatee, Mozart simply changed Sigismondo, 

Schrattenbach's first name, to Girolamo, the first name of the new Archbishop 

Colloredo. The performance took place at the Archiepiscopal Residence in Salzburg 

on either April 29 or May I, 1772. 

Scipione does not adhere to the traditional formula for eighteenth centurv 

opera seria, particularty in the fact that there is no musico in the cast. Archbishop 
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Schrattenbach "had let the castrato tradition at Salzburg die out. . .""' Mozart 

complained about this matter in a letter to Padre Martini, writing: "As for the theater, 

we are in a bad way for lack of singers. We have no castrati, and we never shall have 

them, as they insist on being handsomely paid; and generosity is not one of our 

faults.'"* Accordingly, Mozart assigned the solo roles in the serenata to three tenors and 

two sopranos. 

Gianturco characterizes the chomses in Scipione as "two very simple 

homophonic chomses."" Osbome, on the other hand, is of the opinion that "the 

choms, Germe di cento Eroi, sung by the spirits of blessed Roman heroes, is infinitely 

superior to the solo arias, solemnly beautiful music in which the composer's poetic 

imagination is apparent in every bar."" 

In general, scholars have not been kind to II sogno di Scipione. Dent calls it 

"formal and uninspired," while Osbome finds that, "there is little that can be positively 

said now about [it]."" Gianturco, whose study is focused on Mozart's early operas, 

goes into more detail conceming the serenata's shortcomings: 

46 

47 

48 

49 

' Gianturco, Mozart's Early Operas, 123. 

Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 1:3 86. 

Gianturco, Mozart's Early Operas, 123. 

Osbome, The Complete Operas of Mozart, 77. 

Dent, Mozart's Operas, 24, and Osbome, The Complete Operas of Mozart, 
78. 
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II sogno di Scipione is a work which is often beautiful and at times quite 
expressive; nevertheless, it is not a tme drama and Wolfgang used but a few of 
the musical story-telling means he had leamed. In fact, one might say that he 
regressed and thought here in terms of an immediate and narrow interpretation 
of the text rather than in terms of dramatic unity. One must conclude that the 
occasion required him to compose a more conventional work than he was 
capable of producing.*" 

Because Mozart had an opera seria scrittura pending in Milan, on October 24, 

1772 father and son once again left for Italy. The opera was to be Lucio Silla, with a 

libretto by Giovanni de Gamerra which had been revised by Metastasio. Mozart began 

by composing the chomses while waiting for the soloists to arrive in Milan. 

It seems to have been Mozart's invariable practice—probably it was the regular 
practice of all operatic composers in those days—to compose about half of an 
opera on receipt of the libretto and to postpone composing the rest until the 
rehearsals had already begun . . . . Singers, as all composers must have known 
by sad experience, were more likely to be troublesome than not, and Mozart 
spent much of his time in accommodating his operas to suit their 
requirements.*' 

Sadie confirms the above compositional sequence and provides more details on the 

creation of the opera: 

On [Mozart's] arrival in Milan he had to adjust the recitatives to accommodate 
changes made by the poet (he had been sent the libretto and cast list during the 
summer, and he had already set the recitatives), Giovanni de Gamerra. He 
then wrote the chomses, and composed the arias for the singers in tum, having 
first heard each of them sing so that, in the accepted way, he could suit the 
music to their voices. There was a recitative rehearsal, then three rehearsals 
with orchestra and a dress rehearsal, interspersed with lengthy musical parties 
in the evenings given by Count Firmian.*-

*° Gianturco, Mozart's Early Operas, 128. 

*' Dent, Mozart's Operas, 38. 

*- Sadie, 77?̂  New Grove Mozart, 20. 
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Once again, the letters of Leopold to his wife provide a vivid picture of events 

behind the scenes: 

November 14: 

Not one of the singers has arrived yet except Signora Suarti, who sings 
the part of the secondo uomo [a male role], and the ultimo tenore. The primo 
uomo, Signor Rauzzini, is expected shortly. But Signora De Amicis will not 
be here until the end of this month or the beginning of December. Meanwhile 
Wolfgang has got much amusement from composing the chomses, of which 
there are three, and from altering and partly rewriting the few recitatives which 
he composed in Salzburg.*' 

November 21: 
The primo uomo, Signor Rauzzini, has just arrived; so now there will 

be more and more to do and things will become increasingly lively." 54 

November 28: 
Signora De Amicis is to leave Venice today and will therefore be here 

in a few days; then the work will really be enjoyable. Up to the present very 
little has been done. Wolfgang has only composed the first aria for the primo 
uomo, but it is superlatively beautiful and he sings it like an angel.** 

December 5: 
Signora De Amicis . . . tumed up very late last night. Her joumey from 

Venice to Milan by mail coach with six horses took a week, as the roads were 
so flooded and muddy. Unfortunately poor Cordoni, the tenor, is so ill that he 
cannot come. So the Secretary to the Theater has been sent off by special post-
chaise to Turin and a courier has been dispatched to Bologna to find some 
other good tenor, who, as he has to play the part of Lucio Silla, must not only 
sing well, but be a first-rate actor and have a handsome presence. As the prima 
donna only arrived yesterday and as it is not yet known who the tenor will be, 
you will realize that the major and most important portion of the opera has not 
yet been composed; but now great strides will be made.** 

*' Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 1:314-315. 

''Ibid, 1:316. 

"Ibid, 1:318. 

''Ibid., 1:319. 
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December 12: 
During the coming week, while this letter is wending its way to 

Salzburg, Wolfgang will have his heaviest work. For these blessed theatrical 
people leave everything to the very last minute. The tenor who is coming from 
Turin belongs to the King's Cappella. He is expected about the 14th or 15th 
and not until he arrives can his four arias be composed for him. [Signora De 
Amicis] is very well satisfied with the three arias which she has had so far. 
Wolfgang has introduced into her principal aria passages which are unusual, 
quite unique and extremely difficult and which she sings amazingly well. The 
first rehearsal of the recitatives took place this moming. The second rehearsal 
will be held tomorrow when the tenor arrives.*' 

December 18: 
I am writing this letter today, Friday the 18th, for tomorrow we shall 

hardly have time to write anything, as at half past nine in the moming we are 
to have the first rehearsal with all the instmments. During the last few days we 
have had three rehearsals of the recitatives. The tenor arrived only yesterday 
evening and Wolfgang composed today two arias for him and has still two 
more to do. The second rehearsal takes place on Sunday the 20th, the third on 
Tuesday the 22nd, and the dress rehearsal on Wednesday the 23rd. On 
Thursday and Friday there will be no rehearsals; but on Saturday the 26th, the 
very day on which you will receive this letter, we shall have the first 
performance of the opera.*' 

December 26: 
The opera is to begin in about two or three hours' time. The dress 

rehearsal the day before yesterday went off so well as to give us reason to hope 
for the greatest success. The music alone, without the ballets, lasts for four 
hours.*' 

January 2, 1773: 
The opera was a great success, although on the first evening several 

very distressing incidents took place. The first hitch was that the performance, 
which was due to begin one hour after the Angelus, started three hours late, 
that is—about eight o'clock by German time. It was only just before the 
Angelus that the Archduke rose from his midday meal and he then had to write 

*' Anderson, 77?̂  Letters of Mozart and His Family, 1:320-321 

"Ibid, 1:322. 

Ibid., 1:324. 59 
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with his own hand five letters of New Year greetings to Their Majesties the 
Emperor and Empress; and, I ought to mention, he writes very slowly . . . for 
three hours singers, orchestra and audience had to wait impatiently in the 
overheated atmosphere until the opera should begin. Next the tenor who was 
engaged as a stopgap, is a church singer from Lodi who has never before acted 
on such a big stage, who has only taken the part of primo tenore a couple of 
times, and who moreover was only engaged a week before the performance. 
At the point where in her first aria the prima donna expected from him an 
angry gesture, he exaggerated his anger so much that he looked as if he was 
about to box her ears and strike her on the nose with his fist. This made the 
audience laugh. Signora De Amicis, carried along by her own enthusiasm, did 
not realize why they were laughing, and, being thus taken aback, did not sing 
well for the rest of the evening. Further, she was jealous, because as soon as 
the primo uomo came on stage, the Archduchess clapped her hands. This was 
a mse on the part of the castrato, who had arranged that the Archduchess 
should be told that he would not be able to sing for nervousness in order that 
he might ensure that the court would encourage and applaud him *" 

January 9: 
Thank God, the opera is an extraordinary success, and every day the 

theater is surprisingly fu l l . . . . Every evening arias are repeated and since the 
first night the opera has gained daily in popularity and has won increasing 
applause.*' 

Despite its initial success, Lucio Silla—like Mitridate did not gain a place in 

the standard repertory of the eighteenth or nineteenth centuries. Osbome reports that 

it "appears not to have been revived until 1929 when it was given in Prague in a 

German version."*-

In Lucio Silla, the scene in the catacombs among statues of Roman heroes is 

evocative of the entrance of the heroes in Scipione. Gianturco finds the homophonic 

60 Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 1:325-326. 

"Ibid, 1:327. 

*- Osbome, The Complete Operas of Mozart, 82. 
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four-part choms "Fuor di queste ume dolenti" remarkable for the "unexpected 

alterations in the voice parts [which] communicate the horror of the death inflicted by 

the Romans."*' The two choral sections of the scene enclose the arioso "O del padre 

ombra" sung by Giunia. This three-part organization is one that Mozart used often in 

the chomses of his opere serie in much the same manner as typical ABA form but in 

this case, choms-solo-choms.*" 

Dent again is an unkind critic when he states: "The plain tmth was that Lucio 

Silla, taken as a whole, was a mediocre opera, not even as good as Mitridate. It is 

unequal in style, with no conception of dramatic unity. The majority of the arias are 

very difficult, and probably more difficult than effective." '̂ However, Dent does cite 

as exemplary the choral scene at the tombs noted above: "There is also a remarkable 

scene, modelled to some extent on Gluck's Orfeo, in which Giunia, accompanied by a 

choms of moumers at her father's tomb, encounters her lover Cecilio. In these scenes 

we see something of the real Mozart—indeed, of a Mozart perhaps more real than we 

shall ever see again, after Idomeneo, until quite the end of his career."** Holden also 

cites this scene as a important point in Mozart's earty operas: 

"' Gianturco, Mozart's Early Operas, 140. 

"Ibid, 143. 

** Dent, Mozart's Operas, 25. 

** Ibid 
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Perhaps the musical-dramatic high point of the earty period had come in the 
catacombs scene at the end of Act I of Lucio Silla written when he was 
sixteen—an unbroken succession of numbers of not entirely sustained dramatic 
weight, or harmonic consequence, but with sepulchral anticipations of 
Idomeneo and even the statue's music in Don Giovanni"' 

Lucio Silla was the last opera Mozart would write for Milan—in fact he 

received no further Italian commissions. Julian Rushton considers the highpoints of 

Mozart's time in Italy to be "the Milan opera productions, two opere serie for the 

Camival season and a serenata (Ascanio) for a court wedding. Mittidate {1770) is 

already a considerable achievement; Lucio Silla (1772) shows Mozart at sixteen the 

equal of his seniors."*' Dent, although critical of Mozart's early examples of opera 

seria, also finds the Italian works pointing to the future: 'Eucio Silla, in spite of its 

defects, had shown the young composer what were the possibilities of Italian opera 

seria, and from this date to the close of his life opera seria became his most 

absorbing passion—a passion, however, destined never to find a satisfactory outlet.'"" 

After Lucio Silla, the Mozarts retumed to Salzburg in March 1773. A few 

months later father and son were off again, this time to Vienna where they visited their 

friend Dr. Mesmer and were granted an audience by the Empress Maria Theresa. By 

September they were back in Salzburg having procured but one small commission to 

67 Amanda Holden, The Mozart Compendium, 239. 

*' Julian Rushton, "Musical Life in Europe: Italy," The Mozart Compendium, 
94. (The Camival season began the day after Christmas and lasted until the day before 
Lent.) 

69 Dent, Mozart's Operas, 25. 
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compose two choruses as incidental music to a play, Thamos, Konig von Aegypten, 

by Tobias Philipp Gebler. The two choruses were received well when the play was 

premiered in Vienna; it was later presented in Salzburg. Mozart retumed to Thamos 

in 1779 when he expanded the musical portion for a revival in Salzburg, adding more 

choruses, an overture, and other instrumental pieces. Landon, commenting on the 

1779 production describes the choral pieces as having "soul-enhancing strength. The 

scene with the high priest is positively terrifying and looks forward to Don Giovanni. 

No portrayal of fear had ever appeared in Haydn's or indeed in Mozart's previous 

music: its effect is like a curtain opening to reveal a whole realm of stark, creeping 

fears that are archetypal for a coming musical world.'"" The play is most notable for 

its setting of Egypt and for the moral ideals that it espoused, making it a possible 

forerunner to Die Zauberflote^ Otto Jahn compares the choruses in Thamos to 

Mozart's sacred choral writing at this time: 

There is no question that their [the chomses in Thamos] whole conception is 
grander, freer and more imposing than that of any of his Masses belonging to 
that period, but this is because he felt himself unfettered by conventional 
restrictions. A solemn act of worship was represented on the stage, the 
expression of reverence to the Supreme Being was heightened in effect by the 
Egyptian surroundings, and Mozart's endeavor was to render the consequent 
emotions with all possible tmth and force.'-

70 Landon, Mozart: The Golden Years, 25. 

" See Gianturco, Mozart's Early Operas, 188-189, and Osbome, The Complete 
Operas of Mozart, 93. 

'- Cited in Dent, Mozart's Operas, 254. 
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While in Salzburg, a commission came from Maximilian III, the Elector of 

Bavaria, for an opera buffa. La fmta giardiniera to be performed during the camival 

season in Munich. The libretto was by the poet most closely associated with the 

works of Gluck, Raniero Calzabigi. In December Leopold and Wolfgang traveled to 

Munich in order to meet the singers and begin composing the arias. 

On December 28th, Leopold wrote to his wife: ". . . the first rehearsal of 

Wolfgang's opera took place at ten in the moming and was so well received that the 

first performance has been postponed until January 5th in order that the singers may 

leam their parts more thoroughly and, thus knowing the music perfectly, may act with 

greater confidence and not spoil the opera."" 

Wolfgang provided the details of the premiere in a letter to his mother on 

January 14,1775: 

Thank God! My opera was performed yesterday the 13th, for the first time and 
was such a success that it is impossible for me to describe the applause to 
Mamma. In the first place, the whole theater was so packed that a great many 
people were tumed away. Then after each aria there was a terrific noise, 
clapping of hands and cries of "Viva Maestro." Her Highness the Electress and 
the Dowager Electress also called out "Bravo" to me. After the opera was over 
and during the pause when there is usually silence until the ballet begins, 
people kept on clapping all the time and shouting "Bravo;" now stopping, now 
beginning again and so on. Afterwards I went off with Papa to a certain room 
through which the Elector and the whole court had to pass and I kissed the 
hands of the Elector and Electress and Their Highnesses, who were all very 
gracious." 

" Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 1:368. 

"Ibid., 1:375-376. 
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There is one choms in La fmta giardiniera; it occurs just after the overture 

where the choms sings a typical introductory passage expressing their "joy and well-

being.'"* Also during this choms five of the seven characters sing short solos. 

Osbome offers insight into a possible performance practice conceming this choms: 

"Modem productions (and perhaps the original production as well) tend to use the 

soloists as choms, for the opera has no further need of a choms, and it would be an 

extravagance to engage choms singers for the first number only.'"* Nevertheless, 

abbreviated use of the choms is characteristic of the other Mozart opere buffe such as 

the brief choral scenes in Figaro, Giovanni, and Cosi fan tutte. 

La finta giardiniera was Mozart's first opera buffa in more than six years, the 

previous example being La finta semplice of 1769. While it certainly recalls the 

earlier work and looks forward to the mature opere buffe, Gianturco gives it even 

more weight: 

La finta giardiniera was not, then, a work in a new or unique genre either for 
Wolfgang or for the opera theater. It was, on the contrary, one of many such 
works presented and applauded all over Europe. The noteworthy aspect of it 
as far as Wolfgang's musical growth was concemed is that it reflects the 
several comic operas by other composers he must have seen and studied as 
well as his own experience with La finta semplice; it also revealed him to be a 
competent and mature opera composer." 

75 Osbome, The Complete Operas of Mozart, 97. 

'* Ibid 

" Gianturco, Mozart's Early Operas, 157. 
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When Wolfgang and Leopold retumed to Salzburg in March 1775, there was 

another commission waiting—a request from Archbishop Colloredo for an 

entertainment in honor of Archduke Maximilian's visit to Salzburg. Mozart chose a 

libretto by Metastasio, II repastore. With the help of the Archbishop's chaplain. Abbe 

Varesco, Mozart, reduced Metastasio's original three-act libretto to two." 

This opera, which satisfies all the requirements of a serenata, is one of 

Mozart's first attempts at combining elements of opera seria and opera buffa. 

According to Gianturco, "Wolfgang's realization of the libretto is an attempt at mixing 

serious and comic opera, with pastoral overtones added."' One of the elements of 

serious opera that was omitted was the choms. While Mozart uses the Italian coro in 

the finale of the opera, the parts are actually sung by the principal characters and there 

is no separate music for a choms. Dent describes the opera as "a string of arias written 

with an unfailing sense of grace and beauty, but without the least suspicion of 

dramatic power. 

The next thirty months represent the longest time Mozart had been at home in 

Salzburg since he was six years old. This time was spent composing serenades, violin 

concertos, and masses for the Salzburg church. Earty in 1776, he revised his 

tt80 

" Varesco would later provide the libretto for Idomeneo, which Mozart had 
great difficulty setting due to its length and verbosity. 

79 

80 

Gianturco, Mozart's Early Operas, 175. 

Dent, Mozart's Operas, 26. 
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incidental music for Thamos, as noted above. However, he was becoming more and 

more fmstrated with his employment in Archbishop Colloredo's court. He longed to 

retum to the excitement of an intemational career and was pessimistic about the 

prospects of being satisfied artistically in Salzburg. In September 1776, he 

complained to Padre Martini:"... I live in a country where music leads a stmggling 

existence . . . ."" Leopold's solution to this dilemma was once again to travel. He 

planned another joumey to Paris where Wolfgang would attempt to secure a 

commission to write an opera. When Leopold asked the new Archbishop for leave to 

undertake this tour Colloredo refused. When Wolfgang asked for his own discharge in 

order to travel, Colloredo promptly dismissed both father and son. Mozart's letter 

asking for this discharge has what Sadie calls "almost an undertone of insolence to it." 

Your Grace will therefore be so good as to allow me to ask you most humbly 
for my discharge, of which I should like to take advantage before the autumn, 
so that I may not be obliged to face the bad weather of the ensuing months of 
winter. Your Grace will not misunderstand this petition, seeing that when I 
asked you for permission to travel to Vienna three years ago, you graciously 
declared that I had nothing to hope for in Salzburg and would do better to seek 
my fortune elsewhere. I thank Your Grace for all the favors 1 have received 
from you and, in the hope of being able to serve you later on with greater 
success, I am your most humble and obedient servant Wolf Amade Mozart.'" 

Colloredo later allowed Leopold to retain his court position, but Wolfgang set off for 

Paris accompanied by his mother, Maria Anna. 

" Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 1:386. 

'-Ibid., 1:388-389. 
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Andrew Steptoe writes of the reasons for embarking on such a tour when he 

describes the opportunities for an eighteenth century composer: 

There were two directions in which Mozart's talents might have led him. The 
first was to live as a composer without allegiance to one court or city. The 
only musicians to manage this with any consistency were the composers of 
Italian opera. The late eighteenth century saw a convergence of taste in opera 
throughout Europe, so that instead of being satisfied with local work, houses 
offered their scrittura to a handful of composers who traveled extensively to 
fulfill their commissions." 

After a brief stop in Munich, Wolfgang and his mother arrived in Mannheim 

where he met and fell in love with the singer Aloysia Weber. Mozart spent almost 

five months in Mannheim seeking an appointment which did not materialize. Finally, 

in March 1778 mother and son traveled to Paris. While he was able to compose and 

have his music performed—particularly the ballet Les Petits Riens and the Symphony 

in D, K.297—he was unsuccessful in gaining an opera commission." Unfortunately 

for Mozart, at this time the attention of the Parisian opera audience was on the battle 

between the supporters of Gluck and French opera and the supporters of Piccinni and 

Italian opera. 

On July 3, 1778 Mozart's mother died after a brief illness, leaving him, for the 

first time since his many travels had begun—alone in a foreign city. Furthermore, his 

goals of money, a position, and honor had not been fulfilled. According to Knepler, 

" Andrew Steptoe, "Patronage and the Place of the Musician in Society," The 
Mozart Compendium, 69. 

84 See Radant, The Mozart Compendium, 21-22. 

' I f . V 
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Most of Mozart's hopes for his joumey to . Paris had failed and much had 
been lost. His encounter with the intellectuals of the French Enlightenment 
had taken a curiously ambiguous course. Keeping them at arm's length, 
judging them onesidedly, even showering them with invective, Mozart 
nevertheless leamt lessons from them which he could not have leamt 
elsewhere. And he did so without knowing it.'* 

Leopold summoned him home with news that Archbishop Colloredo would take him 

back into service as court organist. In September, after spending six months in Paris, 

Mozart left for Salzburg stopping briefly in Munich to visit the Weber family.'* Here 

he was to encounter another setback when he leamed that Aloisia Weber was no 

longer interested in him. Finally, he arrived in Salzburg in January 1779 and assumed 

his duties: "to play in church, at court, and in the chapel, instmct the choirboys and 

compose the usual church and secular music required in Salzburg."" Landon writes of 

this retum citing Wolfgang's growth as a composer and musician: "Mozart had left 

Salzburg as a young man of immense talents, with some extraordinary prophetic 

compositions to his credi t . . . . When he retumed to Salzburg and began composing 

in 1779 and 1780, however, he acquired the manfle of greatness.' 1188 

* Knepler, Wolfgang Amade Mozart, 54. 

* The Webers had moved with the court from Mannheim to Munich. 

'Radant, The Mozart Compendium, 22. 

' Landon, Mozart, the Golden Years, 15. 
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The Mature Operas of Mozart, 1780-1791 

During the summer of 1780, a commission arrived for Mozart to compose an 

opera seria for the Munich camival season. The librettist was to be Giambattista 

Varesco, Chaplain to Archbishop Colloredo, and the subject was Idomeneo, the King 

of Crete just after the Trojan wars. The composition of this opera marks the beginning 

of Mozart's mature opera period. "To the final period [of Mozart in Salzburg] belongs 

the decisive success of Idomeneo (Munich, 1781)—an occurrence which may have 

strengthened Mozart's decision to concem himself in the future particularly with 

opera."" 

Mozart began working on Idomeneo immediately upon receiving the libretto 

in October although, as was his custom, he waited until he was with the singers in 

Munich before composing the arias. With Mozart in Munich and Varesco in Salzburg, 

communication was tedious. Mozart had by this time developed definite dramatic 

ideas about how the text and music should be coordinated, and consequently insisted 

on many changes. Varesco had written a traditional opera seria libretto, but Mozart, 

having been influenced by his exposure, in Paris, to French tragedie lyrique, was 

interested in combining the French and Italian styles'" According to Rushton, "[In 

Paris] the epoch of Lully and Rameau was over; the repertoire was dominated by 

" Clemens Hoslinger, "Musical Life in Europe: Salzburg," The Mozart 
Compendium, 88. 

"' Varesco's text was actually based on an earlier libretto, in French, by Antoine 
Danchet. 

-HB" 
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Gluck and his Italian rival (Piccinni) Mozart's experience of this and other recent 

works influenced the composition of Idomeneo "" Dent observes that Mozart's 

emotional development had an impact on his views as a dramatist: "In his earty 

attempts at serious opera, Mozart had been more concemed with what his audiences 

and singers wanted, but he was now a man of twenty-five who had enough experience 

of life to be able to enter intimately into the personalities of his stage figures.'"-

Mozart chose to communicate with Varesco through Leopold, using his father 

as a buffer to present his ideas to the older and sometimes irascible chaplain. This 

method of working caused much consternation for Mozart, and, in the end, Varesco's 

entire libretto was printed for the premiere, but Wolfgang made his own cuts and 

adaptations for the actual composing of the music. Mozart wrote to his father on 

January 18, 1781, just eleven days before the premiere: ". . . the libretto is too long and 

consequently the music also (an opinion which I have always held). Therefore 

Idamante's aria, 'No, la morte io non pavento,' is to be omitted; in any case it is out of 

place there. But those who have heard it with the music deplore this. The omission of 

Raaff s last aria too is even more regretted; but we must make a virtue of necessity. 

The speech of the oracle is still far too long and I have therefore shortened it; but 

' Julian Rushton, The Mozart Compendium, 89. 

- Dent, Mozart's Operas, 45. 
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Varesco need not know anything of this, because it will all be printed just as he wrote 

it."" 

Mozart's letters to his father conceming the creation of Idomeneo are 

extensive, particularty as Leopold was an intermediary between Wolfgang and Abbe 

Varesco. Therefore, they provide firsthand information from the composer about this 

important work. The following selected excerpts summarize Mozart's thoughts on this 

process: 

November 8: 
My arrival here was happy and pleasant.... Some slight alterations 

[in the libretto] will have to be made here and there, and the recitatives will 
have to be shortened a bit. But now come what has always seemed unnatural 
to me—1 mean, in an aria—and that is, a spoken aside. In a dialogue all these 
things are quite natural, for a few words can be spoken aside hurriedly; but in 
an aria where the words have to be repeated, it has a bad effect.. . . Now for a 
sorry story. I have not, it is tme, the honor of being acquainted with the hero 
Dal Prato [a castrato cast as Idamante]; but from the description I have been 
given of him I should say that Ceccarelli is almost the better of the two; for 
often in the middle of an aria his breath gives out; and, mark you, he has 
never been on any stage. 94 

November 13: 
If I had known that this castrato was so bad, I should certainly have 

recommended Ceccarelli! .. . The second duet is to be omitted 
altogether—and indeed with more profit than loss to the opera. For, when you 
read through the scene, you will see that it obviously becomes limp and cold 
by the addition of an aria or a duet. .. and, besides, the noble stmggle between 
Ilia and Idamante would be too long and thus lose its whole force.'* 

93 Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 2:1051 -1052. 

''Ibid., 2:977-979. 

" Ibid., 2:983-984. 
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November 15: 
In the last scene of Act II Idomeneo has an aria or rather a sort of 

cavatina between the chomses. Here it will be better to have a mere 
recitative, well supported by the instmments. For in this scene which will be 
the finest in the whole opera (on account of the action and the grouping . . . ), 
there will be so much noise and confusion on stage that an aria at this 
particular point would cut a 
poor figure—and moreover there is the thunderstorm, which is not likely to 
subside during Herr Raffs aria, is it? . . . But to my molto amato castrato Dal 
Prato I shall have to teach the whole opera. He has no notion how to sing a 
cadenza effectively, and his voice is so uneven!'* 

November 22: 
The day before yesterday Dal Prato sang at the concert—most 

disgracefully. I bet you that fellow will never get through the rehearsals, still 
less the opera. Why, the rascal is rotten to the core." 

November 29: 
The aria for Raaff which you have sent me pleases neither him nor 

myself . . . Besides, the aria is not at all what we wished it to be; I mean, it 
ought to express peace and contentment, and this it indicates only in the 
second part. . . . Tell me, don't you think that the speech of the subterranean 
voice is too long? Consider it carefully. Picture to yourself the theater, and 
remember that the voice must be terrifying—must penetrate—that the 
audience must believe that it really exists. Well, how can this effect be 
produced if the speech is too long, for in this case the listeners will become 
more and more convinced that it means nothing. If the speech of the Ghost in 
Hamlet were not so long, it would be far more effective." 

December 1: 
The rehearsal went off extremely well . . . . I cannot tell you how 

delighted and surprised they all were. But indeed I never expected anything 
else, for I assure you I went to that rehearsal with as easy a mind as if I were 
going to a lunch-party somewhere." 

'* Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 2:985. (This is another 
example of Mozart embedding a solo section between two chomses.) 

"Ibid., 2:992-993. 

Ibid., 2:1000-1001, 98 

99 Ibid., 2:1004. 
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December 16: 
Acts I and II are being rehearsed again this aftemoon in the Count's 

apartments; then we shall have a chamber rehearsal of Act III only, and 
afterwards go straight to the theater As for what is called the popular taste, 
do not be uneasy, for there is music in my opera for all kinds of people, but not 
for the long eared.'"" 

December 19: 
The second rehearsal went off as well as the first. The orchestra and 

the whole audience discovered to their delight that the second act was actually 
more expressive and original than the first. Next Saturday both acts are to be 
rehearsed again. . . . The scene between father and son in Act I and the first 
scene between Idomeneo and Arbace are both too long. They would certainly 
bore the audience, particularly as in the first scene both the actors are bad, and 
in the second, one of them is . . . . These two scenes cannot remain as they 
are—I mean, when set to music.'"' 

December 27: 
In regard to the two scenes which are to be shortened, it was not my 

suggestion, but one to which I have consented—my reason being that Raaff 
and Dal Prato spoil the recitative by singing it without any spirit or fire, and so 
monotonously. They are the most wretched actors that ever walked on a 
stage.'"' 

December 30: 
Forgive me for not writing much this time, but I am up to my eyes in 

work. I have not quite finished the third act, and, as there is no extra ballet, 
but only an appropriate divertissement in the opera, I have the honor of 
composing the music for that as well; but I am glad of it, for now all the music 
will be by the same composer. The third act will tum out to be at least as 
good as the first two—in fact, I believe, infinitely better . . . . The day before 
yesterday we had a rehearsal of recitatives at Wendling's and we went through 
the quartet together. We repeated it six times and now it goes well. The 
stumbling-block was Dal Prato; the fellow is utterty useless. His voice would 

'""Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 2:1023-1024. 

'"Ibid., 2:1027-1029. 

"Ibid., 2:1035. 
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not be so bad if he did not produce it in his throat and larynx. But he has no 
intonation, no method, no feeling. 103 

Because Leopold eventually came to Munich for the premiere, there is no 

correspondence that would indicate whether Mozart considered Idomeneo to be 

successful. It received three performances in Munich and there were no further 

performances in other houses. Mozart later revised it for an amateur performance in 

Vienna in 1786, changing the role of Idamante from a musico to a tenor. The music 

of this revision has not survived. 

One of the characteristics of Idomeneo that shows Mozart's attempt to 

combine the French and Italian styles is his extensive use of the choms. There are 

nine choral scenes in Idomeneo including extensive scenes at the conclusion of each 

act. According to Dent, "Mozart evidenfly saw the stage from the standpoint of Gluck 

and the French librettists. The Italian opera seria generally made little or no use of 

the choms; for the French the choms was an indispensable factor in serious opera, and 

its value was that it allowed the composer to build up a massive climax of sound 

towards the end of the act."'"" Sadie goes into greater detail citing the elements of the 

French/Italian combination: 

In Idomeneo Mozart depicted serious, heroic emotion with a richness 
unparalleled elsewhere in his works. He certainly set great store by the opera 
himself Although nominally an opera seria, it departs substantially from 
tradition: with its French source, it has a more natural attitude toward emotion, 
a more complex stmcture, and a greater emphasis on the participation of the 

104 

' Anderson. The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 2:1041 

Dent, Mozart's Operas, 37. 
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chorus, while its scoring—for the virtuoso Mannheim orchestra, now at 
Munich—is exceptionally full and elaborate.'"* 

Landon also underscores the contribution of the choms,". . we might have expected 

the power and magnetic quality of the chomses, especially the uncanny O voto 

ttemendo featuring muted tmmpets (the mutes had to be imported especially from 

Salzburg) and covered dmms "'"* In 1829, when the English publisher Vincent 

Novello and his wife, Mary interviewed Constanze Mozart, she told them that the time 

Wolfgang spent composing Idomeneo was the happiest of his life.'"' Aside from the 

Munich performances and the revised Vienna performance, Landon notes that "this 

supremely original work was never repeated in the composer's lifetime: it was not 

published until 1797 and thus its original production was a purely local success of no 

influence on the course of musical drama for the next fifteen years; in fact, Idomeneo 

achieved real, intemational success only after Wortd War II.'""' 

Rather than retuming to Salzburg after Idomeneo, Mozart was summoned to 

Vienna by the Archbishop who, with his court, was in residence there for the 

celebrations surrounding the coronation of Emperor Joseph II. Mozart was forced to 

live the life of a servant, dressing in the livery of the Archbishop, eating with the 

lower echelons of the court, and being available the instant the Archbishop required 

'"* Sadie, The New Grove Mozart, 74. 

Landon, Mozart: The Golden Years, 26. Kx 

'" Ibid 

•"' Ibid 
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music. For one such as Mozart who had met and performed for Kings and Queens and 

was establishing an intemational reputation as a composer, this was too much to bear. 

Mozart reported his encounter with the Archbishop in a letter to his father. May 9, 

1781: 

I am still seething with rage! . . . My patience has been so long tried that at last 
it has given out. I am no longer so unfortunate as to be in Salzburg service. 
Today is a happy day for me I had decided to travel home . . on 
Wednesday, that is, today. May 9th When I presented myself today, the 
valets informed me that the Archbishop wanted to give me a parcel to take 
charge of When I went in to the Archbishop . . . well, when I entered the 
room, his first words were: 

Archbishop: "Well, young fellow, when are you going off?" 
I- "I intended to go tonight, but all the seats were already 

engaged." 

Then he mshed full steam ahead, without pausing for breath—I was the most 
dissolute fellow he knew—no one served him so badly as I did—I had better 
leave today or else he would write home and have my salary stopped. I 
couldn't get a word in edgeways, for he blazed away like a fire. I listened to it 
all very calmly. He lied to my face that my salary was five hundred gulden, 
called me a scoundrel, a rascal, a vagabond. Oh, I really cannot tell you all he 
said. At last my blood began to boil, I could no longer contain myself and 1 
said: "So Your Grace is not saflsfied with me?" "What, you dare to threaten 
me—you scoundrel? There is the door! Look out, for I will have nothing to do 
with such a miserable wretch." At last I said: "Nor I with you!" "Well, be off!" 
When leaving the room, I said "This is final. You shall have it tomorrow in 
writing."'"' 

Mozart, finally free of the Archbishop's encumbrances, decided to remain in Vienna. 

He had been renting a room at the home of the Webers and soon fell in love with 

another Weber sister, Constanze, who would become his wife. 

109 Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 3:1081-1083. 
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Mozart's operatic endeavors were now concentrated in the opera buffa and 

singspiel genres, which fall outside the scope of this study, although his initial 

attempts to combine serious, comic, French, and Italian elements in Idomeneo 

certainly influenced the composition of all his mature operas. Dent believes that 

Mozart's last years were spent primarily as a composer for the theater: "The theater is 

the sphere in which Mozart is completely himself; his concert works—concertos, 

symphonies, quartets, and sonatas are all fundamentally evocations of the theater.""" 

His next opera was the singspiel Die Entfuhrung aus dem Serail to a libretto 

by Gottlieb Stephanie Jr. known as Stephanie the Younger. It premiered in Vienna at 

the Burgtheater on July 16, 1782. It is not surprising that Mozart's first Viennese 

opera should be a singspiel; as Landon notes: 

[In Vienna] there were two official (Imperial) theater-cum-opera houses, the 
Kamtnerthortheater and the Burgtheater. Although German-language plays 
and operas were in the repertoire of both houses, the most popular European 
opera—that by the Italian composers and of course in their 
language—officially did not exist in the Austrian capital. . . . [In 1776] Joseph 
II decided that the Burgtheater should henceforth be called the "German 
National Theater," financed by the court, and soon supported by an 
enthusiastic public. . . . The first locally produced singspiel was Umlauf s Die 
Bergknappen (17 Febmary 1778). . . . The German National Theater 
continued to exist, then, until the end of 1782, although Italian operas were 
occasionally given. Thereafter . .. Italian opera retumed to the Imperial 
capital, to the joy of the city's inhabitants.'" 

" Dent, Mozart's Operas, 45. 

' Landon, Mozart: The Golden Years, 28. 
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In this opera, Mozart again took an active role in the shaping of the libretto and 

his letters to Leopold report his happiness at securing a commission so quickly and 

beginning to compose immediately. According to Amanda Holden, 

[In Die Entfuhrung] Mozart's intention was to court the Viennese public by 
playing with various popular operatic formulas. Complete with grand bravura 
arias—vasfly richer in musical content than those of Mozart's 
adolescence—this side of the action which harks back to the wortd of opera 
seria is mosfly separate from the comic action, which is provided with much 
fuller musical articulation, but which remains largely inconsequential in plot 
terms. Mozart at this stage seems to have had little conception of the serious 
comedy and he was unable easily to accommodate the two worids 
(sentimental—heroic and broadly humorous) at the same time, and even avoids 
doing it—hence the absence of an escape ensemble. "-

Although there is very little choral writing in Die Entfuhrung, there is a brief choms 

of Janissaries that Mozart described as "all that can be desired, in other words short 

and lively, and written to please the Viennese.'"" 

Table 4 shows Mozart's joumeys from Vienna during the final years of his life. 

He made several trips to Prague for the premieres of Giovanni and Tito, as well as 

performances of Figaro. He also took Constanze to Salzburg to meet Leopold, 

accompanied his friend Prince Karl Lichnowsky to Bert in, and traveled to Frankfurt to 

observe the celebrations around the accession of the new Emperor, Leopold II. 

In Le nozze di Figaro (1786), Mozart tumed once again to opera buffa, a 

genre which he had not composed since La finta giardiniera (1774). With Figaro, he 

began a collaboration with poet and librettist Lorenzo Da Ponte, producing three opere 

"- Amanda Holden, "Operas," The Mozart Compendium, 239. 

''' Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 3:1145. 
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Table 4 
Mozart's Mature Operas and Travels from Vienna, 1780-1791 

Opera Date City 

Idomeneo 
(November, 1780 - March, 1781) 
1780 Salzburg • Munich 
1781 Augsburg • Vienna (Mozart relocates to Vienna) 

Die Entfuhrung 1782 (Composed and premiered in Vienna) 

(July 1783-July, 1783) 

1783 Vienna • Salzburg • Linz • Vienna 

Figaro 1786 (Composed and premiered in Vienna) 

(January, 1787 - March, 1787) 

1787 Vienna • Prague • Vienna 

(October, 1787 - November, 1787) 

Giovanni 1787 Vienna • Prague • Vienna 

Cosi fan tutte 

(April, 1789-June, 1789) 

1789 Vienna • Dresden • Leipzig • Potsdam • Leipzig 
Berlin • Prague • Vienna 

(September, 1790 - November, 1790) 

1790 Vienna • Frankfurt • Mainz • Mannheim • 
Munich • Vienna 
(Composed and premiered in Vienna) 

Tito 
Die Zauberflote 

(September, 1791) 

1791 Vienna • Prague • Vienna 
(Composed and premiered in Vienna) 
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buffe that remain in the repertoire today. In opera buffa, Mozart had much 

competition from older, established composers. Michael Robinson writes of Mozart's 

standing and the possibilities of success in his new home: 

In the existing political climate of Vienna, Mozart. was an outsider, a man 
who although recognized as possessing exceptional talent did not have the 
right qualifications (because not an Italian and not recognized by the Italian 
world as its equal) to become preeminent among the opera composers 
commissioned by the court. How was he to establish his rightful place among 
them? Naturally he had to show that he understood all the conventions of 
Italian comic opera and work within these conventions. But this was not 
enough. Not only had he to compose like an Italian; he had to do better than 
most Italians to obtain equal status with them. 114 

Landon describes opera buffa in Vienna as well as Mozart's popularity in comparison 

with other successful opera composers: 

The immense success of Paisiello's II barbiere di Siviglia shows that Joseph's 
decision [to reopen the Italian opera] was a measure of his ability to judge 
popular taste and preferences (also his own, in the case of Italian opera). 
Between 22 April 1783, when the Italian opera opened again, and 25 January 
1790, the eve of Mozart's third Da Ponte opera, Cosi fan tutte, fifty-nine opere 
buffe were performed in Vienna. Among the German composers represented, 
Mozart was by far the most successful, with twenty performances of Le nozze 
di Figaro and fifteen of Don Giovanni, but in terms of popularity Mozart 
lagged far behind the most successful composers of Italian opera—Sarti, 
Martin y Soler, Cimarosa, Salieri, and Paisiello. Whereas in the twentieth 
century Mozart has swept the Italian composers of his day off the boards, as it 
were, the situation was very different in the eighteenth century. During 
Mozart's lifetime not one of his [Da Ponte] operas was given complete in 
England, France, Russia, Spain, Portugal, or Italy."* 

"•* Michael Robinson, "Mozart and the opera buffa tradition," W.A. Mozart -
Le nozze di Figaro, ed. Tim Carter (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 
173. 

n*̂  Landon, Mozart: The Golden Years, 172. 
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Mozart made the transition to opera buffa easily, and, with each of the Da 

Ponte operas became more and more successful in combining all the elements of 

popular musical theater. According to Holden, 

The gulf between [Die Entfuhrung] and the three Da Ponte operas is profound. 
Mozart now took over the genre of the Italian comedy, the most characteristic 
feature of which was the extended finale of mounting confusion and tension, 
and without resisting its formulas vastly expanded its scope These works 
possess a remarkable sureness of theatrical pacing . . . . The gulf between 
comic and serious wortds which existed in [DieEntfuhrung] disappears.' 116 

Le nozze di Figaro premiered on May 1, 1786 at the Burgtheater. The initial 

performances were very successful with many encores, so many in fact that after the 

third performance, the Emperor declared that to prevent excessive duration, only arias 

could be repeated. Although Figaro was an immediate success, "its success appears 

to have been decidedly eclipsed by Martin y Soler's Una cosa rara which, upon its 

production in November, was so wildly acclaimed that Figaro was immediately 

forgotten. There were no further performances of Mozart's opera in Vienna for the 

next two years.'"" Dent is of the opinion that Figaro disappeared "from the Vienna 

stage until the appearance of Don Giovanni brought Mozart once again into sufficient 

prominence to make it worthwhile reviving it.' H 1 1 8 

118 

* Holden, The Mozart Compendium, 239. 

'Osbome, The Complete Operas of Mozart, 229. 

Dent, Mozart's Operas, 97. 
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In January 1787 the Mozarts traveled to Prague to hear the first production of 

Figaro in that city. As in Vienna, it was an immediate success and Mozart stayed on 

in Prague until mid-Febmary receiving accolades and performing in recitals and 

concerts. In a letter to his student Gottfried von Jacquin, Mozart describes the effect 

of Figaro on the Prague audiences: "For here they talk about nothing but 'Figaro.' 

Nothing is played, sung, or whisfled but 'Figaro.' No opera is drawing like 'Figaro.' 

Nothing, nothing but 'Figaro.' Certainly a great honor for me."'" 

In light of Mozart's success and popularity in Prague, he readily accepted a 

commission from the Nationaltheater to write an opera for the following season. 

When he retumed to Vienna, he quickly consulted Da Ponte and the collaborators 

agreed on a reworking of the Spanish folk tale of Don Juan. The year 1787 was an 

eventful one for Mozart: his father, Leopold died in May; he gave a few brief lessons 

to the sixteen-year-old Beethoven; and, in a growing state of poverty, he moved away 

from the inner city of Vienna into the suburb of Landstrasse. Through all these events 

he continually worked on Giovanni and he and Constanze left for Prague in October 

to prepare the premiere. 

Don Giovanni was first performed in Prague on October 29, 1787 at the 

Nationaltheater. According to Osbome, it "was received by its Prague audiences with 

wild enthusiasm . . . ."'-" Mozart's report, in a letter to Gottfried von Jacquin, was also 

119 

i:o 

Anderson, 77?̂  Letters of Mozart and His Family, 3:1344. 

Osbome, The Complete Operas of Mozart, 259. 
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positive: "My opera 'Don Giovanni' had its first performance on October 29th and was 

received with the greatest applause.'"-' When Giovanni premiered in Vienna seven 

months later, Mozart had slighfly revised the score, omitting a few arias and adding 

new ones, sometimes in different places in the drama He added a duet for the comic 

characters Zertina and Leporello and omitted the final epilogue. The Viennese were, 

at first, not as enthusiastic about Giovanni as they were about Figaro, but eventually 

the opera caught on and was considered another triumph for Mozart. 

More than Figaro, the characters of Giovanni are clearly separated into opera 

seria and opera buffa. The "avengers," including Donna Anna, Don Ottavio, Donna 

Elvira, and the Commendatore, are all derived from the wortd of serious drama. On 

the other hand, the servant Leporello and the peasants Zertina and Masetto represent 

the world of comedy. Serving as the catalyst that allows these two worlds to coexist 

on the same stage is Don Giovanni, who reviles with his debauchery and yet captivates 

with his romantic charm. Littlejohn expresses this captivation using the duet "La ci 

darem la mano" between Giovanni and Zertina: "Much as I abhor heartless seducers . 

. so emotionally persuasive is this duet that I find myself wanting the seduction to 

succeed . . . .'"-- According to Brockway and Weinstock, "[Giovanni] remained 

Prague's favorite opera, being given there 532 times within a century; Berlin and 

-' Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 3:1357. 

'Uttle}ohn, The Ultimate Art, 122. 
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Vienna were not far behind. Don Giovanni may well have been the favorite opera of 

the nineteenth century.'"-' 

Following the successful premiere of Giovanni, the Mozarts retumed to 

Vienna in November 1787. While they were away from Vienna, Gluck had died and 

subsequenfly Mozart was appointed to be his successor as Court Composer. ' In May 

1788, as noted above, the Viennese premiere of Giovanni took place. Mozart spent 

the remainder of 1788 and the first part of 1789 composing dance music for the court 

as well as his final three symphonies.'-* He also was involved in several concerts but 

according to Osbome, "Mozart's concert appearances had ceased to be fashionable, 

and his financial situation steadily worsened.'"-* Mozart was thus only too happy to 

accept when, in April, his friend Prince Karl Lichnowsky invited him to visit the court 

of Frederick William II. They left for Berlin, traveling through Prague, Leipzig and 

Potsdam. Along the way, Mozart renewed old friendships, presented concerts and 

received a few small commissions, but he did not significantly improve his financial 

position. They arrived back in Vienna in June. That summer of 1789, there was a 

revival of Figaro in Vienna for which Mozart composed new arias for the character of 

Susanna sung by Adriana Ferrarese del Bene. Subsequenfly, Emperor Joseph II 

"' Brockway and Weinstock, The Worid of Opera, 465. 

'" See p. 59. 

'" Eb major (K.543), G Minor (K.550), and C Major (K. 551) 

'-* Osbome, The Complete Operas of Mozart, 279. 
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commissioned Mozart to write a new opera for the following season at the 

Burgtheater. 

The libretto was to be fashioned by Da Ponte, and "it may possibly have been 

based on a real incident which is said to have amused Viennese society not long 

before.'"" The opera buffa was called Cosi fan tutte, which might be literally 

translated as "so do they all," pertaining specifically to the infidelity of women. The 

basic premise of the plot involves two sisters who "are seduced into apparent infidelity 

by their disguised lovers . . . ."'̂ ' The first performance took place on January 26, 

1790 at the Burgtheater. Like the previous Da Ponte operas, Cosi fan tutte was an 

immediate success and had an additional nine performances. Sadie summarizes the 

organization of the opera as: 

The plan of the opera and the makeup of the cast lend themselves to 
symmetrical treatment, with three men (a pair of lovers and their friend) and 
three women (two sisters and their servant), each having an aria in each act, 
and with a treatment of the ensemble movements calculated so that the four 
principals are kept in their pairs and given relatively little personal identity 
until well on in Act 2—by which point the sisters are emotionally affected by 
the 'Albanians,' their disguised lovers.' i : y 

Mozart wrote a number of beautiful ensembles to portray this amorous story. 

Grout writes that out of the various combinations of characters, Mozart constructs "a 

masterpiece of musical humor lighfly touched with irony . . . . The last finale is an 

"'Osbome, The Complete Operas of Mozart, 280. 

'̂ ' Ibid 

Sadie, The New Grove Mozart, 148-149. 129 
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especially fine example of [Mozart's] art, an apotheosis of the whole spirit of 

eighteenth-century comic opera.""" 

Mozart uses the chorus briefly in all three Da Ponte operas—usually cast as 

peasants or common village folk. In Figaro they join in the wedding celebration of 

Figaro and Susanna, as well as in the finale to Act III. In Giovanni they are servants 

and peasants at the party for the finale of Act 1, and the off-stage voices of demons 

when the Don descends to hell. In Cosi fan tutte they have the briefest appearance, 

again as villagers, singing the military march that calls Ferrando and Guglielmo off to 

war (and welcomes them back). Even with these limited appearances, the choruses 

are integral and it is clear that Mozart considered the chorus to be an important and 

indispensable element of opera. 

With the death of Joseph II in Febmary, 1790, Da Ponte lost favor with the 

court and, owing to various intrigues, had to flee Vienna. In October, Mozart traveled 

to Frankfurt to attend the coronation of Leopold II as Holy Roman Emperor. His goal 

was to acquire more commissions as well as fees for concert performances. He was 

not successful in either case, writing to Constanze: "My concert took place at eleven 

o'clock this moming. It was a splendid success from the point of view of honor and 

glory, but a failure as far as money was concemed.. . . But in any case some obstacle 

has arisen on every day during my stay here.'"" He retumed to Vienna in November, 

' ' Grout, A Short History of Opera, 288. 

"Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family. 3:1407. 
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entertaining but evidenfly dismissing an opportunity to travel to London to compose 

an opera for the Italian company there.'" In May, 1791, Mozart received a 

commission from his friend Emmanuel Schikaneder, who was in charge of the Theater 

auf der Wieden, to compose a singspiel on the subject of Die Zauberflote (The Magic 

Flute). Schikaneder himself was to write the libretto as well as take the comic role of 

Papageno. Mozart had intended to begin work on the singspiel at once, but was 

intermpted by two distinct events: a commission from an anonymous patron to 

compose a Requiem Mass, and a commission from Prague to compose an opera seria 

for the coronation of Leopold II as King of Bohemia. Because the coronation was 

scheduled for September 6, Mozart put the Requiem and the singspiel aside and began 

to work at once on the opera seria La clemenza di Tito. 

The commission came from a body of nobles and catholic church authorities 

known as the Bohemian Estates. They contracted with the impresario Domenico 

Guardasoni to produce an opera seria based on an existing libretto by Metastasio. 

"Opera seria of this kind was the century's most prestigious and costly genre of 

musical theater, a genre often called for on special occasions—inaugurations of 

theaters, visits of foreign dignitaries, state weddings, and, of course, coronations.'"" 

"- Haydn had accepted a similar invitation and left Vienna a few weeks later. 
For information on the Italian opera in London, see pp. 17-22. 

'" Rice, W.A. Mozart: La clemenza di Tito, 7. 
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John Rice has produced a detailed study of Tito and the events surrounding its 

creation, and he also takes a somewhat different position from other scholars about the 

historical place to which opera seria had progressed by the end of the eighteenth 

century: 

Opera seria has come in for more than its fair share of ridicule and 
condescension over the last two centuries. . . . Musicians have wondered why 
Mozart would have had anything to do with a dying genre; many have 
concluded that he wrote La clemenza di Tito against his will, and only 
because he needed the money. 

In fact, as much recent musical scholarship has shown, opera seria was 
hardly dead in 1791. It continued to thrive in Italy. And it continued to thrive 
in some of northern Europe's operatic centers, including London and Bert in. 
Far from approaching extinction, opera seria was gradually 
evolving—developing into the type of serious opera we are familiar with from 
examples by Rossini, Donizetti, and Bellini.'" 

Guardasoni was contracted to engage a "distinguished composer" and his first 

choice was the court Kapellmeister, Antonio Salieri, who declined the commission on 

the grounds that he was too busy mnning the court theaters."- While Joseph II had 

initially encouraged the native singspiel and later opera buffa, his successor was from 

Italy and had a deep appreciation for opera seria. Mozart must have been all too eager 

to accept because of his penchant for the opera seria genre and the prospects of future 

lucrative commissions for Leopold II's emerging opera seria troupe."* According to 

"̂  Rice, W.A. Mozart: La clemenza di Tito, 8. 

"'Ibid., 45. 

136 Ibid., 9. Leopold II had already set in motion a plan to establish such a 
troupe in Vienna; in fact Rice notes that "Opera seria reached the stage of the 
Burgtheater on 24 November 1791 . . . with a performance of Teseo a Stige." 
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Peter Branscombe, the Empress may have also been involved in the decision to bring 

opera seria to Vienna: "The changes at the Court Opera that were introduced by the 

new Emperor in 1791 were not destined to have much effect on Mozart, though it is 

possible that the preference of Empress Maria Louisa for opera seria may have had 

some bearing on the decision of the Bohemian Estate to commission La clemenza di 

Tito.""' 

Metastasio's libretto was to be reworked by the poet Caterino Mazzola who 

gained Mozart's respect, at least as evidenced by his catalog entry conceming Tito: 

The most interesting of [Mozart's] catalog entries is that for La clemenza di 
Tito, described by him as "opera seria.. . reduced to tme opera by Signor 
Mazzola." What Mazzola, the Saxon court poet, had done was to cut 
Metastasio's original libretto to a fraction of its original length to produce texts 
for ensemble, and at the end of the first act facilitate the absorption of the 
dramatic action into the musical stmcture. Thus Mozart's words imply that 
what has taken place is a transposition from a medium which is primarily 
literary to one which is primarily musical, in which the old, literary mode is 
not recognized by him as being properly 
operatic.'" 

There are five choruses in Tito including the finales of both acts. According 

to Dent, this is the first occasion in which Mozart has combined the choms with solo 

voices: 

The finest movement of all is the finale to Act I in which the conflicting 
emotions of Sextus and Vitellia, Servillia and Annius are painted against a 

"' Peter Branscombe, "Mozart and the Theater of His Time," The Mozart 
Compendium, 365-367. 

138 John Stone, "Mozart's Opinions and Ouflook: Opera," The Mozart 
Compendium, 156-157. 
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choral background. This finale has great importance because it is the first in 
which Mozart has combined both solo voices and chorus too in a great 
ensemble. The comic operas never employ the choms in a finale at all, except 
for short isolated passages; each act of Idomeneo ends with a chorus on a 
large scale, but the soloists take no part in them. Here the choms is a factor in 
the drama.'" 

Tito was not to enjoy the acclaim of Mozart's other two Prague operas perhaps 

because the audience was not sophisticated enough to appreciate the slower dramatic 

pace of opera seria, or it may have been fashionable to criticize Mozart's latest work. 

According to Osbome: "The first performances of La clemenza di Tito were coolly 

received, and the Empress, bom an Infanta of Spain, is said to have described the 

work, oddly, as 'una porchera tedesca' or 'German swinishness.' The opera was not 

heard in Vienna until three years later, after which, usually in German translation, it 

became popular in German and Austrian theaters until well into the nineteenth 

century." 

In September, Mozart retumed to Vienna and went quickly to work on 

completing Die Zauberflote. In his catalog, he records that the singspiel was 

completed on September 29, 1791—the premiere was the following evening. Mozart 

conducted the first two performances and then later attended several performances, 

sometimes sharing his own box with other composers (Salieri) or other family 

members (Frau Weber, his mother-in-law). Osbome reports that, "The opera was an 

"' Dent, Mozart's Operas, 214. 
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immense success from the very beginning, and was performed almost nightly 

throughout October """ 

In Die Zauberflote, Mozart achieved the successful and ingenious 

combination of all the prevailing operatic genres of the eighteenth century. The opera 

takes the form of a singspiel in German with spoken dialogue, the genre which 

emerged as the music theater of choice in Germany and Austria at the close of the 

eighteenth century. Opera seria is represented by the most basic of its elements: the 

deus ex machina used for the entrance of the Queen of the Night, the mysterious and 

supematural qualities of the Queen and her ladies as well as Sarastro and the secrets of 

Isis and Osiris, the heroic quest of Tamino, and the stately choms in Sarastro's court 

which recalls the early Greek imitation by the Florentine camerata. The wortd of 

opera buffa is represented by the comic Papageno as he wanders in and out, 

inexorably linked to the noble personalities he is destined to serve. The music of 

Pamina is unlike that of the previous genres but instead features elements of 

chromaticism and emotionalism that lead directly into the Romantic period. The 

ritual music of Sarastro's ceremonies is certainly evocative of Mozart's sacred 

repertoire, especially with the accompaniment of trombones which were traditionally 

employed in the music of the church; and, Mozart was working concurrently on his 

Requiem Mass with its singular trombone passages. Die Zauberflote represents. 

"" Osbome, The Complete Operas of Mozart, 314. 
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therefore, the culmination of Mozart's dramatic endeavors and experience; he would 

survive its premiere by two months and six days. 

Mozart was able to combine the aspects of various genres because he believed 

that the text was the servant of the music and that the music would ultimately organize 

disparate styles. According to Brophy, "Mozart was not one of the composers who set 

words to music: he was a composer who believed and explicitly said that in a 

successful opera the words are 'written solely for the music'—a composer, in fact, of 

the Wagnerian pattem, for whom both drama and music are inextricably present from 

the moment of conception.'"" Gerald Abraham offers a clear insight into Mozart's 

dramatic concept as it relates to his compositional technique: 

What matters above all in the opera house is not the ability to write beautiful 
music, but the much rarer ability to create characters and dramatic situations in 
music, just as an ordinary dramatist creates them in words. Observe that they 
must be created in music, not taken ready-made from the librettist and set to 
music, the librettist can and must provide dramatic possibilities, or at least 
sketches for the characters, but he cannot create them in opera. Only the 
musician can do that. No composer can succeed as a musical dramatist simply 
by supplying a good libretto with appropriate music; he must himself have the 
gift of visualizing dramatic situations, of living in them, above all of thinking 
himself into the skins and skulls of his characters no matter how diverse or 
how different from himself . . . Mozart was richly endowed with [this gift]."-

We cannot know what Mozart's next opera might have been. Surely one might 

speculate that having produced a work which was such a successful unification of 

styles and genres that more such examples might be forthcoming. On December 5, 

" Brophy, Mozart the Dramatist, 29-30. 

'-Abraham, The Mozart Companion, 283. 
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1791, Mozart died. According to Osbome, one of Mozart's final deliriums was that he 

was in attendance at a performance of Die Zauberflote listening to Josepha Hofer 

(another Weber sister) as the Queen of the Night sing the high F of her aria." Sophie 

Weber Haibel, Constanze's younger sister, who was in Mozart's room at the time of his 

death reported that, "His last movement was an attempt to express with his mouth the 

drum passages in the Requiem. That I can still hear.'"^ 

' Osbome, The Complete Operas of Mozart, 336. 

'" Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 3:1448. (The letter dates 
from 1825 when Sophie Haibel was writing to Constanze's second husband Georg 
Nissen who was preparing a biography of Mozart.) 



CHAPTER IV 

SELECTED CHORUSES FROM MOZART'S OPERE SERIE 

Introduction 

The perfomiance of opera seria, the prevailing genre of eighteenth century 

musical theater, is today relegated to an occasional revival as a curiosity or as the 

product of musicological research. Modem musicologists still seek to answer the 

questions proposed by David Littlejohn in The Ultimate Art: 

Why, for the better part of a hundred years, did people in London, Vienna, 
Prague, let alone every city in Italy, apparently so crave this form of 
entertainment that they often went to see it two or three times a week'̂  

Why did they expect new [opere serie] every year (which is the reason so 
many of them had to be written), but then sit through the same ones night after 
night? 

And why, with relatively few exceptions, have most of them disappeared?' 

Even at the close of the eighteenth century, the popularity of the comic genres 

had already outdistanced that of opera seria, although the composition of serious 

works were still considered appropriate and credible for festive and ceremonial 

occasions such as the events for which Mozart's Tito was written. Georg Knepler 

describes the character of eighteenth century opera seria and its audience in terms that 

hold a certain tmth today, "The stage action was dealt with dutifully and pro forma as 

a sort of embarrassing necessity—things had to get along somehow—mainly in the 

Littlejohn, The Ultimate Art, 94-95. 
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form of secco recitative. Even when produced by the hand of a master secco recitative 

cannot hold a listener's attention for long.'" 

The modem opera producer is faced with two possibilities when presenting 

performances of opera seria today: he may either recreate an historical production that 

allows the audience to experience the work as it might have been seen and heard at its 

inception, or she can experiment with a more contemporary treatment of the material 

in an attempt to make the opera relevant and interesting to a twentieth century 

audience. Neither of these techniques have promoted any examples of opera seria into 

the standard opera repertoire. Littlejohn writes about this issue stating that 

the conventions of any art form grow out of or in response to the ruling ideas 
and social conditions of its time and place. Depending on our distance from 
that time and place, these conventions may seem to us puzzling, alien, 
freakish, even disgusting. Piled one on another, they can create a wall between 
us and the work we find impossible, or at least not worth the effort, to scale.' 

Having offered a general rationale for the problems of opera seria in contemporary 

society, Litflejohn goes on to enumerate specific concems: 

The chief conventions that still block access for many people to eighteenth 
century opera seria are (I) the use of female-quality voices for mature and 
manly heroes like Caesar and Titus, Achilles and Alexander; (2) the action-
halting effect of so many long set-piece arias, which tend to kill the pace and 
continuity of a drama, and tum operas into concerts; (3) the vapidity of many 
of the aria texts, which become all the more threadbare as the same words are 
repeated eight, ten, or twelve times, and as their vowels are stretched out for 

-Knepler, Wolfgang Amade Mozart, 105. 

'Littlejohn, The Ultimate Art, 103. 
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dramatically meaningless melismas; and (4) the foreign-language recitatives, 
which are often of minimal musical or dramatic interest.' 

The ramifications of these problems for the choral repertoire contained in 

examples of opera seria are that there exists a small body of choral literature which is 

relatively unknown. While many opere serie did not include choruses, there are 

several examples of works where the chorus appears in the finales of major scenes and 

acts and occasionally plays an important role in the drama. The choruses in Mozart's 

opere serie belong in this latter category. Mozart's affinity for choruses as well as his 

success as an opera composer combine to create a body of choral literature that is 

musically sound, dramatically interesting, and worthy of being brought to the attention 

of all choral directors* Mozart's opera seria chomses feature practical ranges in all 

voice parts, homophonic and polyphonic harmonic treatments, a wide variety of 

tempi, meter, and dynamic ranges, and a wealth of dramatic situations which sustain 

interest for performer and listener alike. The purpose of this chapter and the following 

appendices is to identify selected examples of this choral repertoire and provide 

performing editions which will not only be accessible to choirs of various ability 

levels, but will also allow these pieces to be recognized and performed as a significant 

contribution to standard classical secular choral literature. 

'Litflejohn, The Ultimate Art, 103-104. 

* On Febmary 28, 1778, Mozart wrote from Mannheim to his father conceming 
his approaching joumey to Paris, "The orchestra [in Paris] is said to be so excellent 
and is very large: and my favorite type of composition, the chorus, can be well 
performed there. I am indeed glad that the French value choruses highly." (Emily 
Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 2:737.) 
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Organization of Material 

The choruses from the serious operas of Mozart are a relatively unknown 

source of repertoire for today's choral ensemble. As representative examples of this 

body of literature, I have selected six choral scenes from five operas. In making my 

selections I have sought music exhibiting a variety of styles, tempi, tonal centers, 

form, and character. The scenes illustrate most of the conventions of opera seria 

including recitative and arioso. While each scene is predominantly choral, there are 

ample opportunities for solos and small ensembles. All material is presented with the 

original Italian text and in piano/vocal score format. 

The chomses are presented chronologically beginning with "Hai di Diana il 

core" and "Scendi celeste Venere" from Ascanio in Alba; "Germe di cento eroi" from 

IIsogno di Scipione; "Fuor di queste ume" from Lucio Silla: "Nettuno s'onori" from 

Idomeneo; and "Serbate, O Dei custodi" from La clemenza di Tito. Accompanying 

material for each chorus will include a synopsis of the plot, a literal English 

translation, and miscellaneous comments and suggestions for performance. Appendix 

A features an overview of the Intemational Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) as well as 

syllabic pronunciation guides for each scene. The musical editions may be found in 

Appendices B through G. 

• ^ r \ 
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Ascanio in Alba: Synopsis 

Ascanio in Alba (K.ll l) 
Festa teatrale in two acts, libretto by Giuseppe Parini 

First Performance: October 17, 1771; Teatro Regio Ducal, Milan 

Casj 

Venus (Venere) ['v8 ne re] soprano 
Ascanio [as 'kan jo], her son soprano 

Silvia ['sil vja], a nymph descended from Hercules soprano 
Aceste [a 'tjes te], high priest of Venus tenor 

Fauno ['fa:u no], a shepherd soprano 

The action centers around the founding of the city of Alba near Rome, 

in mythical times. 

The goddess Venus descends from the clouds accompanied by her son 

Ascanio. She wants to arrange a marriage for Ascanio with Silvia, a nymph descended 

from Hercules. However, before the marriage can take place, Silvia's virtue must be 

tested. For this test, Ascanio will remain incognito while trying to win Silvia's love. 

Aceste, the high priest, informs Silvia that Venus has chosen her to be Ascanio's wife 

and, with him, to found a new city—Alba. While Venus and Ascanio have remained 

invisible to the shepherds and shepherdesses, Cupid has allowed Silvia to see Ascanio 

and she has fallen in love with him without knowing his identity. The choms changes 

the sylvan setting into a temple with an altar to Venus that will mark the beginning of 

the new city. When Ascanio expresses his love, Silvia rejects him and resolves to be 

tme to her responsibility to marry the unknown Ascanio. Through this act, Silvia 

passes her test of virtue and Ascanio is revealed to be not only her mysterious love, 

but her future husband as well. Venus retums in a cloud and blesses the happy couple. 
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The opera ends as the choms sings the praises of Venus imploring her to mle the 

entire wortd in order to ensure happiness. 

"Hai di Diana il core" 

In this choms, the shepherds and nymphs sing the praises of Silvia, descended 

from Hercules and betrothed to Ascanio. 

Hai di Diana il core, di Pallade la mente. 
You have the heart of Diana, the mind of Pallade. 

Sei dell' Erculea gente, saggia Donzella, il fior. 
You are descended from Hercules, the flower of wise Donzella 

/ vaghi studi, e I'arti son tuo diletto, e van to: 
Graceful studies, and the arts are your delight, and I boast: 

e delle Muse al cantopresti I'orecchio ancor. 
that at the Muses' singing you will lend an ear again. 

Ha nel tuo core ilnido ogni virtu piu bella: 
You have in your heart a home for every beautiful virtue: 

ma la modestia, e quella che vi risplende ognor. 
but modesty is the one which forever shines. 

Suggestions for Performance 

This choms works well at a tempo of M.M. = 72. The scene is divided into 

five sections: (1) the opening tutti section, (2) a trio for two sopranos and an alto, or 

small ensemble of SSA, (3) a portion of the opening tutti section used as a ritomello, 

(4) another trio section for two sopranos and a tenor, or small ensemble of SST, and 
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(5) a recapitulation of the opening tutti section which creates a da capo effect. 

Dynamics range from piano for the solo sections to forte for the chomses and should 

be sung as subito changes. In measures 18-20 there is an ossia passage in the alto 

part that could be sung to strengthen the tenor line. 

"Scendi celeste Venere" 

In the scene that begins with the choms "Scendi celeste Venere," the shepherds 

and shepherdesses are imploring the goddess Venus to send them a token of her 

benevolence. In the recitative "Ma s'allontani almen dagli occhi miei," Silvia spums 

her mysterious youth (who is actually Ascanio), and the high priest Aceste assures her 

that all will be well. Aceste announces to the shepherds and shepherdesses that Venus 

is once again descending to earth. The choms renews their plea for her blessing, 

singing "No, non possiamo vivere." In the recitative "Ecco, ingombran I'altare," 

Aceste describes the scene as the clouds, filled with brilliant light, open to reveal the 

goddess. The choms repeats the exhortation, "Scendi celeste Venere." 

(Choms) 
Scendi celeste Venere; e del tuo amore in segno. 
Descend heavenly Venus; and as a sign of your love, 

lasciane il dolce pegno, che sospirammo ognor 
bequeath a sweet token for which we have always yeamed. 

(Recitative) 
Silvia: 

Ma s 'allontani almen dagli occhi miei quel periglioso oggetto. 
Leave, at least, my sight - such a perilous object. 
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// vedi? 
Do you see him? 

Aceste: 

// veggio. Parmi si mi 1(e) a un Dio. 
1 see him. To me he looks like a god. 

Ascanio: 

(Silvia miguarda: che contrasto crudel!) 
(Silvia looks at me: what conflicting cruelty!) 

Aceste: 
No, cara figlia, no, non temer. 
No, dear daughter, do not fear. 

Segui la grande impresa, vedi che il fumo ascende. 
Follow this great venture, see how the smoke ascends, 

e Vara e accesa. Osservate, o Pastori. 
and how the altar is lighted. Observe, O Shepherds. 

Ecco scende la Dea. 
Here descends the goddess. 

Tra quelle nubi si nasconde la Dea. 
Among these clouds hides the goddess. 

Oh Silvia mia, meco all' ara ti volgi: 
Oh my Silvia, tum with me to the altar: 

e voiPastoride lepreghiere ardentirinnovate i clamori. 
and you shepherds through ardent prayers renew your clamorous praise. 

(Chorus) 
No, non possiamo vivere in piu felice regno. 
No, we cannot live in this most happy kingdom. 

Ma senza iI dolce pegno non siam contenti ancor. 
Without the sweet blessing we are not content. 

^^ 
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(Recitative) 
Aceste: 

Ecco, ingombran I'altare le fauste nubi intomo. 
Here, engulfing the altar the thick clouds spread. 

Ecco la luce de la Diva presente, ecco ttaspare. 
Here the light of the stars shines forth. 

(Chorus) 
Scendi celeste Venere; e del tuo amore in segno, 
Descend heavenly Venus; and as a sign of your love, 

lasciane il dolce pegno, che sospirammo ognor 
bequeath the sweet blessing for which we have always yeamed. 

Suggestions for Performance 

The suggested tempo for each of the three choral sections in this scene is MM. 

= 60. Mozart's alia breve time signature indicates a feeling of two beats per measure. 

Except for the sudden piano dynamic at measure 33, each choral section should be 

sung in full voice appropriate to creating a "clamor" (see second recitative section). 

The two recitative sections should proceed rather quickly and in a natural speech 

rhythm. Appoggiature have been added editorially to the score. 

The Italian text presents a noteworthy consecutive vowel combination at 

measure 9 where the syllables [tu], [o], and [a] all appear under one note. In cases 

such as this it is correct to equalize the three sounds to form a rhythmic triplet. In this 

example the task is made easier because the accompaniment is also divided into three 

notes per beat. 
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Combinations that feature adjacent identical vowels produce only one sound, 

for example, in measure 14, the final [o] of sospirammo and the initial [o] of ognor 

yield only one [o] sound. 

In measure 4 of the first recitative the final [e] of simile may be elided due to 

the rhythmic speed of the phrase and the difficulty of combining three sounds into the 

space of one sixteenth note* In measure 10 of the same recitative, I suggest an 

equalization the last four syllables [la] [fa] [e] [at:] between the last two sixteenth 

notes of the measure which contributes to clarity of text as well as rhythmic integrity. 

Finally, in measure 38 of No, non possiamo, elongate [ti] of "contenti" to a dotted half 

note and make [an] of "ancor" a quarter note. Please see Appendix A for a further 

discussion on the appropriate execution of vowel combinations. 

II sogno di Scipione: Synopsis 

II sogno di Scipione (K. 126) 
Serenata in one act, libretto by Pietro Metastasio 

First Performance: April 29 or May 1, 1772; Archiepiscopal Residence, Salzburg 

Cast 

Scipione [^i 'ppne] tenor 
Constancy (Costanza) [ko'stantsa] soprano 

Fortune (Fortuna) [f^r'tuna] soprano 
Publio ['pu bljo], Scipione's guardian tenor 
Emilio [e'mi Ijo], Scipione's father tenor 

* According to Diction for Singers, Robert Caldwell, ed., p. 49: "To link words 
together smoothly, you may hear an Italian speaker drop the final vowel of a word 
before an initial vowel of the next word. This linking process is called elision." 
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The action takes place around 200 B.C. in Africa during the reign of Massinissa, 
KingofNumidia. 

Scipione is sleeping in the palace of Massinissa. During a dream he is visited 

by two spirits. Fortune and Constancy, who ask him to choose one of them to follow 

during his lifetime. Constancy informs him that he is in paradise where live the spirits 

of fallen Roman heroes. The spirit of Publio speaks to him about immortality of the 

soul while the spirit of Emilio tells of the transient nature of a wortdly life. Scipione 

tells them that he wants to join their company, whereupon they tell him that first he 

must save Rome. He chooses to follow Constancy and this causes Fortune to invoke 

thunder and lightning which wake him from his dream. The opera concludes with a 

moral in the form of a choral ode to the dedicatee. Archbishop Colloredo. 

"Germe di cento eroi" 

This chorus is the entrance of the fallen Roman heroes. It is preceded by a 

brief recitative in which Fortune and Constancy ask Scipione to choose one of them as 

his guide through life. 

(Recitative) 
Scipione: 

E quali abitatori? 
And who inhabits this place? 

Fortuna: 
Assai chiedesti: eleggi al fin. 
You ask enough: pick one of us at last. 
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Scipione: 
Soffri un istante. 
Wait a moment. 

E quali abitatori han queste sedi eterne? 
Who inhabits this place and who occupies these eternal seats? 

Costanza: 
Ne han molti, e vari in varie parti. 
There are not many and they are from various places. 

Scipione: 
In questa, ove noi siam, chi siraccoglie mai? 
In this place where we are now, who gathers here most often"̂  

Fortuna: 
Guarda sol chi s'appressa, e Io saprai. 
Only look at those who approach, and you will know them. 

(Chorus) 
Germe di cento eroi, di Roma onorprimiero. 
Souls of one hundred heroes, highest honored of Rome, 

vieni che in del sttaniero il nome tuo non e. 
come, you who in the heavens are not unknown. 

Mi lie tro var tu puoi, mi lie orme degli a vi tuoi. 
Thousands find you then, a thousand traces of your ancestors, 

nel lucido sentiero, ove inolttasti il pie. 
are in the shining path, where you walk. 

Suggestions for Performance 

The opening recitative is optional although it does provide a good opening to 

the D major choms which begins without introduction. In simple recitative style, the 

dialogue should flow as in natural speech. Appoggiaturas have been edited into the 

score. In this recitative, Scipione is asking questions without receiving direct answers, 
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so there is a sense of fmstration in his character, although he is always heroic and 

noble. While there is little opportunity to develop a characterization for Fortune and 

Constancy in this brief recitative, one should be aware that they are in competition for 

his favor. 

For the choms, a tempo of MM. = 96 allows for a rousing allegro, while 

remaining within the capabilities of a competent pianist. The accompaniment should 

be slighfly detached throughout, with light pedal only. Because the tessitura of the 

tenor part in this choms is somewhat high, ample alternative assignments have been 

provided. Conductors should be careful in assigning these altemative phrases to 

assure that the voicings of all chords are complete. As is the case throughout this 

study, the large notes are those composed by Mozart. At measure 25, some altos could 

help support the tenor entrance on the high F# because it is very exposed. Likewise, if 

the conductor is going to diminish the alto section to assist the tenors, perhaps at 

measure 26, a few second sopranos could join the altos for their entrance. In both 

cases, the conductor must decide at what point these sections should retum to their 

own parts. 

The chorus should be sung at a comfortable forte throughout. In its A-B-A 

form, the A section is basically homorhythmic, and finishes in the dominant key, 

while the brief B section with its contrapuntal beginning (measures 25-26) and alto 

suspension (measures 31-32) is evocative of Mozart's sacred choral writing. The 
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retum of the A section is as immediate as the opening of the choms, but it remains in 

tonic D major to the final cadence. 

At measures 15 and 48 there are quarter notes on the word no, where the piano 

abandons the choms. The intonation of these a capella chords is critical. At 

measures 20 and 53,1 suggest that the diphthong tuo be equalized into two quarter 

notes. Mozart's orchestration calls for strings as well as oboes, homs, clarini, and 

timpani throughout. The character of the choms is celebrative and majestic, although 

at a quick pace. 

Lucio Silla: Synopsis 

Lucio Silla (K. 135) 
Opera seria in three acts, libretto by Giovanni de Gamerra 

First Performance: December, 26, 1772; Teatro Regio Ducal, Milan 

Cast 

Lucio Silla ['lu t{o 'sil: la]. Dictator of Rome tenor 
Cecilio [t(e'tji Ijo], a condemned Roman senator soprano 
Lucio Cinna ['lu tjo 't{in: na], friend of Cecilio soprano 

Celia ['tje Ija], sister of Silla soprano 
Giunia ['dzunja], wife of Cecilio soprano 

Aufidio [a:u 'fi djo], a tribune tenor 

The action takes place in and around Rome about 80 B.C. 

Act I: Cecilio, a senator exiled from Rome, has secrefly retumed to visit his 

wife Giunia who believes him to be dead. He leams from his friend Cinna that the 

Dictator Lucio Silla is himself in love with Giunia. Cecilio waits for Giunia in the 

- ! l » ^ 
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cemetery where she goes each evening to pray for her dead father. Silla, having been 

spumed by Giunia, makes plans to kill her. As Giunia prays at her father's tomb 

surrounded by statues of fallen Roman heroes, Cecilio reveals himself to be alive and 

the act ends with a joyful reconciliation duet. 

Act II: The tribune Anfidio counsels Silla to publicly announce his marriage to 

Giunia as she would not be able to refuse the Dictator in front of the populace. 

Cecilio attempts to convince Giunia to agree to the marriage and then kill Silla as he 

sleeps, however she refuses to commit murder. As Silla publicly announces his 

engagement to Giunia, she tries to kill herself and Cecilio emerges from the crowd 

attempting to stab Silla, but he is instead disarmed. 

Act III: When Cecilio is brought for sentencing, it appears that Silla will take 

revenge, but when Giunia appeals to the people, Silla is forced to pardon everyone and 

reunite husband and wife. As the opera ends, Silla abdicates the dictatorship and 

restores freedom for Rome. 

"Fuor di queste ume" 

Giuna comes to the graveyard to pray for the soul of her dead father and the 

other fallen Roman heroes. 

(Choms) 
Fuor di queste ume dolenti deh n 'uscite alme onorate. 
Out from these sorrowful ums - for pity's sake - emerge honorable spirits 

e sdegnose vendicate la romana liberta. 
and with scom they avenge Roman liberty. 
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(Arioso) 
Giunia: 

O del padre ombra diletta, se d'intomo a me t'aggiri. 
Oh beloved spirit of my father, around me you wander, 

/ miei pianti, i miei sospiri deh ti mo vano a pi eta. 
may my tears and my sighs - for pity's sake - move you to mercy. 

(Choms) 
II superbo, che di Roma stringe i lacci in Campidoglio, 
The haughty one, who tightens the snares of Rome in the capitol, 

rovesciato oggi dal soglio sia d'esempio ad ogni eta. 
may his overthrow today from the throne be a waming to every age. 

Suggestions for Performance 

The tempo of the first section of this choms presents some complications. 

While Mozart has assigned adagio, the constancy of the accompaniment in notes of 

shorter duration yields a bubbling undercurrent of energy which nicely characterizes 

the troubled souls of the Roman heroes. I suggest a tempo of MM. = 52 which allows 

the conductor to maintain the two beats per measure of Mozart's alia breve while not 

causing the pattems of the accompaniment to become "frantic." It is important to 

establish a breathing scheme that provides for the long phrases to be sung in one 

breath. It is a mistake to interpret the adagio marking as being a slow four beats to 

the measure as it is then impossible to sustain the phrasing. 

The score is filled with dynamic contrasts such as the altemating forte/piano 

of the opening introduction which serves to set the uneasy atmosphere of the 

graveyard. At measure 6, the subito piano should be negotiated cleanly without a 
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breath. This is also tme of a similar occurrence at measure 15. The fp markings in 

measures 16 and 17 should be treated as agogic accents which do not interrupt the line 

of the phrase. 

Giunia's solo requires a very competent soprano who can negotiate a clear and 

intense piano dynamic. Because Mozart calls for molto adagio here, the conductor 

may want to consider changing to a pattem of four beats per measure which will allow 

the soloist more flexibility. The pleas of mercy in measures 62 and 63 characterized 

by ascending leaps to G, should be full of emotion and punctuated by the forte chords 

in the accompaniment. 

If the solo section is conducted in four, it is an easy transition into the allegro 

(M.M. 104-120) of the finale. The driving rhythms of the accompaniment accurately 

depict the displeasure of the spirits with the current political situation in Rome. In 

measure 112 a vowel combination at the word boundaries ognieta creates the single 

syllable [ne] in which case the whole note should not be divided. 

Idomeneo, Re di Creta: Synopsis 

Idomeneo, Re di Creta (K. 366) 
Opera seria in three acts, libretto by Giambattista Varesco 

First Performance: January 29, 1781; Court Theater, Munich 

Cast 

Idomeneo [i do me 'ne D]. King of Crete tenor 
Idamante [i da 'man te], his son soprano 

Arbace [ar 'ba tJe], advisor to the king tenor 
flia ['i Ija], daughter of the King of Troy soprano 
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Elettra [e 'let: tra], daughter of the King of Argos soprano 
The High Priest of Neptune tenor 

The Voice of Neptune bass 

The action takes place in Crete just after the end of the Trojan wars. 

Act I: Idomeneo encounters a storm as he is crossing the sea retuming from 

the Trojan wars. In return for safe passage, he pledges to the god Neptune the 

sacrifice of the first person he meets on shore. Unfortunately, that person is his son 

Idamante. 

Act II: To prevent the fulfillment of his vow, Idomeneo sends Idamante to 

Greece with Elettra who is in love with the boy. Their joumey is prevented by 

Neptune who causes another storm. Idomeneo confesses all to the high priest. 

Act III: Ilia and Idamante express their love for each other and Idamante 

departs to fight a sea monster sent by Neptune. After killing the monster, Idamante 

leams of his father's vow and offers his life to the gods. Ilia begs to be sacrificed in 

his place, but Neptune intercedes and offers to resolve the conflict if Idomeneo 

abdicates and Idamante and Ilia are declared mlers of Crete. All is forgiven and the 

people, except for the slighted Elettra, rejoice. 

"Nettuno s'onori" 

This is a chorus of rejoicing and thanksgiving to the god Neptune for the safe 

retum of the Cretan soldiers who had been caught in a terrible storm at sea while 

retuming from the Trojan wars. Between chomses of acclamation, soloists describe 

scenes at Neptune's undersea palace. 
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(Chorus) 

Nettuno s'onori, quel nome risuoni, 
Neptune be honored, how the name resounds, 

quel Nume s'adori, sovrano del mar, 
how the god is adored, sovereign of the sea, 

con danze e con suoni convien festeggiar. 
with dances and sounds let the festivities begin. 

(Solo Quartet) 
Da lunge eimira di Giove I'ira, e in un baleno 
Far is the aim of Jupiter's rage, and in a lightning flash 

va alVEghe in seno, da regal sede tostoprovede, 
goes to Egeria's breast, as a gift of calmness, a toast provided, 

fa i generosi destrier squammosi, ratto acoppiar. 
plentiful seahorses form couples. 

Dair onde fuore suonan sonore 
On furious waves sound the resonant 

tritoni araldi robusti e baldi buccine intomo 
tri-toned heralds, robust and bold pealing all around. 

Gia riede il giomo che il gran ttidente 
Already the day has been given back in which the large trident 

il mar furente seppe domar. 
caused the furious sea to become tame. 

(Chorus) 
Nettuno s'onori, quel nome risuoni 
Neptune be honored, how the name resounds 

quel Nume s'adori, sovrano del mar, 
how the god is adored, sovereign of the sea, 

con danze e con suoni convien festeggiar. 
with dances and sounds let the festivities begin. 
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(Duet) 
Su conca d'oro, regio decoro spira Nettuno. 
On a basin of gold, amid royal decorations Neptune is coiled. 

Scherza Portuno ancor bambino col suo delfino, 
Portunus jokes, still a baby, with his dolphin, 

con An fi trite; or noi di Dite fe trionfar. 
and with Amphitrite; now we the Gods are triumphant: 

Nereide amabili, ninfe adorabili; 
Friendly Nereids, adorable nymphs; 

che alia gran Dea, con Galatea corteggio fate, 
who with the great Goddess, Galatea form a retinue, 

deh ringraziate per noi quel Numi, 
of course with hearty thanks for we who are Gods, 

che i nostri lumi fero asciugar. 
for our lights that have dried the earth. 

(Choms) 
Nettuno s'onori, quel nome risuoni 
Neptune be honored, how the name resounds 

quel Nume s 'adori, sovrano del mar; 
how the name is adored, sovereign of the sea; 

con danze e con suoni convien festeggiar 
with dances and sounds let the festivities begin: 

Or suonin le ttombe, solenne ecatombe 
Now sound the tmmpets, the solemn sacrifice 

andiam preparar. 
we go to prepare. 

^ T N ^ 
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Suggestions for Performance 

Mozart's use of the term Ciaccona shows the French influence on the 

composition of this opera. According to Dent, 

[the] long choral movement headed ciaccona, [represents] a sudden transition 
from Italian to French procedure, for the chaconne is a favorite device in the 
operas of Rameau and Gluck for bringing an act to an animated conclusion. 
The whole body was probably designed less as a formal dance than as a 
representation of a magnificent religious ceremony."' 

Consequenfly, I suggest a tempo of no slower than MM. = 96 and possibly faster 

depending on the skill of the accompanist. The singing should be in the character of a 

joyous song of praise. This is not to say that it should be sung forte throughout, for 

example, measures 10 to 13 provide an excellent opportunity for dynamic contrast 

with the piano phrases sung with the hushed intensity of adoration. 

There are several phrases in the choms that begin with a sixteenth-note 

anacrusis. The conductor should prepare these carefully so that they are not neglected 

but rather they initiate each phrase with energized vocalization. 

The scene is divided into five sections with three statements of the main 

chorus and two sections for solo voices. The solo sections follow the first and second 

statements of the choms and the final statement includes a coda which brings the 

scene and the act to a close (A - B - A - C - A - Coda). The solo segments are 

designed to be sung by individuals from the chorus, although separate soloists could 

just as easily be employed. The first of these solo sections (B) is for a mixed-voice 

quartet, beginning with a duet for the female soloists and then a duet for the male 

' Dent, Mozart's Operas, 53. 
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soloists, and concluding with all four soloists singing together. The quartet maintains 

the tempo of the preceding choms and the combination of solo voices provides 

dynamic contrast. 

Following a second statement of the opening choms, there is an extended duet 

for two sopranos (C). The tessitura of the soprano 2 part is low enough to allow the 

soprano and alto soloists from the quartet to sing this section, although two other 

soloists could be used here in order to give additional solo opportunities to more 

singers. The tempo and character of this extended duet section changes to an 

allegretto in 2/4. I suggest the relationship of tempi between the second choral 

section and this allegretto to be ,̂  = , which, if the diiet is conducted in four, simply 

reorganizes the pulse from three beats per measure to four. Careful attention should 

be paid to the text of this duet as it describes a fantasflcal undersea scene at the court 

of Neptune. 

All the solos for this scene are within the capabilities of students who are 

currenfly engaged in the study of vocal technique. Of course advanced singers would 

have very little difficulty with these solos, although I believe the scene is more 

effective when the soloists come from within the chorus. This is what undoubtedly 

occurred at the premiere as no character names are assigned to these solos. 

The coda, beginning at measure 182, features a driving rhythm and a long 

crescendo in both accompaniment and choms which culminates in the announcement 

of a solemn Hecatomb (ecatombe) which, in antiquity, was the simultaneous sacrifice 
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of one hundred oxen or cattle. The musical emotion of the final phrases should reflect 

excited anticipation as the people go to prepare this activity. 

La clemenza di Tito: Synopsis 

La clemenza di Tito (K. 621) 
Opera seria in two acts, libretto by Pietro Metastasio, revised by Caterino Mazzola 

First performance: September 6, 1791; Nationaltheater, Prague 

Cast 

Tito ['ti to]. Emperor of Rome tenor 
Vitellia [vi 'tel: Ija], daughter of the late Emperor Vitellio soprano 

Sesto ['se sto], friend of Tito soprano 
Servilia [ser'vi Ija], sister of Sesto soprano 
Annio [an: njo], friend of Sesto soprano 

Publio ['pu bljo]. Commander of the Guard bass 

The action takes place in Rome in the year 80 AD. 

Act I: Vitellia, angry at Tito's refusal to make her his Empress, convinces 

Sesto to bum the capitol and murder the Emperor. Tito had intended to wed Servilia 

but when he learns that she is in love with Annio, he decides to choose Vitellia after 

all. When Vitellia hears of Tito's change of heart, she attempts to stop Sesto's 

treachery, but it is too late—the capitol is in flames and the Emperor has been 

stabbed. 

Act II: Upon discovering that Tito is not dead, Sesto wants to confess all, 

however Vitellia pleads with him to protect her honor and flee Rome. Publio 

announces that the man stabbed was not Tito but another who recognized his attacker 
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as Sesto. Publio arrests Sesto and takes him before the Senate which finds him guilty 

and sentences him to death. Tito cannot bring himself to sign his friend's death 

sentence. Vitellia, realizing that she will be responsible for Sesto's execution, 

confesses her role in the conspiracy to Tito. In the great amphitheater, Tito pardons 

everyone and the opera ends with the people rejoicing in the clemency of the Emperor. 

"Serbate, o Dei custodi"' 

This chorus is an example of a moment of spectacle apart from the 

machinations of the plot as ouflined above. Earty in the first act, the assembled 

populace sings acclamations to the new Emperor Titus after which he is congratulated 

by Publio and Annio and presented with tributes from the provinces. I have 

judiciously shortened the recitative between choral acclamations in order to make the 

scene concise. 

(Chorus) 
Serbate, o Dei custodi, della Romana sorte. 
Preserve, o Gods, custodians of Roman destiny, 

in Tito ilgiusto, il forte, I'onor di nostta eta, 
in Titus, the justice, the strength, and the honor of our age. 

(Recitative) 
Publio: 

Te della pattia il padre oggi apel la il senato: 
The senate names you today the father of our country: 

' This translation is taken from Mozart, La clemenza di Tito, Granitto and 
Lyman, trans., xi. 

-fWWH^^V 
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e mai piu giusto non fune' suoi decreti, 
and never were its decrees more just 

o invitto Augusto. 
or the Emperor more deserving. 

Annio: 

Ne padre sol, ma sei suo nume tutelar 
Not only are you the father but you are also its protector. 

Publio: 
Quel tesori, che vedi. 
We consecrate, to this cause those treasures that you see 

delle serveprovincie annul tributi, all' opra con sacriam. 
the annual tribute exacted from the subservient provinces. 

Tito: 
Romani, unico oggetto e del voti di Tito il vostto amore. 
Romans, the sole object of my vows is your love. 

Quegli offerti tesori non ricusopero: cambiame solo I'uso pretendo. 
However, I do not refuse those offerings; I wish only to change their use. 

Questo, o Romani, e fabbricarmi il tempio. 
This, oh Romans, is to build a temple to me. 

Annio: 
O vero eroe! 
Oh, tme hero! 

Publio: 
Quanto di te minori tutti ipremi son mai, tutte le lodi. 
How much beneath you are all praises and rewards. 

(Chorus) 
Serbate, o Dei custodi, della Romana sorte. 
Preserve, Oh gods, custodians of Roman destiny, 

in Tito iI giusto, iI forte, I'onor di nostta eta, 
in Titus, the justice, the strength, and the honor of our age. 
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SuggestionsJorPerfom^^ 

The lengthy introduction is designed to allow for the entrance of the chorus 

and principals. Likewise, the instrumental postlude after the final chorus affords time 

for the chorus to leave the stage. In a concert performance, this postlude creates an 

awkward ending to the scene. To solve this problem, I have suggested a cut (vide) 

from the end of measure 48 to the beginning of measure 57. 

The choral parts present no real difficulties and the tempo should be at least 

M.M. = 104 (faster if the skills of the pianist allow). Rhythmically, I suggest that 

careful attention be paid to the dotted passages which serve to give a martial character 

to music fitting the welcome of a general as Emperor. The tessitura of the bass part is 

somewhat high in this chorus and care should be taken that the dynamic level is a 

supported forte, without being oversung. 

The are a number of vowel combinations at the word boundaries which should 

all be given equal time assignments (see Appendix A). The phrasing is all 

straightforward with ample breathing opportunities at rests. 

The recitative, although already shortened, is still long and involved. It should 

be delivered in a rather quick tempo and "speech-like" rhythms. While Annio is listed 

as a soprano, originally this role was sung by a musico (casttato). In contemporary 

performances of this recitative, Annio should be sung by a female soprano 

remembering that she is a "male" character in the opera. The character of Tito needs 

to vocally dominate the recitative from the moment of his first statement, 

"Roman i . . . " For concert performances, it is imperative that the audience be 
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provided with a translation of this recitative. If conductors wish to omit the recitative, 

1 suggest singing the final chorus only. 
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APPENDIX A 

AN OVERVIEW OF THE INTERNATIONAL PHONETIC ALPHABET 

WITH PHONETIC GUIDES TO THE TEXTS OF 

THE SELECTED CHORUSES 

The Intemational Phoneticj\lj)habet 

The Intemational Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) is a system of graphic symbols, 

each designed to accurately identify one particular sound of speech. Because the IPA 

is based upon movement and/or position of the articulators, it is possible to represent 

within this system the sounds of many languages. The articulators include lips, 

tongue, jaw, and soft palate (velum). When working with the IPA it is important to 

realize that it represents the frontier of phonetic research as it exists today. As a 

vehicle to express the sounds of language it is extremely precise, although not perfect. 

As Richard Miller states, "although not perfect in comparing sounds from one 

language to another, the Intemational Phonetic Alphabet symbols accurately identify 

the sounds of speech.'" While it is possible to accurately produce the correct sounds 

of a foreign language through careful study and application of the Intemational 

Phonetic Alphabet, this procedure should not be considered a substitute for the serious 

study of language by students, singers, and conductors who will work in this area 

throughout their careers. 

' Richard Miller, The Sttvcture of Singing, (New York: Schirmer Books, 
1986), 297. 
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For the purposes of this study, I shall identify only Italian those sounds which 

are appropriate to the texts of the musical examples treated herein.' Tables 5, 6, and 7 

indicate the correct pronunciation of Italian sounds using IPA symbols, similar sounds 

in English, and examples of Italian words employing these sounds. 

Table 5 
The Pronunciation of Italian Vowel Sounds 

IPA 

[i] 

[e] 

[e] 

[a] 

[0] 

[0] 

[u] 

symbol English 
keen 

chaos 

bet 

father 

soft 

note 

fool 

example Italian example 
Diana 

che 

presti 

canto 

core 

modestia 

tuo 

' Three excellent sources are available for further study of the IPA and the 
production of sounds in English and foreign languages: 

Wall, Joan. Intemational Phonetic Alphabet for Singers. Daflas: Pst, Inc., 
1990. 

Wall, Joan et al. Diction for Singers. Caldwell, Robert, ed. Dallas: Pst, Inc., 
1990. 

Miller, Richard. The Sttvcttire of Singing. New York: Schirmer Books, 1986. 
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Table 6 
The Pronunciafion of Italian Glides and Diphthongs 

IPA symbol 
LJ]* 

[w]* 

[o:i]** 

n** [e:i] 

[a:i]** 

[a:u]** 

English example 
you 

wish 

boy 

way 

nice 

house 

Italjan exampje 
piu 

quella 

eroi 

sei 

sopraj 

fauste 

* In a glide the first vowel is short in duration while the second is prolonged. 

** In a diphthong the first vowel is prolonged while the second is short. The IPA uses 

the colon to indicate the prolongation of the first sound. 
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Table 7 
The Pronunciation of Italian Consonant Sounds 

IPA symbol 
[b]"" 
[b:b]* 

[k]** 
[k:k]* 
[tJJ 
[t:tj 1* 

[d] 

m 
[ffl* 

[g] 
[d|J 
[d:dj]* 

M *** 

¥ * * * * 

[I] 
[1:1]* 

[m] 
[m:m]* 

[n] 
[n:n]* 
[!)] 

[P]** 
[p:p]* 

English example 
bib 
lab book 

cake 
pink cow 
church 
coat check 

Italian example 
superbo 
debbano 

che 
ecco 
celeste 
lacci 

dead 

fife 
if/ine 

agog 
judge 
badjudge 

million 

oiiion 

let 
feeljess 

mom 
mom makes 

dolenti 

fuor 
affetto 

gran 
germe 
ogjetto 

soglio 

segno 

liberty 
alia 

amore 
sospirammo 

none 
can never 
sung 

people 
help put 

non 
solenne 
ancor 

preparar 

accoppiar 

[kw] quit queste 
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Table 7 Continued 

n^A Symbol 
[ r ] 
p] 
[r:r]* 

[s] 
[z] 
[s:s]* 

til 
[t]** 
[t:t]* 

[V] 
[v:v]* 

[ts] 
[t:ts]* 
[dz] 

English example 
(as in Briflsh very) 
(trilled or rolled r) 
(more prolonged than [r]) 

set 
zero 
dress Sam 
shoe 

tot 
meet Tom 

valve 
save voice 

lets 
(more prolonged than 
beds 

[ts]) 

Italian example 
vivere 
regno 
arrossime 

siam 
Muse 
possiamo 
uscite 

tuo 
Nettuno 

vendicate 
avvezzarti 

danze 
avvezzarti 
Donzella 

* The colon is used to indicate prolongation of the consonant sound. In the case of 
[b:b], [k:k], [t:tj ], [d:dj], [p:p], [t:t], [t:ts], this is an elongation of the stop 
portion of the consonant. The colon does not indicate a double pronunciation of the 
consonant. 

** These consonants are pronounced with less aspiration than in English. 

*** Because this sound has no real equivalent in English, the example given is an 
approximation. The [X], spelled in Italian gli is one sustainable sound unifying [1] 
and [j]. It is formed simultaneously with the tip of the tongue touching the back 
of the bottom front teeth while the blade of the tongue touches the front of the 
hard palate. 

**** Because this sound has no real equivalent in English, the example given is an 
approximation. The [p] , spelled in Italian gn is one sustainable sound unifying 
[n] and [j]. It is formed simultaneously with the tip of the tongue touching the 
back of the bottom front teeth while the blade of the tongue touches the ridge 
just behind the upper front teeth. 
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Special mention must be made of a characteristic of the Italian language where 

two syllables appear under one assigned note. These are always consecutive vowels in 

the form of a glide, diphthong, two separate syllables, or vowels at word boundaries. 

The glides employ either the [j] or [w] IPA symbol, the diphthongs are indicated by a 

colon, and word boundaries are indicated by a subscript slur. An example of two 

separate syllables may be found in the choms, Hai di Diana iI core (Appendix B, page 

199), at measure 17 in the word Erculea. Correct pronunciation is to divide the 

vowels [e] and [a] equally making two sixteenth notes from the printed eighth note. 

An example of consecutive vowels at word boundaries may be found in this same 

choms at measure 11 where the last syllable of the word Diana shares a note with the 

word // In this case the sounds are again divided equally resulting in two sixteenth 

notes. The conductor has some latitude in these matters because in Italian, the vowels 

of nouns and verbs may be elongated more than the vowels of articles and 

prepositions. In any case equalization of vowel length is a safe course and always 

correct. An example of consecutive vowels in which the first might be prolonged 

occurs in measure 114 where the last syllable of the noun Donzella might occupy the 

space of a dotted quarter note and the article // only an eighth note.' 

See Joan Wall et al.. Diction for Singers (Dallas: Pst..Inc.. 1990), 53-55. 
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Pronunciation Guides for the Selected Choruses 

"Hai_di Diana il core" from Ascanio in Alba 

Hai di Di - a - na il co - re, di Pal - la - de la men - te. 
a:i di di a najX k^ re di pal: la de la men te 

Sei deir Er - cu - le - a gen - te, sag - gia Don - zel-la, il fior. 
se:i del: ler ku le^a dien te sad: dja don dzefla il fpC 

I va - ghi stu - di, e I'ar - ti son tuo di - let - to, e van - to: 
i va gi stu di e la^ ti son tu:o di let: to^e van to 

e del - le Mu - se al can - to pre - sti I'o - rec - chio an - cor. 
e del: le mu zeal kan to pre sti Io rek: kjo an k^f 

Ha nel tuo co - re il ni - do o - gni vir - tu piu bel - la: 
a nel tu:o k ^ r e i l ni do o ni vir tu pju bel: la 

ma la mo -de - stia, e quel - la che vi ri - splen - de o - gnor. 
ma la mo de stja e kwel: la ke vi ri splen dep ^^o^ 

"Scendi celeste Venere" from Ascanio in Alba 

Seen - di ce - le - ste Ve - ne - re; e del tuo a - mo - re in se - gno, 
Cen di tCe le ste ve ne re e del tu:o^a mo rein se no 

la - scia - ne il dol - ce pe - gno, che so - spi - ram - mo o - gnor. 
la Ca ne il dol tCe pe j \o ke so spi fam: mo n^ r 

(Recitative) 
Silvia: 

Ma s'al - Ion - ta - ni al - men da - gli oc - chi mie - i 
mo sal: Ion ta ni al men da A,Ok: ki mje i 

quel pe - ri - glio - so og - get - to. II ve - di? 
kwel pe r i Xo zod: diet: to il ve di 

Aceste: 
\l veg - gio. Par - mi si - mil(e) a un Di - o. 
il ved: dxo paY mi si mil a un di o 
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Ascanio: 

(Sfl-via mi guar-da: che con-tra-sto cru-del!) 
vja mi gwar da ke kon tra sto km del sil 

Aceste: 
No, ca - ra fi - glia, no, non te - mer. 
no ka r a fi ^a no non te mer 

Se - gui la gran - de im - pre - sa, 
se gwi la gran de im pre za 

ve - di che il fu - mo ascen - de, e I'ara e ac - ce - sa. 
ve di ke il fu mo a (en de e la ra e at: t^e za 

Os - ser - va - te, o Pa - sto - ri. Ec - co seen - de la De - a. 
os: ser va te o pa sto ri ek: ko fen de la de a 

Tra quel - le nu - bi si na - scon - de la De - a. 
tra kwel: le nu bi si na skon de la de a 

Oh Sil - via mi-a, me-coafl' a-ra ti vol-gi: 
o sil vja mi a me koal: la r a ti vol d^i 

e voi Pa - sto - ri de le pre - ghie - re ar - den - ti 
e vj:i pa sto ri de le pre gje r e a r den ti 

rin - no - va - te i cla - mo - ri. 
rin: no va te i kla mo C i 

(Choms) 
No, non pos - sia - mo vi - ve - re, in piu fe - Ii - ce re - gno. 
no non pos: sja mo vi ve re in pju fe Ii tJe re jj\o 

Ma sen - za il dol - ce pe - gno non siam con - ten - ti an - cor. 
ma sen tsa il dol tje pe J^o non sjam kon ten t iarj kpr 

(Recitative) 
Aceste: 

Ec - CO, in - gom - bran I'al - ta - re le fau - ste nu - bi in - tor - no. 
ek: ko it\ gom bran lal ta re le fa:u ste nu bin toY no 

Ec - CO la lu - ce de la Di - va pre - sen - te, Ec - co tra - spa - re 
ek: ko la lu tCe de la di va pre zen te ek: ko tra spa Ce 
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(Choms) 
Seen - di ce - le - ste Ve - ne - re; e del tuo a - mo - re in se - gno, 

Jen di tCe le ste ve ne re e del tu:o^a mo rein se jjio 

la - scia - ne il dol - ce pe - gno, che so - spi - ram - mo o - gnor. 
la Ja ne il dol tCe pe \\o ke so spi ram: mo p ^ r 

"Germe di cento eroi" from 11 sogno di Scipione 

(Recitative) 
Scipione: 

E qua - Ii a - bi - ta - to - ri? 
e kwa Ii a bi ta t^ r i 

Fortuna: 
As - sai chie - de - sti: e - leg - gi al fin. 
as: sa:i kje de sti e led: d^i al fin 

Scipione: 
Sof-friun i-stan-te. 
sof fri un i stan te 

E qua - Ii a - bi - ta - to - ri han que - ste se - di e - ter - ne? 
e kwa Ii a bi ta t ^ f i an kwe ste se die ter ne 

Costanza: 
Ne han mol - ti, e va - ri in va - rie par - ti. 
ne an mol ti e va rin va rje par ti 

Scipione: 
In que - sta, o - ve noi siam, chi si rac - co - glie ma - i? 
in kwe sta o ve no:i sjam ki si rak: k? Xe ma i 

Fortuna: 
Guar-da sol chi s'ap - pres - sa, e Io sa-pja- i . 
gwaf da sol ki sap: p'fes: sa e Io sa pra i 

(Choms) 
Ger - me di cen - to e - ro - i, di Ro - ma o - nor pri - mie - ro, 
djê r me di tjen to e r 3 i di to map nor pri mje r o 
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vie-ni che in ciel stra-nie-ro il no - me tuo non e. 
vje ni kejn tjel s^a nje ro il no me tu:o non e 

Mfl-le tro-var tu puo - i, mil - le or-me de-g l ia -v i tuo -1, 
mil: le tro var tu pwj i mil: le ôf me de ;̂ a vi tw3 i 

nel l u - c i -do sen-tie-ro, o - ve in - ol - tra - sti il pie. 
nel lu tji do sen tje ro o ve in ol tra stil pje 

"Fuor di queste ume" frorn^Lucjq^illa 

(Choms) 
Fuor di que - ste ur - ne do - len - ti 
fw^r di kwe ste uY ne do len ti 

deh n'u - sei - te al - me o - no - ra - te, 
de nu ^i te al me o no fa te 

e sde - gno - se ven - di - ca - te la ro - ma - na Ii - ber - ta. 
e zde no ze ven di ka te la Yo ma na Ii be¥ ta 

(Arioso) 
Giunia: 

O del pa - dre om - bra di - let - ta, se d'in - tor - no a me t'ag - gi - ri, 
o del pa dre om bra di let: ta se din tD? no a me tad: dii ri 

i miei pian - ti, i mie -i so - spi - ri deh ti mo - va - no a pie - ta 
i mje:i pjan ti i mje i so spi ri de ti mo va no a pje ta 

(Choms) 
II su-per-bo, che di Ro-ma strin-ge i lac-ci in Cam - pi-do - glio 
il su per bo ke di ro ma stnn die i lat: t\i in kam pi do Xo 

ro - ve - scia - to og - gi dal so - glio sia d'e - sem - pio ad o-gni e - ta. 
ro ve ( a to od: djii dal so Xo si:a de zem pjo ad o ne ta 

"Nettuno s'onori" from Idomeneo, Redi Creta 

(Choms) 
Net - tu - no s'o - no - ri, quel no - me ri - suo - ni, 
net: tu no so no Ti kwel no me ri swp ni 
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quel Nu-me s'a - do - ri, so-vra-no del mar, 
kwel nu me sa do ri so vra no del mar 

con dan - ze e con suo - ni con - vien fe - steg - giar. 
kon dan tse kon swo ni kon vjen fe sted:d2ar 

(Solo Quartet) 
Da lun - ge ei mi - ra di Gio - ve I'i - ra, e in un ba - le - no 
da lun die e:i mi ra di dio ve Ii r a e in un ba le no 

va air E - ghe in se - no, da re - gal se -de to - sto pro - ve - de, 
val: le ge^in se no da "fe gal se de to sto pYo ve de 

fa i ge - ne - ro - si de - strier squam - mo - si, rat - to a - cop - piar. 
fa i d7e ne ro zi de strjer skwam: mo zi rat: to a kop: pjaT 

Dair on - de fuo - re suo - nan so - no - re 
dal: Ion de fwo re sw3 nan so nD re 

tri - to - ni a - ral - di ro - bu - sti e bal - di buc - ci - ne in - tor - no. 
tri to ni a ral di ro bu sti e bal di but: t(i ne in tor no 

Gia rie - de il gior - no che il gran tri - den - te 
\ / V \u V 

d7a rje de il d o r no ke il gran tri den te 

il mar fu - ren - te sep - pe do - mar. 
il mar fu ren te sep: pe do mar 

(Chorus) 
Net - tu - no s'o - no - ri, quel no - me ri - suo - ni, 
net: tu no so no ri kwel no me ri sw^ ni 

quel Nu - me s'a - do -ri, so - vra - no del mar, 
kwel nu me sa do ri so vra no del mar 

con dan - ze e con suo - ni con - vien fe - steg - giar. 
kon dan tse kon SWD ni kon vjen fe sted: dzar 

(Duet) 
Su con - ca d'o - ro, re - gio de - co - ro spi - ra Net - tu - no. 
su kon ka do r o re dio de ko ro spi r a net: tu no 

Scher - za Por - tu - no an - cor bam - bi - no col suo del - fi - no, 
sker tsa pof tu no an kor bam bi no kol su:o del fi no 



con An- f i - t r i - t e ; or noi di Di-te fe tri - on - far. 
kon an fi tri te or no:i di di te fe tn on far 

Ne - rei - de a ma - bi - Ii, nin - fe a - do - ra - bi - Ii; 
ne re:i deja ma bi Ii nin fe^a do ra bi Ii 

c h e a l - l a gjan De-a, con G a - l a - t e - a cor-teg-gio fa - te, 
ke^al: la gran de a kon ga la te a kor ted: dio fa te 

deh j in - gra - zia - te per noi quei Nu - mi, 
de rirj gra tsja te peY no:i kwe:i nu mi 

che i no-stri lu - mi fe - ro a-sciu-gar. 
ke^ i n^ stri lu mi fe ro a Cu gar 
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(Chorus) 
Net - tu - no s'o - no - ri, quel no - me ri - suo - ni, 
net: tu no so no ri kwel no me Yi swD ni 

quel Nu-me s'a-do-ri, so-vra-no del mar; 
kwel nu me sa do ri so vra no del mar 

con dan - ze e con suo - ni con - vien fe - steg - giar. 
kon dan tse kon swo ni kon vjen fe sted: djaC 

Or suo - nin le trom - be, so - len - ne e - ca - tom - be 
or swo nin le tYom be so len: ne ka tom be 

an - diam pre - pa - rar. 
an djam pre pa r a r 

"Serbate, o Dei custodi" from La clemenza di Tito 

(Choms) 
Ser - ba - te, o Dei cu - sto - di, del - la Ro-ma - na sor - te 
ser ba te o de:i ku sto di del: la ro ma na s^r te 

in Ti - to il giu - sto, il for - te, I'o - nor di no - stra e - ta 
in ti to il diu sto il f̂ r te Io nor di n? stra e ta 
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(Recitative) 
Publio: 

Te del - la pa - tria il pa - dre og - gi a - pel - la il se - na - to: 
te del: la pa trja il pa dre od: dziji pel: laj l se na to 

e mai piu giu - sto non fu - ne' suoi de - ere - ti, 
e ma:i pju d^u sto non fu ne swo:i de kYe ti 

o in - vit - to Au - gu - sto. 

Armio: 

o in vit: to a:u gu sto 

Ne pa - dre sol, ma sei suo nu - me tu - te - lar. 
ne pa dre sol ma se:i su:o nu me tu te lar 

Publio: 
Quei te - so - ri, che ve - di, 
kwe:i te zo ri ke ve di 

del - le ser - ve pro - vin - cie an - nui tri - bu - ti, 
del: le seY ve pYo vin tfe an: nu:i tri bu ti 

air o - pra con sa - criam. 
al: lo pra kon sa k1jam 

Tito: 
Ro-ma - ni, u - ni - co og - get - to 
ro ma ni u ni kod: dxet: to 

e dei vo - ti di Ti - to il vo - stro a - mo - re. 
e de:i vo ti di ti to il vo stro a mo re 

Que-gli of-fer-fl te - so - ri non ri-cu-so pe - ro: 
kwe A.of feY ti te zo ri non Yi ku zo pe ro 

cam-biar-ne so - Io I'u - so pre-ten-do. 
kam bjar ne so Io lu zo pre ten do 

Que - sto, o Ro-ma-ni, e fab - bri - car - mi il tem - pio. 
kwe sto ro ma ni e fab: bri kar mil tem pjo 



Annio: 

O ve - ro e - ro - e! 
0 ve foe fo e 

Publio: 

Quan-to di te mi - no - ri tut-tii pre - mi son ma - i 
kwan to di te mi no ri tut: ti p?e mi son ma i 

tut-te le lo-di. 
tut: te le Io di 
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(Chorus) 

Ser-ba-te, o Dei cu-sto-di, del - la Ro-ma-na sor-te. 
ser ba te^o de:i ku sto di del: la ro ma na sor te 

in Ti - to il giu - sto, il for - te, I'o - nor di no - stra e - ta, 
m ti to^il d̂ u stojl far te Io nor di n? stra e ta 



APPENDIX B 

CHORAL SCENE FROM ASCANIO IN ALBA 

Choms: "Hai di Diana il core" 

Trio: "I vaghi studi" 

Chorus: "Sei dell' Erculea gente" 

Trio: "Ha nel tuo core il nido" 

Choms: "Hai di Diana il core" 
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Hai di Diana il core 
from Ascanio in Alba 
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AUegro cowodo 

Soprano 

AHo 

Tenor 

te 

m 

W.A. Mozart 
(1756-1791) 

EdlitedbyJ. SAnder 

^ 
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^ 

^ 

'mMM;m::^M 
^ ^ ^ ^ 



p^ T̂— 

13 

5EEg^ -~+-

Pal la - de la men - te. 

3 J ^ —-4^^E^^g^g 
Pal la de la men te. 

Pal la de la 

'^^^^^m 
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"P F J u =î : 
di Pal la de la men - te. 

* = ? : * 

di Pal la de la men - te. 

Pal la - de la men - te. 

^ ^ ^ 
Pal la - de la men - te. di Pal - la - de la men - te. 

I fe3i 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

T=*: t 
^ 

^ 

Sei deir Er - cu - lea gen-te. sag gia Don-zel la.il fior. 

^ ^ ^ -J—r ^ 
* 

Sei deir Er • cu - lea gen- te. 

V-F" - t J ^ g gL 
^ 

sag gia Don-zel - la.tl fior. 

Sei deir Er - cu lea gen- te sag gia Don-zel la.il fkx. 

r-^['r u r-jr"-^—=f 
Sei deir Er - cu lea gen-te. sag - gia Don-zel la.il fior. 

t 3 ^ ^ 

1|-^ ; ^ £ - e ^ i-
i + -

http://la.il
http://la.il
http://la.il
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S^^^S 
21 

Sei dell'Er-cu - le a gen 

â  

t 

Hai di Di a rta il 

^ 

^^mtm 
Hai di Di a - na il co - re. di 

-^ESm 
Hai di D i - a n a i l o o - r e . di 

£3 j?_ft-

^ ^ ^ ^ 

CO re. di Pal la - de. di 

21 ^ • ^ ^ B B 

^ p^ 

^ ^ 

m 1 r^ 

^ 

fl_ 

25 

P 

Eg^^ 
te. sei deli' Er - cu tea gen - te sag 

-^^m- = ] = f 

Pal - l a - de la men te. Sei deU' Er- cu lea gen te sag 

fi^^a^EEE^gE4^^J^=^^^^^ 
Pal la de la men - te. 

l̂  ̂ ^ F=* 

Pal - ta de la men te. 

Sei dell' cu te - a gen te sag 

^ 
=F=3C 

Sei deO' Er cu tea gen to sag 



201 

^ 
33 

^ -

fe 
it-

33 

PP^ i#^^ * * * J = c î  
iiiij&a^^iip^^ 

t^ 



(S<^ J; solo ar emsembk) 

i va ghi stu 
202 

W 
37 

* ^ 
S f t ^ E E t E E ^ ?^==^^5 

(Sop. II: sofa oreaseabk) P i va - ghi stu di, e I'ar ti son 

$ 

fe 
^ ^ ^̂ ^̂ î  ^f^=^-=^. 

(AHo: solo or emsembk) p i va ghi stu di. e I'ar ti son 

^ 

m IF 

f^^^^'^'^^fz^rSE^^m^z^zi 
37 

r 
p 

^ - * : t * * 

^ 

tuo di let to, e van - to: 

: ^ 3 
let te.e van - Io; 

?̂  u. 
" ^ 

m s s 

tfe: 

tuo di let te.e van - e del-te Mu - seal can 

tuo di let - to.e van - to: 

m 
± - -

e del - te Mu - se al 

41 

^LZZ:^::ZMEEtE^EfE^ 

m ^ # 



203 

^ = ^ £ a 
pre sti I'o rec chio i cor. pre sti I'o rec - chio an 

to pre sti I'o rec ctwoan 

3^ 

' — i ^ ^ 

^ ^ 

:#:-^=:=P: 

i fe 

* 
fe 

TMC// (Ciorus) 

:-A::-

l* F 

Sei deU' Er - cu - lea 
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$ 
53 

^ 

- t 1 -

gen sei defl' Er cu - te - a 

f ^ ;̂̂ î  
Sei dell' Er cu te - a gen - te. sag 

m m ^ 
—̂  

i t ^ = 

p-d 
57 

gen te, sag 

fcF^S 
P 

gia Dorvzet la,ii fior. 

^ 

sag gia Don-zel la,il 

r-n-r f ê  
fio re. 

±E3^ ^s=t 1̂  
gen - te, sag 

sag - gia Dorvzel la.H fior, 

^ ^ ^ 
^ 

gia Don-zel - la.H fior. 

sag gia Dorvzel la,il 

sag gia Don-zel - te.H 
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(Sop. I: solo aremsesMt) 

% 
Zl~ 

1- ±=^ 
61 

fior. 

^ 

Ha nel tuo co re il 

| = E * 
fior. 

fior. 

£EE 

* 

66 
ni do. 

(Sop. II; solo or eosembk) 

^i^P^ ^ 

^^E^^E^dE^^^ 

tia nel tuo co reil r>i - do o gni vir tu piu 

^ 
-J—P I 

9 Ha nel tuo oo re il ni 

(Temon solo oreasembk) 

do 

^ 
o - gni vir-tu piu Iwl te, vir - tu piu 

J ' Ha nel tuo oo re il gni vir - til piu 

^^feaEEEj^^j: ^m S i E E t asEK EE»--_ft: 

65 

Ŝ  ^ 

• F :_-f_-E=:»E_4=^=E=P=^ 
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bel la: 

m i 
bet la: 

±=t î ; 
ma te mo - de - stia. 

s=i 
ma te mo de stia. 

¥ * E^EEZ z=iz:z:z::Xz 

bel te: 

^ 

ma la mo - de stte. 

fife 

^^^m 
^ 

i=i=fi 

* ¥ 

pilii^i^^^ -4 F 1 

.j + 

^ 

1 ^ Lĵ np r^ i^ 
73 

ma te mo de sti - a e quel la che vi 

f^^^^r^^'-^-nrr^'t-^^^^ 
ma te mo de sti a e quel la che vi 

feE 
te mo de 

V 
sti - a i quel 

i ^ 
che vi 

V 
m 

r'-^-f 

") 

ZiE: 

73 

m w i 
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splen 

|B 
spten 

^ 

^m 

de o gnor. 

^ 
^Em 

de o gnor. 

V 

• _ • 

* 
81 

* 
i 

ma 

ii ^-j^- i r L̂  ̂ "=? 
la. 

^ 

i P P ŷ  

che vi ri spten - deo 

i 
te mo - de stte e quel te. 

te mo de stte e quel - la. 

? ^ E ^ 
cfte vi ri spten - deo 

p^^E^^^^^^- H = « = 

che vi ri - spten - d e o 

*i-. m Y -^ 
E¥:E» : i E j : 

J i.-. F 
I t 

^1^* 

^ • • 
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i^ 
65 

ii^ 
grwr. 

^ m 

m 

grxK. che 

^ 

ct>e 

grxK. che 

vi ri spten - d e o giK>r. 

spien deo gnor. 

E F 
-j^=r:. 

VI ri - spten cteo gnor. 

^ •—r 
^ 

65 

f P f P 

^ 3 E t = f t ^ 

f 
i i 

TuUi (Chorus) 

89 

' P ' • »" 

^ Hai di Di a na il 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

f Hm di Di - a na il 

V-^-r 
Hai di Di a - na il 

F-F 

Hai di Di a - na il 

Q^,^r^-Xjj^.- .g^JL . • » , 
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* ^ mm ±=t: 3?=F 

97 
gen - te. sei deir Er - cu tea gen-te. sag gte Dorvzel - te,il 

^ ^ ^m 
gen - te. sei deir Er - cu tea gen - te. sag gte Dorvzel te.il 

i i^n'-rT 
gen te. 

SdE -̂  m * 

sei deir Er - cu - tea gen - te. 

• f P - I u 

sag gte Dorvzel te.il 

http://te.il
http://te.il
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fior. 

m 
fior. 

¥ 
fior. 

fior. 

w 

sei deir Er-cu-tea gen 

m 

^^E=^i^ 

fe^-ja* 
101 

^ 

Hai di Di a na il 

^ 

Hai di Di a - na il 

^ 

Hai di Di a na il CO - re. di 

^ * 

i Ŝ  

^ ^ 
EXIEI^E _^ 

sei deir Er cu tea 

llE^^^i^^^ - ^ — ^ -

CO re . di Pa - te - de te men - te. 

^feES^E^^^E^S : ^ 

CO re . di Pal la de te men - te. 

Ŝ  « = ^ -f 1 1 

^ 
*=^^^-=3=^t 

sei deir Er - cu tea 

^E^L W 
sei dell' Er - cu - tea 

1^;^SE?^=E3^EE^ - F i 1 

Pal te - de, di Pal te de la 
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10S 
Oen - te, sag gte Don-zel te,il fior. sag gut Don 

gen te. sag gte Don-zel te.il fior. sag 9» Don 

m 
-b H 

113 

ZitL 

zei 

^ ^ ^ 

te.il 

I fe; 

fur. 

?̂  

-1 f- E?E 

zel te.il fior. 

% 
fe^ 

zel te.il fior. 

E ^ 

^PS T=|: 
XJti m 

zel te.il fior 

^4A4(«dl 

113 

I 1 « J z J h z l z E j i = r = f t 
» • ^ f f 

- I • r — I I I , I ^ 

Si? t̂ ^ I . 
• IK: 

http://te.il
http://te.il
http://te.il
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i ¥^ 
117 

Efe 

S= 

^ 
$ 

117 

* 

i 

212 

^ 

i 

^ 



APPENDIX C 

CHORAL SCENE FROM ASCANIO IN ALBA 

Choms: "Scendi celeste Venere" 

Recitative: "Ma s'allontani almen dagli occhi miei" 

Chorus: "No, no possiamo vivere" 

Recitative: "Ecco, ingombran I'altare" 

Chorus: "Scendi celeste Venere" 

213 



Scendi celeste Venere 214 

from Ascanio in Alba 

Andante 

W.A. Mozart 

(1756-1791) 

Edited by J. SAnder 

Soprarto 

AJto 

Terror 

^ ^ 

f 

^ 

Asdaate 

^fi^inimi-m 
9 

^ ^ ; ± E E ^ a E z l i i g g g ^ 

liiSSliiMM' 
crescendo 

iFE3E5 
* E : : • -m m 
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'̂ gg3=^ pi? 
Jt: T T E j E 

Seen di oe- te ste Ve ne- re. seen - di ce - te ste Ve ne re: e 

iiii^^i^^ieii^^piii^^ii 
Seen di ce - te ste Ve ne - re. seen - di ce- te ste Ve ne re: e 

^ ^ 
^^^^zzztz^^ i3 5? -i +-

Seen di ce - te ete Ve ne - re. seen - di oe- te ste Ve - ne re: e 

_ "̂  # ^ P P i 

3 E E * E ^ EEIE a=E: 
Seen - di oe- te - ste Ve ne- re. seen di ce- le ste Ve ne re: e 

^^^E^^^m!fm^i^^Emm. 
^^^^zzmm:.:i^_^:^i^-^:ziy IJM^Ti-

iP^ i * 
EiP 0 P 

del tuo a rrto re in se gno. la sda- ne il dol ce gno, che 

m ?̂  m 
del tuo a mo re in se 

q—r--qa: EtEBLI 

gno. te scia- ne il dol ce pe grw, che 

-mm ?EE# 
H — \ 

> pz--m— p -p rjJ' 

del tuo a mo re in se gno. la - scia- ne il dol oe pe gno. che 

' S ^ g E ^ ^ E E - f ^ : 1 . :E:jEE:?Z:|EEEiE^ 
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^ 
^^m - h -

13 
SO sp» 

" - 1 — 

ram moo grHx. 

3E~E^ y ; ~ - r 
Seen di ce- te ste 

r=^=t -0^ 
^ 

E 
GO spt ram mo o gnor. Seen - di oe-te - ste 

E^^EEl=^^--=-fi 3 
so spi ram mo o gnor. 

^^sm 'f^ *:---=lt m^^ 
so ram mo o gnor. 

g? 

^aEEE|E^=SEEil :ff::;^:=:*-

53 ^ ^ 

17 
Ve ne - re. seen di. seen di. 

^ - iii^P^^^^^^iffl 
Ve ne - re. ce te - ste Ve - ne- re. seen - di. 

'JtZWZ 

zz^i. E f 3 E ^ = ^ ;3E - I • — 1 -

Scen di ce - te - ste Ve ne re. seen - di. 

J^ P^P-

soen di oe- te - ste 

P * 

ES^^ilEB:^ -X m mm^^ 
Seen di ce - te ste Ve - ne re. seen di. seen di oe- te - ste 

1̂ 4 • ̂  

9-*-9ii-9~^ p 4 pli^i 

iPr rm E^ 
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. ^ E ^ E E P E ^ 
seen di ce - te ste Ve 

seen - di oe te ste Ve 

tEEE^ 

^ 
§E 

ne re. 

ne re. 

seen - di; 

'-A-:Z:^':E: 
-1 r-

ir=^ ^~o^ 

seen - di; del tuoa 

F=P=J^^E::fi^ 
Ve ne re, ce - te ste Ve ne- ra, seen - di; 

? T^ 
^2z$=^ 

Ve ne re. seen di. seen di; 

m =ps 
-L-

^±jj.^m ^^E^M^mm 
^ e del tuo a- mo - re in se gno la sda -ne i l do l ce pe-gno, te 

ES 
-^ H 

mo 

feE^JE^^ 

re in se- gno, te 

- / ^ 

^ ^ ^ 
T^- i 

e del tuo a- mo - re in se gno, in se-grw. te 

'^=EEE^^ d - -

mo re m se- grw. 

i^^jEg?f?m> Mi I I ^ Jff:^:: 

i - • 
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m * ^ * iEEEpE^EE jE^E3EEEE|E * 
•^EE:*: 

29 
saa ne il dol oe pe grw. che so spi ram mo o 

>—it H 

;^i^==^z:z± ^EjEEEJEEE^E^EEfEEEpE^.^ E 3 

sda- r>e il dol oe pe gno. che so spi mo o 

^EE£EEEE*E^V3-EE^.EE«;: "^m 
scte-ne il dol - ce pe gno. che so spi 

Si: E^1E=»EEEE-Z?t=: 

1 r mmt: lEEgEEEfE^ 
rt 

sda-nei l dol ce pe - gno. che so spi ram mo o 

m tt»*»t 
-1̂ 3 

29 

mX: :̂ E?E :i::E^^ 

gnor, che so 

-m r 

moo gnor, che so spi 

^ 

t J E Z r E E f ^ — 1 > ^ la,EEiE^EE^»E=jE;EjEET;.UE^lEEE^EE£ 
gnor, che so spi ram mo o grK>r. che so - spi 

tm t 
gntx. 

^ E ^ i E E ? qKErzrjKE 

che so mo o gnor. che so spi 

EEE|:EEJ: 
^r:t mmm -+ 

7 
gnor. che so 6P« ram mo o - giKjr. ctte so spi 

r^ ^ liJJ <̂ r̂  - ^ rr 

) 33 - : L>^ ^ ^ y ^ 

I p I 

pp-pppppinitftn 
• i P ^ ? * 

/^Eiii^ - H -
î  
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m 
37 

ram 

ram 

moo 

+-«-
moo 

Et 
gnor. 

:t=: 
* i 

gnor. 

ram 

E^EEE^ 

gnor. 

^' 

:^t: 

ram mo o 

XEE^Z-
gnor. 

lililiittlKrmiHf^ftf i -

i -



Recitative 
Silvia. Aceste. and Ascanio 

220 

Silvia 

P P- ^ ^ E E E ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^^P- ^=3^=:-^ 
zzxz 

Ma s'al Ion te ni al men da gli oc - chi mte - i quel pe ri - glio so og 

(molioawg Io Ascanio) Aoeste (looting MtAscaaio) Ascanio 

I LJ" p̂ LJ'^feL_r ^ " ^ 
^^=^-^=EEiE3E^ 5 = ^ 5 ^ 

get - to. II ve - di? H veg gn. Par mi si - mite a un Di - o (Sil vte mi 

i * f ^ 
^ 

^ o 

\^ 1 zH ^ E 

Aoeste 

\^=^^^=i^^ r ^ ^ 1 ^ J fe^p-pP 3 * 
guar-da: che oorvtra-slo cru del!) No. ca - ra fi-glia, no non le-mer. Se - gui te gran-de im-pre-sa. 

^ ^ ^ 1 - t --^ZBT- H — i - j ¥ 

EBC 
- - t — t -
_ ETTP EEQ 

: E ^ 
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ve-di che H fu-mo asoervde. e l a r a e a c o e s a . O s s e r v a - te.o Pa sto - ri. Ec - oo seen - de te 

* 

m ztsz 

8 

10 

(Clouds descend over Ihe aHar) 

^Ei M^ME^iEE!i^:i 
De a. Tra quel - te nu - bi si na scon -de teDe-a. O h S i l - v t e m i - a . m e c o a H ' 

^ f=^zsz sf" 

^ 
m m T=~-az 

y- 1 

+ ru"'̂ =̂ ^ p p 
-j^^-f-j3^ 

16 a ra ti vol gi: e voi Pa sto - ri de te pre ghte re ar 

^ 
-^- ^ 

^ 

16 

EEE^pEEE 5EEEE|E; 

den ti rin no va tei cte mo 

W^ ^EE|E 

^ m 
18 

'» ' i H 
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No, non possiamo vivere 
from Ascanio in Alba 

Aadaale 

W.A. Mozart 

(1756-1791) 

Ed^edbjrJ. Shrader 

Soprarx} 

AUo 

Tenor 

^ 

^ 

^ 

P 
E^Ui^iitiii 

z^^szzzrrtzsz 
«EEE_E3r-E 

,X.EE : EEziETEEEEi^r^EEEi 

crescendo 
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^^^^SiP^i^^^E^EpE^ ?^23E m 
No. non pos- sia mo VI v e - re. r»o. nonpos-sia mo vi ve- re in 

iii^iiiiiE^^SEEg^^^i^EEJ^EEEp 
No. rxNi pos- sia mo VI ve - re. no. rwnpos-ste - mo vi ve - re in 

^ 
EF-=P 

^ = ^ p E E ^ ^ " - ^ + - *£=£ 
No. rxin pos- ste - mo VI ve - re. rK>, nonpoe-sia mo vi ve - re m 

bF#-i^ • — • ^_ i^EEfE^^E giElS^ifE-
No, non pos- ste mo VI - ve - re. no, nonpos-sia - mo vi ve - re in 

^^^^^^^^m-
* I r... 

EPI-I ^ = P ^ 
^ piu fe - Ii - ce re 

1 1 '— 
I t -

gno. Ma serv za il dol ce pe gno non 

piu fe K - ce re 

p=fmz^z^z^ zaz 

gno. Me serv za il dol - oe pe grv) fK>n 

m i =*=F E 
piii te Ii - ce re 

^iEt"j gZEp IziEET E E ^ 

gr». Ma serv za il dol oe pe gno rwn 

^ 
^ 

piu fe Ii oe re 

* iEaiE 

gno. Ma serv za il dol - ce gno non 

9kSMmm 

' ^ ^ 

• m---^-
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BSEEEE^^ ^—Vi 4 • 
siam con ten t ian oor. No. rwn pos- ste - mo 

^ = ^ = ^ : ^ 

13 
Btam con ten 

—[E 
E ^ * » *-

ti an oor. t>4o. rHxi pos- ste m o 

^P IEE^E^PE I ZJEE: - : 
ZZJZ 

siam con ten ti an oor. 

t ^ \ -^— M -

13 
siam con ten 

^^m^^^- :*EZ=Ee: 

13 

* 

ti an oor. 

^ ^ 

\^m^^^^^ p-

17 
VI ve - re. no. 

zlz 

non pos sia - mo. 

17 ve - re. no. no. 

f^-EE^^^=^,XEZ^^^^EEg t r-

<^=tS=j5 
non po6 sia 

i^^=P^^^iS=SE^ 4—zzzMz 

No, non pos-s te mo vi ve-re, non pos sia mo. 

^ 
k 

î î g i 
no. nonpOB-sia - mo 

-PE—5_P^* f-
T ^ i i -

17 No. rxjn poe - sia mo vi ve-re. non pos sia - mo. no. nonpoB-8ia - mo 

m^^^s^^m 
m ^ 

-p- 0—i i' ^ 
17 
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^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ -
21 

no. non pos- ste mo VI 

f E E * 

v e - r e . IKXI pos ste - mo. 

m^m^ 
21 

m^^^EM=E^ E=^ 

ro. rwn pos-ste mo vi v e - r e . non pos ste mo. 

—i- i 

- • P— ~ 

piu fe 

mmm^mm 
ve - re. rw. no. 

i « * = * : 
( u-

'£EEE 

non pos sia mo. 

^ 
^ ZifZZZ^Z. 

21 
v e - r e , no non pos sia mo. 

21 

mm^m^-p ^ 
in piu fe - Ii oe re gno. in piu fe - Ii ce re - grw. Ma 

25 

-O^ S 
oe re - gno. Ma 

f f^-^ 
^ 

? i i ^ 
in piu fe - Ii - oe. fe Ii re - grx). Ma 

^^^^i^ FF ? = f - ETEEt 

25 
in pill fe oe. fe re - grK>. 

E=;;4:^:rE—EjztE;: 1 „ — i - H i i i i ^ 
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£ E 3 3 E E k ^ : ^ ? 
29 

ES 
29 

Ei: mSEEf 
sen - za M dol oe pe giM) non siam ten 

M^^^mm^ 
servzail dol oe pe - giw non siam con ten 

^EEz^ 5 
ti an 

ti an 

i g ^ '^Z^Z^Z^EMEzizEEEiE^^E^^MzE 
servza il dol ce pe gno non siam ten ti an 

\^iz.^=i^i^ zmzz r ^^^iP^^ 
29 Ma servza il dol oe pe - gno rum siam con ten ti an -

^ \SE^zSzzE=-tE&£&E£i=nJJJSiSi:-^^ 
29 " " " " " " 

Wi^^^ ̂ i^ ^f=^ — » 

29 

?^^^^? r ^ = ^ = ^ -
^ 

33 
cor. r>on siam con ten ti an oor. non siam con 

^^^Ejzwzz^m^x^i^i^a^m^ H 1-

^'^EE^EE^ 
33 

cor. non siam con ten 

^ E ^ 
p 

* mm ŝ  
non siam con ten 

^ E i E ^ m^^^ 
33 

cor. non siam con ten 

ti an oor. non siam con 

:Mzzr~z»z 

ti an cor. IKXI siam con 

H 1-

ti an cor. non siam con 

E^E^gTE^E^^ 

33 
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37 ten ti an oor. 

^ 

ten ti an 

^ = -

cor. 

-4—-

ten ti an 

•:^f^:^zi 

ZMSZ 

37 ten ti an 

ZiZ^': 

^ ^ ^ 1 E E:iEiE.EEEE ^ ^ 

i -

^mE, 
37 



Recitative 

Aoeste 

228 

(The clouds opeainlroni ofihe eknr) 

Aoeste (Beams of l^hl radiate from tie clouds) 

Ec - co.in gom branl'al-te re 

^EE^EEE^^^^^^^ ^ p 

fau-ste nu-bi in-tor-no. Ec CO te lu ce 

f̂ =̂̂  ^ 
Ea^EZI^EiEE i 

de te Di - va pre-sen te. Ec CO tra - spa - re. 

3^ 

^ 

& 

—o 

E^^-
-4--I- ^ 



Scendi celeste Venere 229 

from Ascanio in Alba 

Andante 

W.A. Mozart 

(1756-1791) 

EdHedbyJ. Shrader 

Soprano f ^ ^ 
^ 

4«7 

Tenor 

Bass ^ 

Andante 

?55f «• 

^fci^ ^ E ^ 

^^^^^^4#J^^^*yWtifWJ*« 
crescendo 

- » -̂.<L ^iE^ - « - : EE» 
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-t u J I -f ^ + - / I .EgrE-E3E±:ir: y^ I i j rJy^ 

Seen di oe- te - ste Ve - ne- re. seen di ce- te - ste Ve 

'^^Em^E^^^m i~-^ij^f-~?^^ 
Seen - di oe - te ste Ve ne - re. seen - di ce- te ste Ve 

p - « = 3 C !R=P^=T^=^ - EP - EIEfEE^Zt 
-l» P 

Seen di oe- te ste Ve ne- re. 

P^^^^^^^^fe^^^F^^^^EEJJgEE^g^^ 

ne - re; e 

^ ^ 
ne - re; e 

E^EEE \ ^ -J 

seen di ce- te ste Ve ne re; e 

Seen di ce - te - ste Ve ne- re. seen di ce- te ste Ve ne re; e 

^^^^mm 
f 

• • • • • • i i i i i i gggeggggeiH tttttt ! • • • • # -

* ^:EE^^E:-EEEEEE$ 

?^^^^ X p.. p p. E 
del tuo a mo - re in se gno. te scia- ne il dol ce pe 

i ^ 

' ^ " ^ ^ 
i f E ^ ^ 

-f f-

gno. che 

zx=n±z 
-P • -

del tuo a mo - re in se gno. te sda- ne il dol oe 

m i ^ 
^ P 

del tuoa mo rein se gno. 

-r 
te scia- ne il dol ce pe 

"^^m^Ez^m^^m m^EEzEz^ i 
sda-rw H dol oe 

gno, che 

-1 -̂

gno, che 
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ii^EEt 
so spi ram mo o gnor. Seen di ce-te ste 

JEE^EEH- ^=3ES 
SO spi moo gnor. Seen di ce- te ste 

^EEiEEE^E^ E:p^^ 
izr^E- :Ef^-^:EE:pE: P̂  

so spi ram mo o gnor. 

^^=m EEf^ 
mo o gnor. 

m JTi r̂  r̂  rn ̂ 1 
13 

-^;r ^ 

^ ^ E 

^ ^ ^ 
17 Ve ne - re. 

fe£ 
J3Z 

di. seen - di. 

f:^=^L^=:^^E-l J ^ i f ^ 
Ve ne - re. ce te - ste Ve ne- re, seen di. 

^Em - I — 
- t — I -

Soen di oe te ste Ve ne re. seen - di. seen di oe- te ste 

^ ^ ^ ^ ̂
 1---1 h 'm^ ? E 3 

Seen di oe te ste Ve ne re. seen di. 

• • 1 1 

seen - di ce - te ste 

S_I_IIJ:Ujj^ff 
y * • pp»ddpp^ 

fpE m'^'E-l^zzE^izzzz^ ^ -
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'^m^m^^^^^^mEEE^m^ 
21 

seen di oe te - ste Ve ne - re. seen di: 

P P 
E3i 

seen - di oe te ste Ve 

•^—P 

ne re. 

^--±^-=«= 
seen - di: 

m^^^Ef^^^^=:^ 
Ve ne - re. oe - le ste Ve ne- re, seen - di; 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 5 ^ P 
Ve ne - re. di. 

= - E E P E ^ ^ Z ^ : 
:rt:EtEE:z:^EE=:zEEE 

seen - di; 

t^^zE'^^zEEEE 

-p—•-

del tuoa 

• • • • 9 V « « V « « « 

E 
r^^^^ 

25 e del tuo a- mo re in se gno te scte - ne il dol ce pe- gno, la 

re in se- gno, te 

^E 
e del tuo a-mo re in se gno. in segno, te 

:zzJa^ 

del tuoa - mo re.a mo re m se- gno. 

^ ^ g i ^ P ^ ^ ^ g ^ ^ ^ ^S^sJ55iHHEiEdEE*«**t 

25 

^ ^ 
Z^ZZZ^ZZZZZ i 
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Ii 
29 

b 

fz=^EM^Ez^ 

^ ^ 

Eoa-fwi l dol - ce 

P ^ 

^ ^ • « • * 

scte ne il dol ce p e  gno. che so spi ram 

^ ^ E mEE;^=m 
pe gno. ctMs so spi 

E^---
ram 

^^^^^EE* ZA EIEEJEE5; 
scia- ne il dol - oe pe grw, 

^E=^E^=i'z 

che so spi moo 

mmmm=mi t itEfî - " ^ 

moo 

"^s^=im ̂ ^mmmm^E^E'EE^zE 

f 
33 

gnor. 

;r i r \r TE—i 
T 

che so spi ram to gnor, che so spi 

tE^^^^zz^^EJE^^^m^ 
P J^ 

P—^—i-
± [-

gnor. cfie so spi ram mo o grKir, che so spi 

mmm^ 
gnor. 

gnor. 

che so 

^E=Hf 
spi 

^^EEtEEXEE^^EE^=^^ 1^3? 
P 

^ 

moo gnor. ctte so spi 

^ ^ ^ 

ctte so spi ram IO gnor, ctte so spi 



m 3SE zstz 

m^ 
ram moo gnor. 

E^EEEElEE-^ 

ram m o o gr»r. 

ram mo o gnor. 
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37 
ram moo 

* 

gnor. 

^ 

i -

s ^EE i -



APPENDIX D 

CHORAL SCENE FROM IL SOGNO DI SCIPIONE 

Recitative: "E quali abitatori?" 

Choms: "Germe di cento eroi" 
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Recitative 236 

Scipione. Costanza. & Fortuna 

Scipione Fortuna 

^^Z3^ ^ ^ ^ m 
E qua - Ii a bi te to - ri? As sai chte cte - sti: e teg gial 

Sli 

Scipione 

jr~ 

^±^E=^ 
~f> 

Costanza 

^ l^=fe#^ 1 t ^ ^Sz 
Sc^fione 

han que-ste s e - d i e-ter-ne? Ne han mol - ti.e va ri in va rie par ti. 

\ 

3 
0— 

=PE i O-^Z. 
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Fortune 

'^zszzz=f==-^t:SE~^'^E^^^ 
que sta, o ve noi siam, chi si rac co - gite ma i? Guar da 

=i=- -d-
:az 

\ ^ E l» 

E ^ 
sol chi s'ap pres sa. to sa pra I. 

w^=m —Q 

^W 

-o E ^ 



Germe di cento eroi 
238 

from It sogno di Scipione 

Allegro 

Sopmrto 

Alto 

Termr 

W.A. Mozart 

(1756-1791) 

EdlitedbyJ. Shrader 

1 "^ *% J - . . . . 

^E'tE^r^*sfc 
Ger me di oen- toe - ro i. di oervto e ro i. di Ro - ma o nor pri 

fW-J-^^^^^^^gg^grrt^fgy-^^^^^S^^ 
Ger me di cen- toe ro i. di cen-to e ro i. di Ro - ma o - nor pri 

^ 
r=r= P w -l ^ ' 

T I 1 r,4 f cJ-
-•-—•-

Ger me di oen- toe - ro di cen-to e ro i. di Ro - ma o - nor pri 

m f^>-r~r v P L T i r r "^^ 0=-'=P--^=mi 

Ger me di oen-toe ro i. di cervto e - ro di Ro - ma o - nor pri 
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~^^^^^^m^M^ 
mie ro. di Ro - ma o-nor pri mie- ro, vfe- ni. vte - niche in del stra 

^^^^^^^^^^^^mE^^^ 
rme-ro. di R o - m a o - r m r pri - mte-ro. vie-ni. vie - ni. vte iMche in ctel stra 

mmm f—f-
^ 

* 

mte- ro. di Ro - ma o-nor pri mte- ro. vie-ni. 

E^E^-E^^^ 

vte nicfie in ciel stra 

gE^-^^TB^grgt ^ = ^ = ^ 
E^^Eifc 

mte-ro. di R o - m a o -nor pri mte-ro. vte-ni. vie - ni. vte ftiche in ciel stra 

î l rrj r--'gfe^-^-^-#r^i 
^ 

Sfi^tEEiEEESE^^^^ 4 ^ Ej^ \'P:"zP'rP 
-0 • »' I 

w^ [ jc j i r^ ^ ^ ^ SE 
nte- ro il no- me tuo rron e. Ger - me di oen toe ro i. di 

Hl"^ttfl^iJ1^ -! H E £ Z £ E ^ S 1 
nte - ro il no- me tuo non e. Ger me di cen toe ro - i. di 

W^z^ i ^PH -jszzmz 
TZZZZl 

TP' 
nte- ro il no- me tuo non e. 

a^g^gj^^Eig 

Ger- me di oen- to e - ro - i. di oen - to e ro i. di 

P ? ^ 
nie- ro il no- me tuo non e 

-^ P-ip-P -i^-- w -^zzz^z:^zzzzzzz^zz^ jj^^^fc^ 
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Ro - ma o nor' ftn mte - ro. 

j=3=f m * 

Ro m a o itor pri ro. 

f ^ P ^ 
P P 

Ro - ma o nor pri - mte - ro. 

U^—F^ 
ni. v»e- ni. 

zdozz^ 

vie - ni, vie - ni. 

mE^-^^ 

'f=^rT-

r~r3i r^nxus^ 
- ni. 

- » P w i 0 - J 
=4EEE^tEEiMr; 

Vie- ni, vie- ni. vie - ni. ni. 

^^^^^^^^^^m=mz^^m^s 
Ro - m a o - nor pn mie - ro. vie - ni, vie - ni. vie - m. 

g-prfi 8 ifrrpF«prrfl 'P f'^^ii^^ U^\ LS ^W^ 
P P ' ^ t 

l -EfeEEEE_-^' 3 •E|E 
• 

^ 

If j» » 
fT\ 

r r L T ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p s ^ 
13 vte niche indel stra-nie ro H rto me tuo non e. no. 

^ fJ il . n i J) n = ^ p ^ ^ - i - ^ i lEEE^E^E jEE^ 

P 
vte - ni che in ciel stra nte - ro 

^ 

il no - me tuo non e. no. 

zH V h-~*^^Em 
fT\ 

vte - ni che in ciel stra -

= _ - - ^ ^ & = 

nte ro 

~f f ^ 

il no me tuo non 

5 r 
e. 

E~f-^±E= 

no. 

<
l 

r\ 

il no - me tuo non e. 
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il no - me tuo rKm e. 

^^^^^i^^EE 
vte itictie indel stra rtte-ro il no-me tuo non 

k^ Ezrrr^^^^^. 

m 
vte - niche inciel stra nte-ro il r m - m e tuo rton e. 

•:=^=zz:~z-zzftz ^S^^ Eli ^ ^ E 

vte niche indel stra nte-ro il rra-me tuo rKxi e. 

* 

- o -

19 
no 

rw 

no 

^ 

no 

me 

me 

me 

S 

i 
tuo 

-f-

tuo 

i 
tu 

tuo 

^ 

? -:ztz 

non 

z^E 

non 

3 ^ ^ 

B - E ^ 

m 

^ i : 

J|||«^J^§^^r|b-? • * 

TT^Jnr 

1*E^ET»E • - • — » * 

• 

. 1̂  
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J. 

^^m Z&i.^.^ 

I Slg 

i *r=A 
^^FEE^ E ULig 

Mil 

P 
te tro-var tu puo i. mil 

(-f- Sop. 2 optional) 

or me de-glia vi tuo i. 

^ZZ^ 

Mil 

^EE^ :-«E:"-ja;_ r̂ : 
te tro - var tu puo - i 

(V AA> 2 optioaal) 

^ Z ^ -X- ''E E 
Mil te tro-var tu puo i or me de-gNa vi tuo i. 

^i^ 
Mil te tro - var tu puo i. tro- var tu puo 

taMM-»ppp-PP-P^m^^P P ^ J»»## 

* • ^ =^ ' • i I . i ^ j ^W ; ^ 1 I j I 1 _ _ « ^ 

f7-- -̂  'P^ Em:E::_#: 
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i * ^ ^ ^ - ^ - ^ ^EEZZ^^ :E^ 4= 
31 tra sti il pte. ve. o ve in - ol tra 

H'LTISJ^ET^^^ 
tra sti il pte. ^fK in ol tra 

tM W^m^ Em 
tra sti il pie. 

-m P-

o ve in - ol - tra 

4- : |^ E=zM=zs^^^ 
ve. o ve in - ol - tra 

sti il pte. 

^ j ^ ^ - - - E E E g g E g E ^ 

Sti H pte. 

* = P E 

EE^E^t^ v 
sti il pte. 

^ 

V r r r m ^ — 

El? J»-f- # ^ f e l * I 
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a ^ m !=t 
3EES iLJ'̂ -f-: 

34 
Ger - me di cen - t o e ro di cen - t o e ro - I. di fto ma o - nor pn 

'^^^EE^^E^^z^mEm^ ^^IXzS 
Gter me di oen toe ro di cen - t o e ro - i, di Ro - ma o - nor pri 

ti t ^=r zzz-^^zz^zzzzmzzzzimzzz^-f-'— f ^ .^^.m^=zmzzjzz\ zzt-^-f—^^J^-
]^E±^ 

Qer me di oen to e ro • i. di oen - to e - ro i. di Ro - ma o - rtor pri 

S^ E^- EE^ :sz^ m^ zmzzzzx: ^ S i ^ 
Ger me di cen - t o e ro - i. di oen - to e - ro i. di Ro - ma o - ttor pri 

} 
34 

^ EfTEH 
^^_ . 

E^^E»_f_f .̂ ^ 

4 F ^ t i j V n rEEf^ ^^^^r^^-^^*=E^^^ ') I ' ^ I ! -̂  

37 mte- ro. di Ro - ma o-nor pri mte - ro. vie- ni. vte - ni. vte - ni.che irdel stra 

* = F g^EEE^pjEE^-^^f^^EEE^^^rrrrr^^^^^ 
mte- ro . di R o - m a o - r w r pri mte - ro. v te -n i . vte - ni. v t e - n i che irciel stra 

^f=s lEEtEgEZJE ̂ ^ 
^=a mE.j^=EEEzEM^ 

mte - ro , di Ro - ma o-nor pri mte - ro. 

P^P^^^^ 
vte - ni. vte-ni , vte - rti,che indel stra 

J=l=:X=zS= 
:MZZzaz. ¥ 

- . • f ^ 
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nte-ro il n o - m e tuo non e. Qer - me di oen toe ro 

'^^^^^Em. ~r!!^=s 
Ei=EE*:E*EEEa:: 

nte-ro il rKi-me tuo non Qer - me di oen to e ro i. di 

izwzzm zzazzzrt^ 
— I — » 1— — t — ^ ^ 

'^-

nte- ro il no- me tuo non i 

-m—•/—m 

zE^E^ 
nte - ro il no - me tuo IKMI e. Qer-me di oen-toe ro i. di oen toe ro i, di 

mm 
^ p. \P f: P P 

: » E E - : ^ E ^ ^ _ ^ - J i L E T E E r > T z:m: ^ X E ^ T 

43 

î g^ ĵ̂ E^ [ n t ^ ^ ^ * = i f c ^ - ^ ^ ^ = ^ 

R o - m a o-nor pr i -mte- ro . vie - ni. vie - ni. vie ni. vie ni. 

w^^^^^^^ E t i Z E * 

R o - m a o-nor pr i -mte- ro . vie ni. vie ni. vie - rti. 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ E E E ^ ^ = ^ ^ I E 
R o - m a o-nor p n - m i e - r o 

P-

vie ni. vie - ni. vie ni. 

- ^ i i t 
5 ^ mE^^ 

^ 
^ * 

Ro- ma o- nor pri - mte - ro. vie - ni. vie vie - ni. 

9ZZ*Z*:^ 
m m 

ziz EE-E^;t: > ^ ^ : 
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^ ^ 

"pi—w~ 
^ 

ZZE m^^zz^z 
vfe ni che in del stra - nte - ro il no m e tuo non e. no. 

y i = . F ^ = ^ -dr- ' * • • — t e — - ^ — r — r 

^ 

vte - niche incael stra nte ro il rto - me tuo rmn e, no. 

i|tai :f=^d^ 
^ 

^ 

/C\ 

^E^^: ^»^-^-E^ zzn^.-^z 

vte ni die in del stra nte - ro il no - me tuo rwn d, no. 

Ip=^ P . * ^m jBEZZjt. 
I 4 • 

-P P- tT\ 
J + — ^ 1- • 

vte ni che in del stra - nte - ro il no me tuo rton e. cm. 

Mz^^,^^^±^ 

* 

i Ê  ^ 
F"?"!^ g^gt^Eg 

vte ni che in del stra nte - ro il rm - me tuo rmn e. 

^TTEn 
vte - niche in del stra - nte 

a ^ y = ^ # J E ^ 
ro il rm- me tuo rmn e. 

!EE k g=igTtr'^=^ 
vte ni che in del stra - nte-ro il no-me tuo non e. 

feE^EE^ ^m E^ 

vie - ni che in del stra - nte-ro il no-me tuo non e. 

-^iF^^=^m tAjUz^UtS:^ " 11 U "K^ii^^-

' ^ ^ 
zm ztzt^^tzll I 
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no me 

E :r=5;: 

rm 

mzz 
rm me 

w 

m^ 
tuo non 

S EEZtEE 

tuo rmn 

f S^-::E^ 

tuo rmn 

^ ^ 
& : . * - - : 

tuo rmn 

§§|y^,^K^g^J:,:^ 
=3^=^^ 

•^1 LJ L ^ 7 \ y PE^^E0^'^:EiE^::iEEtEE^ 

IP^ - _ ^ E 

ss 

: ^ S ^ 
* • # 

* ^ ^ * • , 

y^; 'E«»-*atrE 
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EI 

^ ^ ^ E ^ ^ E E ; ^ :; J 
ss 

p 
» 



APPENDIX E 

CHORAL SCENE FROM LUCIO SILLA 

Choms:: "Fuor di queste ume" 

Arioso: "O del padre ombra" 

Chorus: "II superbo" 

249 

WW' 1 
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Fuor di queste urne 
from Lucio Silla 

•jprarto 

Adap'o 

W.A. Mozart 
(1756-1791) 

Edited by J. Shrader 

Alto î E 

^ermr 

tss Ne 
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m -p^ 

Fucx 

P ^ 

Fuor 

^ ^m 
Fuor 

m j s j 

di que 

^ 

di que 

que 

ne do 

S 
ste 

i 
ste 

ste 

f=t ^ 

f P f P 

^t^^=M * : 

f f f p 

^ 
f 

i* 
^ ^ 

i» 

i» 

^ ^ 

ur 

#> 

t 
- ^ — h -

ne do 

: - : : ^ 

ne do 

ne do 

r E^ 

^ 

ten 

?̂  

^ ^ ^ 

^ 
-t I £=E^^ 

deh sd te 

ten 

iP*rt 
ten 

IS g^ 
ten 

deh 

i 
deh n u 8CI 

^ - 3 : ^ ^ = ^ ^ 

deh nu sa 

^ ^ ^ : 
^^MESEiU 

^m. 

^ 

nu 

^ZZZ^ 

nteo- rm 

me o- rm 

--• - — • — • — • — p - ^EEfE^ 
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E 
EE£; -£Z 

10 
meo no ra 

w 
fuor di 

10 
iat Jp; 

sa al - me o rm ra te. 

p # -t Em^zzzz^Em irr_EEj»E 

ra te. deh nu sa 

\mm^^EzZE=E=ZZ^ZZzE 

al me o- rm ra - te. 

! 1 • V~ 

me o - tm ra te, deh n'u 

W^ I 

^m^ A V 1 
z^zzzzzz^zzz^ Et= tEE^ ie 

10 

te^ ? ^ 
^ ^ 

13 
que ste ur ne do ten 

^^^^E^^E=E^ ^ A^^^zu 
13 

fuor di que ste 

s E^\ \ "^3E^ 

ne do 

-P- * -

ten 

H (- ^ E 

fuor di que ste ne do ten 

m SEE 
feEE£ 4-

i" 
fuor di que 

^ E ^ ^ 

ur ne do ten 

-tf- k 
m z^zzzzt EE- Vi I ^ V^^ i^=gEE^ 

13 1» 

rEEl|gEE*rEgz:^J P^_B^^zzz^ 
zmzzzzz^zzz^ EE1J# T»E» E*: 

-t- 1 1 \, f-
-1 k ^ ^ i 

13 

^ 

L_ 
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0^zz^ Jf^ 
^ ^ 

16 deh 

z^^-fJL 
"^Em 

deh 

deh 

S: 

n u sa al 

jnPL IJL JJL 

sa te 

. /y , fp „ fp IP. 

^ T- P 
nu 

U r <—«—*Eizi« , ::_ 

^ 
16 

P / P 

^ K f t r i 

^^pfJEf A 

me o no 

me o - rm 

me o rm 

/ f 

£^* 

/ 

* 

S E ? ^ E ^ 
19 

^ ^ ^ ^ - -tT 

te. sde grm 

S E P̂ ^ iZEt 

te. 

'^'-

sde gito se 

EEfE •Ef^ 

sde grm 

^^i=i^7i-^" 
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mm 
! 22 

ven di ca te 

F=* 
di ca 

te 
x--i 

la 

£^ 
la 

ro ma rta 

=̂F̂̂  ^ ^ 

ro ma rta 

ET^ 
ber - ta. 

ber 

i 
di ca 

• - 1 — t 

la 

•^EEEZ 

ro - ma - na 

E^-
ber ta. 

S 
di - ca - te la 

^f-m, mff-p^ 

ro - ma na 

* 

Ii ber ta. 

^^EzEEz^^ i i I I i fr:*:.Z*-i-trs^-:f:.Z^ 

s ^ ^:lg 
-»—P 

^ ^ 
m d" 

25 sde - gno - se ven di ca te te ro - ma - na 

* 

i g^ 

f ^ 

^ 

-^^zz:zzs^z^^^zXzzzzzz^^zzz^^^-^f=^.^zzx-
^SI==-SZZz--iZZi:A=M, »LZL.A^-^=^^z::^=ar 

S 
sde gno se ven di ca 

^ 

f-^^^ ^m -.\ 
^ 

sde gno - se ven di - ca la 

'W^^^^EzzEE^ 
-m. —(•-

: ^ E mEz^-
sde grm se ven di - ca - te ro ma na 

i-̂ -
T---E-

« _*E I-E^E 53^ rEt-
E> > E » ' ^ • 
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SE^EEE^SE^ 
26 tier - ta. te 

P 
ro ma na ber 

J ^ ^ N ^ X TE 

^ 
•iE3zziz=z^zzi^ 

ma na Ii - ber - ta, la ro ma na ber ta. 

•SE EE£ ^EE^ f f -J: ^ E ^ E 

ma - rta Ii - tier ta. la ro ma t>ar ta. 

ES tES ^ ^ 
EEf 

t>er ta. te ro - ma na Ii ber 

^ ^ ^ J p i ^ S 

^^Ei_^^i 

W^SE^ E^^^'^^m 
e sde - gno se ven di ca 

-I 1- : * 

la ro 

w s ^ . ^==fE^- m 
e sde grm se ven - di - ca 

i 
te ro 

e sde - grm se ven - di - ca te ro -
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m I E£ AE^EEZ ZZJOZ 

34 
ma na Ii t>er - ta. 

-4 1—I izz ^ 
P 1- P I 

-T f 

i—d-

ma Ii - ber ta. 

fl_ 

sde 

E^'z 

sde 

^ P- P E | = : - - r-S: 

ma na 

:?: 

Ii ber te. sde 

^z^zzX 
ma na Ii ber ik. sde 

Pi P 0 • • • • • • • i » « 

fe W^^- -f « t , ^^—.—^-Et^Jj^j>^Ii ,Jt 
z±iTEEEp7:z:~ji_)*^fL *-__!»": z^' • - " _ 7 - F — r i R 1 ^\E\~"^'V'*^Er~^ 

34 

E - | E E EES -I -t—I'Ei^ - )— I p- -»z^zmzzm 

'^mE 
37 

s 

i 

-̂  1-

grm se ven di te ro 

-^^m 
^ 

gno se ven di la ra 

mmmmE^^m 
gno se ven di - ca 

3^EEEE^.EEE?_EEESEE=^ 

la ro 

ma na 

- I r-

li ber 

zmzzzzzzmzz 

Ii ber 

= ^ - - -

ma - na Ii ber 

grm se ven di la ro ma na Ii ber 

JiiJJ'Hl!!!^ 

^i>ytl f • r f jiji XX X j t x * • fi^ ^ ^ P^£^ 
--•- • -
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SE 
43 ta. 

* 

ta. 

^ZZZZ^ 
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^ 

SI 

m tF^t 

^ ^ 

tErrrEzE 

t 

i iftEEftEEEjjy^ i ^ 

E3: { 

m 
48 

48 

Et: 
48 



G/UN/A 
Moho adagio 

259 

so del 

r % 

pa - dre 

± 

^P^^I^E^^P^ • j ^ Ah' 
• • 

35^i^^^E¥E3::EEEE!^:Er::E.E.57? ̂  1^ 
so 

wm wmzt 
S3 bra. bra di tet te. 

\^%iafWg^ff^ ^ 

( [g^E^I^^^^Jbjz^Jg^EJEEEEi: :^^^ 

1^ E&ff ^ E i 
? E E E £ E 7 E ^ 5 ^ 

I 56 
se d'in - tor - rm a me t'ag gi - n. se d'in -

\ ^ 

^=^^j-i^ 
^^33:^EEE|E=a^fE3EE^EEEE^|E^^ 

# ^ ^ E N S 
^ ^ f t « 

EEEÎ  

56 

p i p •-• 
41. 

- I — 

rm a me t'ag gi ri. miei 

i SEEf ^^^^BPf 3̂  

s^ 3ipE=p#^ 

;̂ pE£t;E: 
4 " ^ 

-p • 

se 
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m ^zzzzi 
62 

pian 

1 * S E E I 

ti, 

- j 1 _ 

miei so spi n. 

"^BziFz r---^'B-l--i 

:•* EE::J»: jt zzzm-
::E L"E::__yy ¥ : 

^ 

,z ^ h 
r^ t t 

h. 

: Es zzzzzzzz \ .:: 
: m^tzzm ph m 

62 

^^^^EEEzz^m 
pian ti. I miet so 

/ 

^^^EEzz^^z^E^zZi=;^zzp^^=i 

&SEfEZZ^:^.f-:z^,zZ^Z^^z'^''^^:z3zz'^EE^^ 
65 

fi t ^ s fc î  E o^S -t- 4 1 ^ ^ 
68 

spi deh mo - va - rm. 

1 ^ * # p ^ 
^ * ^ " ^ ^ 

5 ^ : •y=x E5: V ;̂  
mz-- zzm z 

66 

tF-::-^ Eg * 
^ ^ E ^ 

71 
mo va rm a pte ta, 
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APPENDIX G 

CHORAL SCENE FROM LA CLEMENZA DI TITO 

Chorus. "Serbate, o Dei custodi" 

Recitative: "Te della patria il padre" 

Chorus. "Serbate, o Dei custodi" 
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